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SECTION III

CHOOSING AS FIGURE IN THE STYLING OF LIFE

Overview

The preceding section exemplified the process of reappraisal

which characterized the work of Tiedeman and his Immediate colleagues

and students during the period betweei the College Board monograph and

the project comprising the substance of this third section, the Informa-

tion System for Vocational Decisions. In Chapter 6, Tiedeman reviewed the

development of his ideas immediately prior to 1964-1965 and, in Chapter 9,

reported on the personal experiences during that yeas in which he was

simultaneously student, administrator, and scholar in the Harvard Center

for Research in Careers.

Section III begins with Tiedemaa -toting the two new directions

which the experiences of that academic (1964-:965) year gave to his

Interests in the "personally determined career." As we might anticipate

from the point of view wl,ich he 'Las outlined in previous statements of this

collection, those two directions consist of an increasing regard for (1) the

complex interplay among preconscious, unconscious, and conscious processes

of thought in the personal determination of career development and (2) time

and sequence as the context, and substance, of those processes.

In Chapter 12 Tiedeman presents the project which represents the

focus of his current work: the Information System for Vocational

Decisions, a project of the Harvard Graduate School of Education, the New

England Education Data Systems, and the Newton School Department. The



development of this system represents not only an effort to influence

current practice by direct example, an influence previously unachievable

as noted in Chapter 9 but, in addition, represents through the implemen-

tation of current assumptions and findings an explicit analogue for the

testing and re-formulation of conceptual issues basic to the general

theory of career development within which Tiedeman is working at the

present time.

In Chapter 13 Dudley outlines the particular orientation and

strategy of investigation that he has proposed in order to carry out an

exploratory investigation of the "symbolic processes of ego synthesis"

discussed in Chapter 10. This proposal for the study of humor, dreams,

and figurative speech as aspects of imagination in the learning process

represents an alternative means for charting processes, of thought central

to Tiedeman's general theory.

Each of these proposals anticipates with some care issues of

conceptualization, investigative strategy, and operational implementation

which, in turn, imply more general consideration of such broad topics as

the relation between the logics of creative exploration and scientific

confirmation. Each proposal anticipates close ccnaideration of the nature

of "clinical" evidence, inference, and process; each, the relation between

theory and data within the context of focal and subsidiary modes of knowing.

Each addresses in its own way a concept of time as "the presence of the

past in the potentiality of the future."

These Are the issues that have emerged with increased greeter

clarity and importance during the progress of both explorations. Indeed,

continuing dialogue devoted to the clarification of these issues and

4



111.3

their implications for both theory and practice represents a major

intellectual resource and contribution of the studies. These are, finally,

the broad issues which provide the substance of the discussions of Section

Ivl a more general consideration of models, metaphors, and analogues as

reciprocal dimensions of the languages of human conduct and the conduct

of human inquiry.



CHAPTER 11

A RETURN TO MODELS: DIFFERENTIATION AND

INTEGRATION IN PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
*

Overview

Sections I and II portray the development of our thought which

progressed from efforts to predict an elected educational or vocational

alternative (which is ordinarily erroneously referred to as predicting

a "choice" without examination of whether it actually was a choice or not)

to a delineation of the processes of exploration atd commitment in career

development. That delineation took us through consideration: 1) of differ-

entiation and integration in relation to a single patterning of choosing

during time of discontinuity, 2) to self-concept theory, 3) to stipulation

of a process-like theory of purposeful action, and 4) to the insertion of

personal determination into career development during the course of more

general psychological development. Creativity became the fifth and primary

subject of interest as we movedto designate the processes of exploccAtion

and commitment during career development.

This paper is based in part on work of David V. Tiedeman and Frank L. Field
"Measurement for Guidance," in Whitla, Dean, (Ed.) Handbook of Measurement
for Education Psychology, and Sociology, Boston, Addison-Wesley, (in press)

(HSCD No. 55 ) and in part on a paper by David V. Tiedeman, "Career Pattern
Studies: Current Findings with Possibilities " in Landy, Edward, and Kroll,
Arthur M. (Eds.), Guidance in American Education 1II: Needs and Influencing
Forces. Cambridge, Mass. Harvard University Press, 1966. pp. 116-128.

(Earvard Studies in Carcer Development No. 40).
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11.2

We hope to remain articulate about creativity in relation to

career development. In order to do so, we return once agein to models.

Models allow us to specify the structures in our thought which we are

attempting to bring into more powerful and articulate form by descrip-

tion of our process of thinking as rqe choose in the construction of this

account.

We stated in Chapter 2 our stifulation of a model of career

development where we explicitly laid out a paradigm of differentiation

and integration in decision-making. That paradigm was largely considered

in relation to a single choice. The vocational psychologist's efforts

to predict vocational choice were Olen largely dedicated to predicting

the vocation which a person would have as a life-time activity. However,

even in Chapter 2, we indicated that vocational activity which is subord-

inate to the fashioning of a career involves a multitude of decisions

each one of which can be und,.rstood in terms of the structure of our para-

digm of differentiation and integration. However, we could not at that

time indicate very explicitll a structure (or model) in terms of which

differentiation and integration in a single instance of decision-making

can be articulated through that same paradigm of differentiation and inte-

gration into a superordinate structure for describing the general, and

presumably accumulative effects, which we know as those of personality

development. This is the step we attempt in this Chapter.

In order to apply the paradigm of differentiation and integration

in decision-making which we have stipulated in Chapter 2 to the area of

7



11.3

personality through the means of career development, we first imagine

not one, but several, discontinuities which are involved in the thought

and choosing processes taking place during self-development. We attempt

to prompt your imagination of such a condition in the first section of

this Chapter. This first section consists of a structural statement in

which we are trying to bring to the fore the process by which structure

and process are themselves in interaction during career development and

in turn during th. "settling" of career development into general person-

ality development. We attempt to single these processes out for you Sy

means of two models, a union and induction. Once we bring the process of

conceiving structure-process of differentiation and integration in single

career and life decisions to the fore, we then go on to speak more speci-

fically of first the mechanisms of consciousness involved in personal

determination in career development and then of time and sequence in

achieving higher level self-functioning in career and personality devel-

opment.

Our discussion of creativity in Chapter 10 provides the context

1,r study and emergence of career in personality through the ordination

of single career discontinuities. The general discussion of the articula-

tion of differentiation and integration in relation to personality devel-

opment makes choosing the central figure in the process through which

personal determination emerges in career.

Unconscious, preconscious, and conscious experience merges in

the elaboration of awareness that characterizes the process of choice --

8



11.4

and the process of reflection upon choice. Hence, in the second part of

this Chapter, we continue the exploration of these aspects of Hind which

were started in Chapter 10 and attempt to put them intc a 1,-a-E L

which explicit scientific study might be undertaken.

This aim, in its turn, brings the concept of "t ands

discussion. The scientist, qua scientist, tends to use tim,2 frcluently,

perhaps even primarily, as an imperuonal marker of events. For the person

engaged in a process of choosing, however, time is at once a of

his personal history of events, a resource of his which he atteiwts to

use to his advantage -- and a figment of his imagination, the sequence

of which he must controvert if he is to e.chieve an imagined advantage.

In short, the act of doin, through which we come. to know how to de -- as

that act is experienced and can become a subject of scientific inquiry --

becomes a new focus for the collaboration between person and scientist.

We discuss these processes of mind and time more fully in this Chapter.

9



11.5

The Development of Perscnality Through Choosing

Diff,:rentiation and Integration in Personality Development.

Chapter 5 delineated the concept of purposeful action in relation to

understanding self as process. Section V will deal with the cultivation

of purposeful action through a program of Guidance organized within the

framework of education. We propose here a move whereby we may

integrate paradigms 1) of purposeful action (Chapter 5) and 2) of differ-

entiation and integration (Chapter 2).

Purposeful action can take place during differentiation and

integration in a single, career or life discontinuity if the person is

able to fov2seehis opportunities, his desires, and his capacities while

he is involved in anticipation of the discontinuity. The organization

of such predictions can in turn give rise both to a cognitive mapping of

a person's beliefs, and to an attitude of confidence which permit:6 a

person to embark upon the course elected. The experience obtained, and

possibly examined during implementation of previous anticipations, gives

rise to further refinements in the organization of prediction and action.

Furthermore, this experience ca- lead to confidence, to do'jbt, or to

despair in relation to the goal(s) thereby evolving.

A person's feelings about his possibilities in life fluctuate.

They do so with mood, success, organization contexts, others' actions,

roles, etc. One is always in a dynamic condition w.th regard to the anti-

cipation and implementation aspects of purposeful action. Consider again

the step of exploration during anticipation, as defined in the paradigm

of differentiation and integration ( Chapter 2). Exploration was character-

10



11.6

ized as a condition of considering alternative possibilities in a dis-

organized emotional way. It was also noted that a psychological field

could be imagined (and hence pre-experienced) in relation to each pre-

dicted alternative. This psychological field is the vehicle of the

general condition which hangs together in some organized fashion and

thus lends continuity to the behavior of a person even though the

same time some aspects of the field become available for modification

in relation to the discontinuity then under consideration.

If tile paradigms of purpose and of differentiation and inte-

gration are to have generality, we must now think of the psychological

field during a discontinuity, and of the (perhaps) new organization which

is being imposed upon that field through absorption of the structure of a

new discontinuity. Figure 2.1 suggests that in the aspect of anticipation,

organization passes through inception during exploration, then into exis-

L-ence during crystallization, and finally, gives rise to choice, clarifi-

cation of objective, and its likely consequences. During implementation,

purpose lead. to entry into a discontinuity (during induction) in an

attitude of inferiority. This in turn gives way to the assertiveness of

superiority during the step of reformation, and possibly becomes more

neutralized through the step of integration if presence in the particular

process is maintained. Try to amplify with us the condition of generaliza-

tion of one organization into the psychological field or personality by

thinking in terms of eight discontinuities which are experienced in sequence.

11



11.7

Differentiation and Integration in Relation to Multiple Discon-

tinuities. The imagined paradigm of development in personality through

differentiation and integration conceived as a problem-solving attitude

must obviously be considered as ideal if it is to he conceived in its

entirety. Therefore, suppose that each of the eight discontinuities

progresses smoothly through all of its possibilities. Furthermore, ima-

gine one step of each of the eight processes as taking place at any of

the eight intervals of time so that the effect in a given time interval

is akin to that of a cascade, i.e., integration step of an early process

associated with reformation step of the next earliest process, etc. In

the personality development of any person, he may not experience all of

the steps with regard to some or all of the discontinuities through which

he has passed. Furthermore, the person may be on the same step with regard

to several discontinuities at the same time. For instance, while in junior

high school, a student is likely to be in the step of exploration with

regard to the discontinuities of college, major in college, wokk, etc.

Logically it would appear that for any one person, each stage

has its on power relative to the other stages. By power we mean impact

upon the individual's though.and/or action. For example, if a student has

two or more equally attractive goals that are not necessarily mut.:ally

exclusive -- say winning a football lettci. and obtaining reasonably good

high school grades -- there is a strong likelihood that one or the other

goal may affect the choice of action too much or too little simply because

12



11.8

the two discontinuities are at different stages of development. The

student may be in junior high, as yet too young and small for the var-

sity, but already a good student and a fair athlete for his age. The

clearly crystallized image of self-in-letter-sweater could well affect

his behavior more than the vaguely desirable notion of pleased parents

congratulating an honor student in shirtsleeves. Let us hasten to agree

with the reader who objects, "But some kinds of boys couldn't care less

about football letters -- they study for the pure joy of it." This is

precisely our point; personality differences can be discussed in terms

of the particular pattern of alternative future situations various indi-

viduals have predicted at all and chosen to pursue above all else. Of

course there are myriad alternatives that could have been given priority!

We Are trying to equate the term personality and the concept of an ever-

changing, yet basically consistent, priority sistem. Then it becomes

possible to state that personality ';priority) affects all steps in differ-

entiations and integration during problem-solving just as it affects tEe

evolution of purpose; both paradigms represent the same process, specifi-

cally that by which personality and situation affect behavior. This also

specifies whatever pro active condition exists in personality.

Although we cannot depict the interrelationship of organization

and psychological fields which is implied in the experiencing of these

seven steps simultaneously, two analogies come to mind which may still

further enlarge your understanding

13



11.9

Model I: A Union, The iirst analogy is that of a union.

Seven states exist simultaneously. Their union is what they have in

common even though each of the elements has other aspects unique from

the as: As of all others. In such a union, the organization of possi-

bility associated with discontinuity 2, ir. a condition of reformation,

has at least oae thirg in common with the organization of possibility

associated with the condition of integration experienced in connection

with discontinuity 1. These common things are aspects of personality

organization. They are a part of a common organization and psychological

field denoted in any one of the steps of the process of differentiation

and integration experienced in connection with problem solving.

Model II: The Induction Process. A second analogy is the

process of induction as it is used in mathematics. Imagine a linguistic

frame more general than the specifics of the organi7ations of possibilities

as experienced simultaneously in the seven steps of se,...en different con-

tinuities. The frame must of course have an internal consistency or else

it will not be more general than its specifics. The frame is likely to

have structure as noted by Bruner (1962) Such a structure implies that

all relevant specifics are contained in a more general concepc but that

the general concept is not formally defined by the specifics. An act of

inc:uction is required for a more general concept to exist. The elements

of the structure will be premises and statemnts of interrelation among

certain of the premises, so that the operation of the premise is also

specified. More than one frame may be consistent with a given set of

specifics. Furthermore, the alternative explanations may or may not be

14



11.10

conceived similarly by the person experiencing the events on the one

hand, and on the other hand an observer conversing with the person. This

fact will be dealt with in greater detail in Section V. At this time, we

simply note a set of basic concepts and the operations which can oe per-

formed with these concepts either by the person experiencing the condition

or by a second party attempting to assess the condition of the first party.

In considering differentiation and integration in personality

development it is useful to consider the discontinuities which a person

is experiencing, and/or considering, and to deal with the steps in the

process of differentiation and integration of multiple purposes which may

yet occur in each instance of problem-solving. This is the issue we have

just discussed. It is also useful to consider the history of the person

with regard to the process of differentiation and integration in problem-

solving. 1. history of success with each of the seven steps experienced in

the interval t
6

is likely to lead to competence and confidence in the

meeting of more advanced steps with regard to 6 of the 7 discontinuities

active in interval t
7

and in initiating exploration with regard to discon-

tinuity 7. In other words an experience of integration with regard to

discontinuity (8) can help the attainment of integration with regard to

discontinuity 7. Similarly, success in reformation with regard to discon-

tinuity 1 can facilitate the attainment of the step of reformation with

regard to discontinuity 2. This effect can be traced all up the steps in

each of the discontinuities imagined in intervals t6 and t7. In general,

the person's experience with regard to a specific step in all -revious

diccontinufties can hear upon his experience with that step in hts meeting

1.5



of the next discontinuity. Experience of failure in earlicr problems

can have just the opposite effect.

Personality Development as a Second-Order Effect. Our models

place personal determination during career development into the psycholo-

gical field of the model of differentiation and integration of a single

discontinuity outlined in Chapter 2. Such ordination of personal deter-

mination essentially makes it be a second-order effect. We do not mean

to give personal determination and its related personality evolvement a

lesser plac; of importance by calling it a "second-order" effect. To

the contrary, we place personal determination and its influence on, and

reciprocation with, personality into a superordinate position to the pro-

cesses of differentiation and integration involved with the experiencing

of a single discontinuity. However, our models indicate that by doing so

we also make it possible to talk about the differentiation and integration

of this second- order'effect itself. The next two sections spell( more

fully first to the conscious processes involved in personality development

so defined, and then to the logic of time and sequence involved in the

achievement or o :dination in general.

16



11.12

Unconscious,_Pre-Conscious,_and Conscious Mechanisms in the Second-

Order Effect of Personal Determination in Career Development

The achievement of personal responsibility requires the exer-

cise of choice in the assimilation of the discontinuities of career

development within the continuity of personal development. The adequate

exercise of choice requires the rather full use of thought, in part a

conscious process. For this reason, the primary term in our analysis of

the personally-determined career has become that of thought.

Bordin, Nachman, and Segal (1963) have criticized Tiedeman

for drawing "...a version of self perception almost devoid of emotional

and motivational influences" (p.108). The criticism is valid in relation

to that aspect of this work which they reviewed. As indicated in Ch;pter

1, Tiedeman's initial efforts to understand vocation choice, which they

reviewed, were largely those stemming from statistical representations of

the facts of prior elections. During these initial investigations the

process of choosing remained unanalyzed. Now, however, Tiedeman's concep-

tion of thought in choosing as the primary means for the development of

thought in action, places the person into relation with his future in a

way which makes i: impossible to ignore emotional and motivational influ-

ences.

Reasoning represents the efforts to make explicit what have pre-

viously been only tacit understandings (Pclanyi, 1958). Explicit under-

3tai,d gs are powerful when they are also credible. Scientists strive to

make tacit understandings explicit. Per)ple strive to make tacit under-

17



11.13

standings explicit in the management of their Jives. Counselors strive

1) to help persons cultivate tacit understandings and 2) to facilitate

emergence of the person's explicit understanding of his formerly tacit

understandings, particularly those he has about his career. In short,

the making of tacit (pre-conscious) understanding explicit (conscious)

is a phenomenon of personal, professional, and scientific interest.

How this process comes about in career development is a matter of consi-

derable scientific interest.

Polanyi has a theory which deals analytically with the relation

of pre-conscious to conscious experience. Kubie (1965) goes one step

farther and deals analytically with unconscious as well as pre-conscious,

and conscious experience. In addition, Kubiespecifically highlights the

importance of pre-conscious experience to the creative process. He also

notes the possible perpetual interplay of unconscious, pre-conscious, and

conscious experience provided that the interplay is not neurotically

distorted.

For Kubie, conscious process requires the incorporation of form,

pattern, and style into the previously unbound interplay of pre-conscious

and unconscious experience. These aspects of creative organization, in

turn, make possible explicit representation of what had previously been

unconscious and hence only personal. Pre-conscious exoeriences continue

in interplay with conscious pattez,s during the action contingent upon

the explicit representation of the formerly tacit. This interplay fre-

quently makes possible the emergence of higher order structures which

18



11.14

prove capable of explaining previously diverse sets of specific exper-

iences. Bruner (1963) has also noted this integrating process. He

remarks that general and hence higher-order understanding inherently

contains explanation of the lower-order phenomena subsumed by a gener-

alization but that the generalization is not itself manifest in the

specifics explained by it. Bruner speaks of such understanding as that

of structure. Structure gives definiteness or "set" to those events

capable of explanation by it Unfortunately, Bruner, or at least many

of his followers in the construction of school curricula, has, or have,

not considered carefully the problem of whether structure is merely

personal, or also impersonal and publicly transferable. Kubie, on the

other hand, is explicit on this score. For Kubie, structure is largely

creative and therefore essentially personal. This is the basis on which

we momentarily intend to proceed in our use of the conception in attempt-

ing to facilitate the understanding of personal determination in career

development.

Our interest in the adequate exercise of thought in the person-

al determination of career now requires that we incorporate unconscious

as well as pre-conscious i conscious mechanisms into our emerging theory.

Fortunately, the paradigm of differentiation and integration which Tiedeman

has framed permits such incorporation. In fact, the paradigm schematizes

the operation of conscious process both in single and multiple discontin-

uities as has been noted above. When conscious process is understood, it

becomes possible to understand unconscious process by examining distortIon

19



,f information, the limitation of possibility, and difficulty in reason-

ing. The examination can be conducted in collaboration vith a counselor.

However, the power of such examination finds ultimate realization in its

easy application without undue personal discomfort by the person himself.

This is the goal of liberalization through education.

20



11.16

Time and Sequence in the Second-Order Effect

of Personally Determining a Career

Educators believe that value rests in arranging circumstances

for persons to have experiences. Since we are identified with Guidance-

in-education, we also believe that there is value in supervising persons

while they are experiencing the circumstances we arrange. This belief

makes it easy for us to identify with the field of vocational education

even though some vocational educators have difficulty identifying super-

vised practice as the prime element of .heir own activity. At the moment,

we refrain from further exploration of the virtues of vocational education

because we present them in Chapter 16. We therefore next turn to the

problem of how far ahead one can lead in arranging experiences for others.

There seems to be agreement among educators that arranged

experiences have power (1) when a person is in possession of his tacit

understanding, and (2) when those experiences. are arranged so as to make

his tacit understanding explicit in an efficient manner. Under such cir-

cumstances it is easy to idercify task commitment and hence to speak of

motivation. Furthermore, it is possible to probe the origins of tacit

understanding and, on the basis of such information, to adopt different

routes of presentation. Furthermore, the interplay of the pre-conscious

(tacit) and conscious (explicit) process is likely to be reasonably free

and higher-order restructuring of original tacit understanding is likely

to take place readily.

21



Can we make that which is explicit to us personal to someone

else? Should we? Is it practicable? Such questions arise when you

attempt to lead tacit understanding by too great a distance. We believe

it actually is both possible and necessary to lead tacit understandings.

We state our belief recognizing the risk we thereby assume that the tacit

understandings which we create might not be personal for the persons in

w1; they arise. It, fact, we welcome this risk since it gives us reason

to argue that it takes both a counselor and a teacher working in t,,cert

to facilitate an education that is freeing rather than enslaving (see

Chapter 17). The teacher enters the educational process with expectation

that the student will complete it without getting caught in the teacher's

set wit: l regard to the presentation of irleas. The counselor keeps exam-

ining the process of education with the student to insure that personal

resporsibility for knowing is being assumes. With this belief and goal,

we consider it inappropriate for the counselor to invoke, or to he held

to the appearance of, any explicit belief save that of understanding

personal responsibility for knowing and acting. The latter responsibility

we don't believe a counselor can escape and still maintain that he is

effective in 1-ds work.

Because we believe that it is possible to lead tacit and explicit

realizations with regard to personal determination in career development.

we obligate ourselves to an interest in time and sequence in the process

of developing the personally-dete,,mined career. Furthermore, we obligate

(Y2



11.18

ourselves to the provision of a theory which is not entirely internal

in its determination. We shall now comment upon this latte.t. obligation

in relation to the former.

We first give consideration to the question of time
*

in the

derivation of personal determination iu career development. Time figures

in the derivation as follows:

1. "Real" Time. Let us begin this discussion of time by recog-

nizing that there is a pssage (or sequence) of time which can be .nown

between two parties with reasonable agreement par.icularly when our modc,rn

methods of "keeping" time are employed.

2. The Imagined Time of an Independent Person. Thera -are two

aspects of the imagination of time by an independent party which are

salient to the evolution of the personally-determined career. The aspects

are prediction and information.

A. Prediction. Prediction requires the imagination of fut,lre

time by a second party wno we shall here consider to be a scientist. In

predicting, the scientist stipulates beforehand what he consid,rs it likely

will happen at a future time which he is also required to stipulate. Beha-

vioral sciences in general seek to predict in this way.

3. lncormation. Predictions shared with the party they presume

to determine can 1.? turned into information by tl...7tt party whose future is

thereby presumably somewhat charted. If such sharing is accepted without

Tiedeman owes introduction of this interest into his thought to Anthony
Santonicola. Tiedeman has encowcaged Santonicela's investigation of the
manner in which time figures in self concepts.
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question, it is likely that the outcome will be as pinclicted. However,

if in sharing the information, the individual for whom the prediction is

made attempts to turn the data into information for himself, he can act

towards the information so as to prevent the prediction from happening

or so as to enhance the likelihood that predicted events will occuL. In

either case, the likelihood that the individual can do anything about the

prediction is greater when the persoa transmitting the prediction himself

understands the basis on which it is made. If the basis represents a

complex theory of human action, the sharing represents a tutoring of the

individual in psychology.

3. Time Imagined by the Person Engaged in Experiencing. When

a time in the future i' imagined, the interval thereby denoted can be

filled out with the states and properties possibly attributable to condi-

tions the person might liko to realize for himself. This imagined

condition of the future can give him opportunity to see how he might like

what would likely occur if such consequences could become explicit for

him. Sometimes in concentration, in conversation, in role playing, or in

dramatization, it is possible to simulate unconscious and pre-conscious

associations in relation to possibilities under comideration for times

in the future. Obviously, the vividness of such imagined experience has

important consequence for the emer3ence of tacit (pre-conscious) under-

Gtandings about what one may, or wants to, become. The accuracy of what

later becomes explicit from the tacit will depend on 1) neurotic processes,

2) the accuracy of information supplied from 2B, and 3) the presenter of

information ia 2B.
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4. No Elapsed Time. There are two forms of this time condi-

tion, incorporation and intuition.

A. Incorporation. One fora exists when discontinuity is

incorporated into continuity. In this form there is a change of state.

States/properties get transformed into potential for use. States/

properties bcome understood as processes. This ,:ondition is that of

the step o integration in our paradigm of differentiation and integration.

Alihough time may be needed prior to the change in state in order to pre-

pare for t-ie change in state, the change of state is itself instantaneous

and not representable in terms of time. This means that a change of state

is without sequence.

B. Intuition. The second form of this condition is actually

akin co (A) above but we separate it from (A) in order tc name it as

"intuition." Intuition through the pre-conscious also occurs without lapse

of time. However, intuition provides power 0-rough tacit understanding

prior to capacity of explicit formulation. Intuition obviously co-:tains

potential for the economization of time and effort. This is why it is

valuable as well as powerful. However, the emergence of intuitions is not

always possible or predictable. Furthormore, not all intuitions have the

power of later explicit congruence with what was to have been understood

by the intuition. These are the two elements which make the counselor's

interest in the cultivation of intuition a predicament to be borne, not

a problem to be solved (see Chapter 18).
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Obviously the educator, this time the counselor, attempts to

arrange conditions so that the above economies of time through incorpor-

ation and intuition come to be a useful part of the lives of people. It

is interesting to note that the prediction information becomes mcF:t power-

ful when in Effect "time ceases to exist" and as a rasult the person ce:aes

to be most himself.

The conditions by which this seeming magic with time are wrought

requires a.:ten_ion to another conception associated with that of time,

namely sequence. We attempt distinction of two forms of sequence, that

determined by another, and that -1,itermined personally.

1. Another's Determination of Sequence. Two forms of sequence

may be determined by other than the subject, namely sequence as used in

behavio:al science, and sequence as used analysis.

A. Sequence in Behavioral Science. Consider the following

paradigm of Dubois:

In all of the 11 experiments reported, it was
tacitly assume) that the sequential nature cf
the inductive-deductive procoss, as diagrammed
in Figures 1 to 5 of the Study, (authors' note:
Study is not itself reproduced here) precludes
n experiment in which identical m_erials are

used in the two tteatments. This is in fact
tru-, of an inductive - deductive comparison, as

will be shown below, but it is not true if we
shift the comparison to one between verbalized
awareness and deduction.

It will be recalled (Study, p. 20) that the
earlier formulation of induction and deduction
mentioned that a given example used in induction
could equally well be repeated in deduction
after a gi.en relation has been taught. For ex-
ample, suppose a program of instruction, labeled
"x", consisting of ordered pairs of frames and
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responses. With reference to ngure 5 (Study,
p. 30), this program vrmits the student to
begin at A and make the induction at BI. Now
suppose a second program of instruction,
labeled "Y," stating in words the same concepts
taught inductively by X. This program consti-
tutes the material taught by subordination at
B2 (Study, pp. 28-30). The ordered pair (X,Y)
is then a teaching procedure resulting in ver-
balized awareness. But the ordered pair (Y,X)
is also identifiable, since the set X of order-
ed pairs of frames and responses can equally
well serve to give the student practice on the
concepts just stated by Y. (Y,X) is simply a
program of teaching by deduction.

The same teaching materials, X and Y, have thus
been combined in their two possible orders to
give two different teaching procedures, one by
verbalized awareness and the other by deduction.
It is apparent that identical materials could
not to used if tilt. comparison were between in-
duction, as defined in Sect...on 2, pp. 3-30 of
the Study, and deduction, since program Y could
have no part in a purely ioductive program
(Dubois, 1965).

The above paradigm represents an extremc',' zleve/ distinction

among induction, verbalized awareness, and deduc,. 1. However, the

paradigm is completely determined from the standpc of the investi-

gLtor as it was intended to be. This arrangement is necessary in beha-

vioral science in order to keep the subject from entering into consider-

ation of the theory being framed. Therefore, everything must be done to

the subject and he only responds to what is done to him. Behavioral

science presently does not ordinarily honor the possibility of thought

in any form except that of the inveAtigator. The Dubois schema repre-

sents this by-passing of the subject's thought through the introduction

of liquence into the order of events presented to the subject. The
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imposition of sequenced representati)n of explicit operations on the

theory of thought in action excludes the possibility that the subject

can experience induction. Thu the behavioral sciences effectively

exclude the conception of intuition which is what must be cultivated

if personal determination is to ensue in career and personality devel-

opment.

B. Sequence in Analysis. In analysis, unlike the behavioral

sciences, information is actually incorporated into the subject's con-

sciousness. Such incorporation frequently takes place best when bases

for facts are presented along with facts. In incorporation, sequence,

if present, is likely to be indefinite. In fact, understanding during

incorporation largely stems frnm the breaking of sequences.

2. Detemination of Sequence for On2self. We again distinguish

two forms of sequence in the personal category of sequence, namely under-

standing and planning.

A. Understanding. Sequence in understanding, as in analysis,

is largely indefinite. However, deliberate re-al ingement of sequence

frequently leads through pre-conscious experiencing, to new levels of

understanding of formerly patterned (sequenced) material (see Chapters

10 and 12). The understanding of the sequence of re-ordering occasionally

provides information of power to the process of understanding.

B. Planning. Planning involves the insertion into the future

of a sequence of expectations. The expectations hear upon particular

events or situations and the sequence in which they are tikely to be
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experienced. Planning represents a means of "binding-up" time in the

future. It creates an intention and expectation concerning future events.

Plans therefore represent powerful "searchlights" into the futures of

people. This is one reason why counselors like plans. Plans "bind -up"

the futures of people. Presumably counielors strive for binding u%;ch

is of social significance and, acceptability.
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Conclusion

Our explorations in this Chapter brought us to define person-

ality and career development as second-order effects emerging during

coordinated differentiation and integration inherent in the multitude of

discontinuities of education, vork and life. We then went on to specify

the unconscious, pre-conscious, and conscious processes which take place

in the creative act which is required to subordinate prior and antici-

pated future events to higher order conceptions and operations. These

higher order conceptions and operations are inherent in our ascription

of the term "second-order effect" to personal determination in career

and personality developments.

The concept of creativity in turn raises issues of time and

sequence which must be analyzed from the standpoint of participant and

observer. The second-order effects which we single out in the ordination

processes of career and personality developments are those of C.'e parti-

cipant. We therefore end up by noting that we must essentially "leap

over" the time and sequence conditions which are available to the

observer. However, in humanistically moving to insure the presence of

personal creativity within, our inquiries wt are still scientifically

moved to be as explicit as we can about this personal process. This is

why in the next chapter we specify some of the mechanisms whereby we may

arrange both the condit:ions and expectation for personal creativity and

observe, mark, and record conditions in which, and under which, creativity

happens. We hope thereby to keep the object our concern but to remain

as scientific as that object of concern permits us to be
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CHAPTER 12

THE ORGANIZATION AND INTENTION OF A PROPOSED DATA AND

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM FOR VOCATIONAL DECISION-MAKING*

Overview

Personal determination in career development originates from

purposeful action provided that such action becomes related to the career

realm of the person's experience. The cultivation of a union of purpose-

ful action with career requires careful consideration of the issues of

time and sequence by student and counselor. When the student and counselor'

focus upon the previously explicated " mechanisms" of time and s pence

(Chapter 11) in relation to the processes involved in vocational cFoosing,

unconscious, pre-conscious, and conscious mechanisms provide means cf

analyzing the objects and bases of choice in the development of the person-

ally-determined career. The expansion of career development through the

incorporation into personal and career continuities of the discontinuities

of new career opportunities gives rise to the processes of differentiation

and integration associated with such incorporation. Ths attainment of

integration during the incorporation of discontinuity into continuity

*This Chapter is based on parts of two papers by David V.
Tiedeman. A part of the Chapter is from "An Information System for
Vocational Decisions (ISVD): Cultivating the Possibility for Career through
Operations" (ISVD Project Report No. 2); another part from a paper of
the title of the Chapter itself (Harvard Studies in Career Development
No. 42 and later ISVD Project Report No. 1).
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requires commitment to such incorporation as well as the assumption of

tentativeness towards that incorporation so that the person is master,

not slave, of the possibility.

Obviously the development of maturity which incorporates the

personally-determined career is a matter of considerable duration in the

life of man. In fact, it is our view that maturity is an always evolving

condition, never an attained condition. Nevertheless, we believe that

patterns are discernible at different ages and in relation to different

problems in the evolution of career. This belief leads us to continue to

search out such patterning now that our principles for its analysis are

more explicit.

As of 1 June 1965, Allan Ellis and Tiedeman therefore forwarded

to the U.S. Commissioner of Education a proposal for the development of an

information system for vocational decisions. The system is to be developed

during a three-year interval by Ellis and Tiedeman as two of eight princi-

pal investigators. The application is made by the President and Fellows

of Harvard College through the Graduate School of Education. However,

the New England Education Data Systems, of which the Newton School Depart-

ment and the Harvard Graduate School of Education are members, is the

agency through whicl, work will primarily progress for that organization

presently has the needed electronic computing equipment which will become

the heart of the information system under construction.

The primary purpose of the information system will be to put

students directly into contact with the computing equipment.
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Obviously a good deal of vocational data will have to be available in

the memory of the computing equipment in order to provide illtaination for the

requests of students. We will not be satisfied with information that is merely

current and accurate, the principle criteria at present. The propoeed project

hopes to break the present restraints inherent in educational and occupational

information by co-opting resources at Harvard and elsewhere which can also

provide speculation about possible products of the future.

Products and services p-ssible for the future will need translation into

work organi.ations and into educational schemes required for the preparation

and re-training of persons for performance of the needed functions. The project

plans to take advantage of the skills of this naturi, which are available at the

Center for the Study of Education and Development at the Harvard Graduate

School of Education. CSED had developed techniques for the planning of

educational development in conjunction with economic development in under-

developed lands and hopes to experiment with these techniques for the New

England region.

A curriculum will be constructed which will teach students how to

use the educational and vocational information which the machines are.to

provide for them in the framing of vocational decisions. The development of

a "sense of agency," the assumption of responsibility during choice in voca-

tional decisions is to be the primary goal of this instruction.

Finally, as technique becomes crystallized for the various ages

reached by the curriculum, it will become necessary to develop a measurement

system for assessment of the emergerce of personal determination in the develop-

ment of career. It is likely that the measurement syetem will need to include

tests of: a) vocational self-concept; b) sense of agency; c) work values;

n
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d) occupational constructs; e) vocational planning readiness; f) occupational

interest; g) skills potential; and h) aptitudes.

The successful completion of the proposed project can have profound

effect on the responsibilities of the counselor. The information system for

vocational decisions intends put students in direct relation with achine

sources of educational and vocational data. The task of the counselor will

then be to insure that students relate themselves to the facts provided by the

system as if it is merely data, not the determined future of the student. The

procedure of making decisions will then become the explicit context within

which the counselor's discourse in this task will find focus. Finally, the

process of making informed decisions will become the professional context

within which the counselor must operate. In other words, case by case, year

after yea:', the counselor must focus upon the developed awareness of the sL1.1,

concerning his process of decision making in educational and vocational rea

Judgment about the present state of the student's decision making

regard to his responsibility for career will require careful attention to

unconscious, pre-conscious, and conscious experience in students. Particul

attention will have to be given to pre-conscious experience. In fact, the

procedures of counseling will be focused upon the cultivation of pre-conscio!

experience in career development. Such a focus will bring an attention to

erectility in schools which Kubie (1958) considers to be sorely needed. It

a most mint as to whether the application of this attention through the pr(,

dmre of decision making in the career realm alone will have the desired pre'-

effect throughout the personality. We contend, however, That such direct

attention will be of considerable help in this direction.
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An Information System. for Vocational Decisions (Isp):

Cultivating the Possibility for Career Through Operations

Thesis. We believe that vocational education is necessary in liberal

education in order to cultivate completion of vocational development more

avidly than now occurs. This is the thesis we develop further in this Chapter.

We trust that we can appropriately convey our actual belief that clear

understanding of the necessity and import of the vocational role in life

constitutes a freeing, not a constraining experience. We say this because,

in the course of this statement, it may surprise the reader to learn that

we will attempt to use a computerbased Information System for Vocational

Decisions to further vocational development. Despite public opinion that

computers make decisions and thereby determine lives, we intend to assemble

a System in which users can, and must, themselves make decisions and thereby

experi'mce both much widened opportunity and the expectation chat they will

become more capable and responsible for determining their own vocational

destinies.

Vocational education presently largely limits itself merely to the

provision of skill in relation to a spncific occupation. Commitment, albeit

temporary we hope, is absolutely necessary for skillful practice of an

occupation. However, in order for career development to proceed, it is neces

sary both that the commitment to occupation first exist and that the decision

about specific occupation later diffuse into a condition of tentativeness.

Vocational education does not at the present time sufficiently modulate its

emphasis on commitment by a simultaneous emphasis on tentativeness. This is a

condition which the Information System for Vocational Decisions expects to

alleviate in important ways. The aim of the System is to foster capacity for,
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and confidence in career, not just occupation.

Vocational development occurs throughout several years of life.

Furtheimate, vocational nevelopment has several identifiable modes and pro-

cesses of expression. These modes and processes of expression largely

develop in relation to the tasks and choices of an educational and vocational

nature which we make it possible for youth and young adults to experience.

Some investigators choose to study vocational development as some-

thing which exists, thereby deliberately avoiding considering how it might be

(cf. Crites, 1964). The Information System for Vocational Decisions which

Tiedeman and his colleagues are assembling in prototypic form will, on the

contrary, focus on vocational development ac it might well be. In doing so,

we will attempt to take advantage of -rt-qdies concerning what vocational

development now is; the specific dimensioas of vocational development which

we will be attempting to auCment are:

1. the placing of occupation into vocational development as but a

single instance of vocational expression;

2. the offering of responsibility to students and workers for choice

in education, 4:1 . leisure, and marriage;

3. the extension of opportunity for occupational chpice and prepa-

ration down into the elementary grades and out into work until

retirement; and

4. the provision of an explicit educational context within which

students and workers can be wade aware of the value of fantasy,

imagination, and preconsciou3 experience for maintaining both

continuity in personality organization and career sufficient to

permit the experiencing and incorporation into persciality and
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career of discontinuity in educational and occupational

opportunities.

The faith of the System will be that intuition disciplined by

reason offers the chief "guiding" mechanism for us in our democracy

The System

A. Gene:- Framework

The Information System for Vocational Decisions is deliberately

named cl,!spite the fact that our connotations for its words are not presently

entirely a matter of common parlance. The word "Information" is intended to

ccnnote the placing of facts/data into the context of use. This use of the

word emphasizes our belief that facts/data require the context of use if they

are to be conceived as information.

Students and workers are to be p2rmitted to turn educational and

occupational facts/data into information through the System. Thus the user

becomes an explicit part of our connotation of "System." Our connotation

reflects our intention to offer the user complete responsibility in choice

of educational and vocational goals. Although it is probably inevitable

that the computer will be blamed for "error," we do not intend to let the users

of our System enjoy the luxury of that impress ion without contest.

The possibility for user determination of data processing in the

System will be provided by a time-shared (or time-sliced as some prefer)

computer potential. User-computer interaction becomes possible in the time-

shared mode of mcdetn large-scale compdters. In that time - snared mode, the

user 1) cah make direct Input into the computer under guidance from its

predetermined zoutinfs, 2) can direct the processing of this input and other
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stored facts/data, and 3) can determine somewhat the form and content of the

outpit. The speed of modern :omputers makes all this possible as if there

were no delay in the computer's access to the user. Actually there is delay

but the trick in establishing the operating computer programs governing the

System will be to minimize that delay for the several users who ;rill be in

interaction with the computer seemingly as if their interactions were

simultaneous. To the extent that delay becomes a factor in our System, the

System will not service the needs of the user when he is exploring. For

exploration, the mood being simulated in the interaction must be that of

browsing. For instance, we all know that the telephone line has to be with-

out "busy" signal when we are calling a person while in a condition of doubt

about necessity for our calling.

Our context for generation of information through user-computer

interactions will be that of vocational decision. Vocational decisions

require parcelling of time and effort by the user to the several areas of his

living in which attention and activity are expected. Our System will foster

thought in relatica to time and effort allocation to four areas of living:

educatio,-, occupation, military service, and family. These categories

represent several important elements of society in which interdependent acti-

vity is expected. Our System will deliberately emphasize the necessity for

interdependence, 'ut through encouragement of the expression of independence.

We hope thereby to help persons mature through the exercise of choice and the

mastery of choice processes, but to find self expression within responsibility

for societal c,mdition.
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B. Ethic

Computer-based displays of occupational facts/data must be consi-

dered fcandational to, nc.t determining of, career. Otherwise, responsibility

for life will be left with the System, not assumed by the user. This risk

challenges the Information System for Vocational Decisions. As indicated

in following subsections and in Appendix B, Part I, every effort will be

devoted to providing safeguards in the computer-based programs against

interpretations of predictions as unmodifial,le determinants of career.

Nevertheless, the officers who will mediate use of the System, namely counse-

lors and placement officers, will need specifl instruction with regard to

their responsibility for seeing that persons given access to the System even-

tually emerge from their System interactions understanding that they alone

bear ultimate responsibility for their vocational endeavors. Wher users

place themselves into relation with facts/data so that responsible actions of

a vocational nature begin to develop ir some measl:re, then will facts/data have

been turned into information. This is the meaning of information which the

System (computer routines ani administrative officers) will be organized to

promulgate, namely the transition of facts/data* into information thro,agh

development of the capacity to analyze and act upon intentions of vocational

significance. Morley and Tiedeman call this capacity "vocational competence"

(Morley and Tiedeman, 1965).

*Occupational facts/data -..ome. in two conditions, fixed and modifiable.
We therefore elect to adopt the cumbersime term, 'facts/data," to indicate
this fact throughout this Chapter and Chapter 14 as well. Occupational facts
are directly recoverable without mediation except for storage and later
recovery. On the other hand, occupational data must be additionally processed
by the numeric and/or linguistic routines of a mediation system.
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C. Heuristics of the System

Our desire to emphasize individual responsibility for decision

during interaction with the System places an important restraint upon the

specifications of the System. Computer programs are to be merely heuristic,

not determining. Although this distinction between heuristic and determinant

may well prove hard to maintain, every effort will be made to develop pro-

grams which are only suasively demonstrative, not logically compelling.

Actually, healthy skepticism on the part of the user will be sufficient to

maintain the distinction. However, it will be up to the professional judgment

of the officers (counselors and placement officers alike) of the System to

gauge both intrigue and skepticism so that personal benefit is gained from

use but full responsibility for consequences is left irith the user.

Preliminary analysis of the rudiments of decision-based action sug-

gests that the routines of the System available for the context of relevance

at particular times in 'vocational development must include:

1. heuristics leading, in potential, to an understanding of the

processes of adjustment (Tiedeman and O'Hara, 1963, pp. 43-45);

and

2. heuristics loaditg, in potential, to understanding of the

processes of anticipation (Tiedeman and O'Hara, 1563, pp. 38-43).

In addition, the heuristics of anticipation must be focused so as to cultivate

understanding of the sub-aspects of

a. exploration;

b. the future, as seen through the speculations of another;

c. linkages of exploration and supposed possibilities of the future;

d. crystallization;
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e. readiness for planning; and

f, readiness for clarification.

The preliminary specifi.:ation of computer routines for the

System (see Appendix B, Part II) brings the major problem of decision

into ground for us. Please reflect upon the above sequence and note

that there are essentially only three basic modes which must be represen-

ted in heuristic form.

The first of the heuristic modes needed is that of adjustment.

In this mode the orientation will be to the past. The restraints will

come from decisions already taken. Understanding must come from relation

of experience to anticipations of what was expected.

Within the heuristics of anticipations there are two needed

modalities. Ole of the two necessary modalities is that of exploration.

In exploration, alternatives will not be available. Hence the mach4.e

routines must permit access at Landon when exploration is the dominant

modality.

The second modality within the heuristic of anticipation will

have to he that of examination. In many ways, examination will be like

adjustment except that personal experience of direct relevance will not

be available. In examination, fact, relationships, and complexity as

understood by another can serve as a basis lot construction of the routines

because the alternative can be specified as the user enters this aspect of

the System.
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There are many gaps in our understanding of the operation of the

System which Tiedeman and his colleagues* will have to bridge as the

construction of the prototype progresses. However, at the present time

the System problems are essentially those:

1) of providing material appropriate fur various levels of

consideration;

2) of programming so that material can appear upon command

according to the heuristics then considered desirable by

the user; and

3) of programming so that the user can benefit from the

construction and frequent analysis of the history of his

vocational life.

This latter possibility will require the greatest ingenuity and represents

the greatest professional challenge.

D. Goal of the System

We trust it is clear that the System will attempt to encourage

an appreciation of the humanistic ethic. The major goal of the System

will be to create a developed and potentially available awareness of

vocational possibilities in life, vocational competence, in short. Move-

ment toward this goal will be facilitated as appropriate by:

1. attempting to augment the parson's awareness of !-is alterna-

*Principal investigators in the ISVD are Russell F. Davis,
RicharJ Durstine, Allan B. Ellis, Wallace J. Fletcher, Edward Landy,
Robert P. O'Hara, David V. 'iedeman, and Michael J. Wilson. Research asso-

ciates include Duncan Circ le, Daqd Clemens, Arthur Kroll, Lawrence Lerer,
and Eugene Wilson.
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tives at all points of decision;

2. en:curaging the person to exercise cnsidered judgment

whenever he elects to choose;

3. tutoring the person in the heuristics of choice whenever

he enters the System for reason of choice;

4. supervising the person in his practice of some choosing,

particularly that associated with his presence in the System

but extending beyond limits of the machine aspects of the

System to the extent that the necessary financial support

is available; and

5. requiring assumption of personal responsibility for the

outcomes associated with pursuit of elected alternatives.

E. Principle Paradigms of the System

The heuristics of the System which have been noted above are

applicable in relation to any discontinuity which may be conceived in an

anticipatory mode and in which activity is expected to be under direction

of thought. These heuristics further presume three paradigms which we

discuss here since they will need to give definition both to the manner

in which the facts/data are accessible from he computer-based System and

to the education of the user as he learns about personal responsibility

from analyses of anticipation and adjustment in relation to sequence in

discontinuity. The paradigms are:

1. choice;

2. thought in activity; and

3. investment of self in time.
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The paradigm of choice will in turn be represented in the

heuristics of the System through sub-aspects of:

a. context;

b. proportions of time devoted to contexts;

c. processes in choice; and

d. sequence in choice.

The contexts of choice available in the System will be: 1) edu-

cational; 2) Armed Force; 3) occupation; and 4) personal and family

living.

The paradigm of choice in the proportional-time allocation to

context will stress that:

1) responsibility for choice in time allocations can be exercised

at numerous times in life; and

2) a person can assume responsibility for some adjustment of

time allocations even at the present time (allowing, of course,

for variation in available opportunity because of age and

sex).

For instance, the System might note for a person that, since he is now

age 16, his pattern of time election could well look like this

Context Proportion of Time

Armed Force 0

Education 1/2

Work 1/8

Personal and Family 3/8

Living

The person might then indicate a choice end find out what the consequent
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time allocation proved to be. Exploration through numerous alternatives

could provide the heuristics for appearance of pattern.

The paradigmatic representation of processes 1A. vod in choice

must include:

1) investment of time (as above);

2) desired returna;

3) obligations required for receipt of desired returns; and

4) acceptance of delay between investment and return.

Mastery of the processes in choice provides the user with deve-

loped capacity for adjusting the proportion of time investment in sequences

which can in turn lead to the experience of personal control within life

style. The exercise of such control leads to the assumption of responsibi-

lity for action in which the person becomes increasingly independent,

although also remaining necessarily interdependent. The System will attenpt

cultivation of this capacity by noting at least three possibilities for

personal independence in each of the four contexts in choice. For instance,

in the education context, the progress toward independent action (or in

other words progression up occupation levels) offered through the heuristics

of the System could be to encourage understanding of self ia relation to

acceptance of:

1) requirements in educational programs (doing, what "they" want);

2) choice in electives and individual study (doing what "they"

permit me to do independently); and

3) responsibility for consequences when originating ideas (being

creative but permitting "them" to criticize 1.,57 creativity).

Progress possibilities in self understanding for the other three contexts

could be:
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1) Armed force: a) enlistment; b) some direction of others; and

c) command of others

2) Work: bpth a) change to another company, b) change within

same company; c) change in activity of present

job; and a) occupation, b) job, and c) position

3) Other: a) response to required pattern; b) some action upon

pattern; and c) assumption of responsibility for setting

pattern.

Progress from one independence level to the next in each of the contexts

would enhance understanding of self in relation to the assumption of

responsibilities during the incorporation of roles, particularly those

roles permitting increased nersonal independence and responsibility. The

principle mode of change in levels would still be in terms of proportional

time allocations within the four contexts of choice. However, level would

introduce an aspect of sequence into the processes of c,loice.

Bef3re embarking on discussion of the sub-aspects of the paradigm

of choice which the heuristics of the System should represent, we noted

that thought in activity and investment of self in time were two other

primary paradigms which the heuristics of the System 'lad to portray and

use. Actually, discussion of the more general conception of "choice" pre-

sumes both thought in activity and investment of self in time. However,

both are worthy of further direct consideration because each is a central

mechanism in the eciergence of personal responsibility for career.

The paradigm of thought in activity must be represented through-

out the System at three levels. The most general level of representation

of thought in activity will be merely to encourage linkage of activity to
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thought. Think/do associations will be stressed. A secondary manifestation

of this paradigm in the System will be to stress education/work associa-

tions. This level therefore becomes specific to career development.

However, stress of specific levels of thought in activity in the Informa-

tion System itself can only be conveyed through linking articular educa-

tional and vocational facts. The linkages of particular educa:.ional and

vocational facts therefore constitute a tertiary but ultimate level of the

paradigm which will be in the System.

In order to invest self in time, the person must construe the

use of time for persoral purposes. This stress unavoidably implies that

time is of value and is to be valued. Dudley and Fletcher (Chapter 8)

provide defense c, this stress in terms:

1) of the value of entrepreneurial behavior; and

2) of the serious consequences now evident because of a general

absence of personal determination in career development

through entrepreneurial behavior.

We have previously attempted further explication of the concept of time in

relation to their general concept of entrepreneurial behavior (Chapter 11).

F. Data Files

The System will have a data file for each of four areas )f

living: occupation, education, military service, and family. Data

in each base is to range from general to specific. In addition, data

will attem?t both schematically to represent the present and to outline

the future for a decade or so, such outlining to be in small time incre-

ments. These specifications obligate the System both to deal with local

job markets and to :ncorporate data on local job vacancie5 which will be
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helpful in placement suggestions. The specifications further obligate

the System to deal with education it generality sufficient for liberal

education and in specificity sufficient for with local use and immediate

progress to the next level in a sequence of subjects or to activity of

laboratory, practice, or actual kinds.

The fifth data file in the System will contain student charac-

teristics. This file will be in two parts. One part will deal with

characteristics of students it. general and will report on relationships

of these characteristics with later choices and successes of those stu-

dents. This file will be used both to suggest alternatives to users who

need wider scope for consideration and to subject aspiration to the test

of "reality" when the user is in a conditiJn of clarification of a pre-

ferred alternative. The other part of the student C-aracteristic data

file will be the private educational and occupational history of the user

as portrayed in his context of developing justification for his preferences

and their pursuit and consequences.

G. Computer Routines*

Computer routines ahu supporting materials will be fashioned

to conform with expectation that this vocational decision paradigm both

exists and can become explicit and useful to someone who practices its

use. The paradigm will determine the computer routines which we will

*The basis for this planned use Is due to Allan B. Ellis.
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develop to permit access to each of the data bases and to provide data

upon request. There will be three primary computer routines: REVIEW,

EXPLORATION, and CLARIFICATION.

The REVIEW computer routine will permit call up and comparison

of a prior statement about a then future event after both that expected

future event has occurred and the user has provided indication of how

his prior expectations were fulfilled before he sees his prior statement

of those expectations. The procedure will expect a person to experience

insight with regard to consistency, and inconsistency available during

comparison, and to learn from such insight that his own intuition guides

his activity. The intended outcome of REVIEW is that the user learn from

his history.

The EXPLORATION computer routine will allow the person to rove

through a data base as near randomly as possible. The routine will

encourage use of randomness largely at general levels to conserve time

but will not forbid specific exploration when desired. Furthermore,

routines will be developed to suggest alternatives on the basis of com-

parison of personal characteristics with established associations between

such characteristics of others and their preferred alternatives. The

inter.led outcome from this routine is 1) emergence of a set of alterna-

tives, and 2) the baser; on which the alternatives are preferred. We

emphasize this latter point to increase awareness of the reasoning process

that is actually involved in career development.

The CLARIFICATION computer routine will be available after

specific alternatives are selected. CLARIFICATION will take the user into

queries about the depth of his knowledge concerning the then favored
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alteruaLives and the understanding of future alternatives which are

likely linked with present preferences. The outcome desired from

CLARIFICATION will be the dispelling both of some doubt and of some

ignorance concerning the next step in the progress of career which the

person is evolving. Lessening of both doubt and ignorance is likely

to increase the user's confidence in meeting the required activities of

his next step.

In addition to the three primary computer routines, HONITOR

will be available as the only secondary computer routine. MONITOR will

essentially consist of the evaluations which we are able to concoct to

determine existence of mastery of stages in the paradigm of vocational

decisionmaking. For this reason, MONITOR must be able to play back into

as well as over the computer inputs which the person generates. There will

be three essential aspects of MONITOR.

The first aspect will be the actual

procedure which we concoct and program the computer to provide. The second

aspect will be the bases on which we have caused our judgments to operate

among the data put in by the person during his int'raction with the

computer. The third aspect will be the basic computer rcutines themselves

which the person will be taught to use if and when he desires to have them.

This aspect will make it possible for the user to write his own monitoring

bases to some extent and to have these monitoring procedures play among

his material just as ours did originally. We hope through MONITOR to

encourage mastery of the concept of feedback and to give practice and

supervision in its application.
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H. Materials

The computer routines will incorporate the vocational decision-

making paradigm. We do not expect that the computer will itself be

sufficient to nature fully the capacity and confidence for use of the

decision-making paradigm. We will therefore design two other activities

into the System. One of these activities will be the simulation of

decision-making. Simulation will be available in 1)games, 2) booklets in

which the concepts are taught, and 3) decision problems of a vocational

nature which must be solved in interaction with the computer.

The second of our activities which we hope will further mature

the use of the paradigm of vocati-mal decision-making will be the actual

provision of responsibility for work under laboratory and practice condi-

tions. In laboratory and practice, reality can replace imagination if

there is intentful supervision of Gir users as they practice. This

supervision will probably be of the same nature as that employed by coun-

selors with our users as they are engaged in the simulated activities of

vocational decision-making during user-computer interactions.

Our materials must be compatible with computer use and must

contribute to education for vocational decision-making. We will attempt

to make visual and typewritten inputs available to our users under direc-

tion from the computer. Oral input must be with either the direct aid of

the counselor or after his later review of a tape recorder. On line, oral

input is not yet available in modern computers.

We will attempt to make pictorial and word outputs available to

our users as well as auditory outputs. The coordination of our input and

output modes with the several modes of the decision-making paradigm will
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test our inaginations to the limits.

I. Development through the System

The paradigms of the prior section will find expression and

use in the System through the heuristic modes which provide computer-

based access to facts/data in a manner designed to facilitate their

transformation into information. Of course, the transformation is a

cognitive and experiential process which is occurring throughout life.

A System with the flexibility of presenting facts/data of occupations

through the outlined paradigms and heuristics can be of great value over

a considerable age range. In fact, the range can probably be from kinder-

garten through retirement if the counselor becomes skilled in judging

levels at which users can profitably enter into interacs.ion with the

System. These judgments will be akin to those the counselor makes in

starting the individual intelligence testing of a person.

However, heuristics and paradigms are not alone sufficient for

definition of the System. The development of cognitive capacities and of

vocational choice must also be taken into account. Such an accounting is

a difficult natter despite valuable leads from Super et al. (1963). Never-

theless, Warren Gribbons (1965) has provided preliminary specifications

which will probably find expression in the Information System. The summary

of Gribbons' specifications is as follows:

Kindergarten to Grade 3. "The major concerns at this level will
be to initiate effective problem-solving behavior, to acquaint
the pupils with machines and their uses so they will be able to
handle the rather sophisticated materials seleduled for the 4 to
6 grade level, and to initiate broadening of the youngsters'
kuowledge of the world of occupations.
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Grades 4 to 6. "At this point in development, our interest is
focused on the youngster's basis for choice rather than on the
choice itself. Therefore, during this period of exploration,
we wish to have the pupil trust his pre-conscious experiences
and give full rein to his imagination as a basis for considering
alternatives. '2 want him to develop only a sense of plan
(which presumes a choice) and he may start with fantasy or
defense but we would like t'm to realize [through counseling, if
necessary even if by computer (see Cogswell and Estavan, 1965)]
when he is considering fantasy, defense, or reality. The empha-
sis during this period should be on exploratory behavior, which
should be flexible. However, our major goal during this period
will be to help the youngster to know himself--his interests,
values, abilities--and to use this knowledge in selecting alter-
natives. It should then be possible for him to make far better
progress through the crystallization and other future stages.

Grades 7 to 9. "The emphasis during this period will be on
realistic self-appraisal of abilities, interests, and values and
the relation of these to present and future educational and occu-
pational decisions. The student will be getting ready to antici-
pate and carry out his own plans--most important of these is his
choice of curriculum. The youngster who is successful in self
assessment at this level will begin to realize that he is capable
of analysis, that he can test out his ideas and that he can
develop a capacity to see tie consequences of his actions--repre-
senting a sense of agency. It will be very important during this
period that the youngster not consider his self-assessment a
'test' or a school-type assessment.

Grades 10 to 12. "Particular attention must be given to termina
students who will not have the extra flexibility granted those
who will go on to higher education. It is hoped that these young-
sters will have developed the ability to make and execute the
plans that will qualify them for the vocations they must now speci-
fy, but very careful assessment must be ccntinued so the counselors
can identify any areas of weakness and bring them to the youngster's
awarene"s. This, of course, is not meant to suggest that college-
bound youngsters be neglected, but only that all young people be
given the greatest opportunity to achieve their highest potential
whether they have the advantage of higher education or not.

The First Job. "At the present time it seems feasible to expand
on the outlined procedures for use by individuals at work, college,
or home. The stress should first be placed on planning for stabi-
lization, i.e. becoming qualified for a stable job or accepting
the inevitability of instability, and later advancing to the stage
of consolidation and advancement.
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Post Entry Job. "System should be available for anyone wishing
to use it, ideally through touch-tone type approach to be used
in the home. The unemployed person or person desiring a
change could then insert his private information into the
System and request a list of available opportunities at any
time. Until this is possible, however, the System might be
made available through the n,:ighborhood elementary school.
Continued counseling assistance should also be available for
those desiring it."*

(Gribbons, 1965)

Career: The Maturation of Personal Responsibility

through Vocational Development

We have so far attempted to show that the Information System

for Vocational Decisions will expect choice and will cultivate the

capacity for and confidence in choosing by giving users almost infinite

possibility for the exercise of decision-making among data bases while

simultaneously attempting to make the processes of decision-making both

explicit and mastered. These are elements in vocational development

which have previously neither been unified in this manner nor made

available for practice in modes in which complexity is possible but time

is not of the essence, at least nct the tim? of persons other than the

person engaged in the exercise. The existence of the System will there-

fore be a first-time physical representation of the "outside" which the

person must first lea., to bring "inside" and then to act toward knowing

that it is there but knowing that he need not be "driven" by it if he is

the master of it.

*Additional 'pecifications are reported in Appendix B, Part Ill.
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In its totality the System will represent "reality" in its

data bases, offer processes for working with facts/data through its

primary computer routines, and provide practice for integration of a

differentiated condition. The System will provide practice under

supervision through 1) its secondary computer routines, 2) its simu-

lation of decision-making, and 3) its personal supervision a) by a

counselor of the person in interaction in the computer routine and b)

by a vocational educator as the student user assumes real work respon-

sibility in laboratory and practice work situations.

The person who through his life comes to master structure and

process in this way and to come to a comfortable and integrated accomo-

dation to both, has mastered the archetectnnics of vocational develop-

ment. He has both developed and been tutored in the capacity to con-

sider his development and to engage in the thop^htful activity which

puts the person into development. This is possible through vocational

development in which the "myths" of "others" and "authorities" are

a,,ailable in rachines but interactions with their pronouncements are

ancouraged in ways in which all are eventually disclosed as being only

',artial and never compietely accu'ate. By offering the person opportu-

nity to cot, in contact with the best of the known and to grow in reali-

'at*on that the best of the known is st:11 not Truth, it becomes gradually

possible for him to realize ids own possibilities and responsibilities

in representing his desires and aspirations. Through the practice of

aspiring in the System, the user first has a "crutch" for the expression

and testing of aspiration. It remains for the supervisors of the System

to make sure that the "crutch" is later abandoned but that return for
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data/facts is not denied when they can usefully contribute to later

decisions.

We speak of a mature condition in vocational development which

is only approximated, never fully attained in all regards with all

decisions. However, through patience and practice, persons should he

able to achieve more mastery of the processes required for thought in

action than is presently the case.

Processes of thought in action mature slowly. This is why the

System expects to span a range from elementary school to retirement.

Processes of thought in action require practice and feedback

as well as the exercise of imagination. This is why the System starts

in imagination but spans reality through simulation of reality and

through supervision of activity in real condition.

All capable educators recognize in their daily activities

the need for reality as a test for imagination. This is an important

reason why the Information System must embrace vocational education.

Since vocational education is a form of education in which reality enters

into education, we personally think it is a shame to attempt to cake

vocational education more general. Tru,,tead, we should attempt to make

vocational education more specific to the goal of role incorporation.

The vocationalization of preference and activity depends as much, if not

more, on education for understanding of choosing and role acquisition

than it does on training for occupational skills. Vocational educators

would therefore do well first to insure that their colleagues in general

education did not forget to train for relevant occupational skills through

their "general" curriculum, and second to concentrate their own attention
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on the socialization processes which are involved in developing under-

standing in relation to the processes of choosing and role acquisition.

Such priorities would 1) place a general goal into the specific interests

of vocational educators, 2) make both general and vocational educators

accountable for the specifics of vocational education, but 3) still

leave vocational educators with an extremely important stake in education

for c:areer.

The System's Current Status and Prospects

The Information System for Vocational Decisions has formally

existed cnly since 1 June 1966. Since t',at time we have 1) assembled

necessary personnel, 2) worked out our location in a complex University,

and in collaboration with the Newton, Massachusetts School Department,

and the New England Education Data Systems, 3) delineated our need for

computational equipment, and 4) started the construction of computer

routines and materials.

The System is to have a working prototype available by 1 July

1969. During our thirty-seven month project, we intend to brir4 the

System through two generations of a prototype. The intention is to have

practically ce:-flplete and reasonable accurate specifications of an operating

computer system for vocational decisions at the conclusion of the project.

We will also have a working second generation prototype, of course.

Two roadblocks loom ahead. One block consists of the limita-

tions of existing computational equipment itself. These limitations arc

in the small size and capability of most of the existing equipment, in

the slow emergence and delivery of adequate equipment, and in the actual

cost of adequate equipment in relation to our original estimates. The
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second roadblock is in Congressional action toward research in voca-

tional education. The reduction of funds available during Fiscal Year

1967 and any later reductions under terms of the Vocational Education

Act of 1963, may well bring about serious barrier to the possible

conclusion of the Information System for Vocational Decisions.



CHAPTER 13

ASPECTS OF IMAGINATION IN THE LEARNING PROCESS*

Overview

Like the preceding statement in which we present the nature

and status of the Information System for Vocational Decisions, this

Chapter represents a statement of proposal and description of work in

pr,-!gress. In this discussion we proceed with further conceptual analy-

sis of the issues initially outlined in Chapter 10. Here, however, the

specific emphasis is upon a range of exploratory strategies for investi-

gating humor, dreams, and figurative speech as variant modes of imagina-

tion in the service of personal learning. While developing this discus-

sion within the context of current psychoanalytic meta-psychology, we

invoke also the resources of post-Wittgensteinian approaches to philoso-

phico.1 analysis specifically with regard to the epistemological problers

raised by our proposal.

Our increasing regard for the multiple modes or dimensions of

meaning implicit in the ordinary languages of human conduct and in the

range of conceptual models which characterize current theoretical efforts

in the behavioral sciences bears particular emphasis; it provides an

important basis for integrating within a developing theoretical position

the findings which we derive from such apparently diverse efforts as the

ISVD Project and his irdividual study in imagination.

This Chapter is based on a eoctoral proposal circulated by Gordon A.
Dudley, under title. of "Aspects of Imagination in the Learning Process:
An Exploratory Study of flumer,Dreams and Figurative Speech in the Ser-
vice of Personal Knowledv."
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Another major implication of the discussion in this Chapter is

that Lhe specifics of investigative procedure outlined remain in the

service cf, as necessarily emerging from, a continuing analytical ex-

plorat[cn of the subject rani purposes of investigation. This paper,

'7aises a number of more general issues regatdimg the nature of

psych4ogical inquiry which become the focus of discussion in Chapters

14 and 15.
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Purpose and Assumptions

Our topic in this Chapter is a study designed to explore

aspects of imagination manifest in the service of personal learning.

We shall outline a proposal for investigating symbolic processes of

thought which emerge within the general context of a specific educa-

tional experience. In our discussion we shall consider configurations

of humor, figures of speech, and "epigenetic" dimensions of dream reports

as three psychological phenomena of functional salience within the con-

text of individual thought and group interaction generated by a new

Harvard Graduate School of Education Seminar in Guidance: C-231.

The objective of the study is to develop rationale and proce-

dures for charting within their phenomenological context educationally

significant configurations of imagination manifest in the interplay of

these three dimensions of symbolic thought.

The investigative strategy to be proposed focuses upon formai

attributes of imagination as a means of documenting functional relation-

ships among specific educational issues and themes reflected 4.n the

content of gr.-up interaction generated by such seminar disc,ussions.

C-231 Guidance: Seminar and Practicum in Group Process and
Individual Learning
half course (spring term) Mon., Wed., 4-6

The function of groups as contexts for individual learning. Examination
of data derived frum (1) face-to-face participation and written work,
(2) readings, and (3) recordings. Exploration of skills of leadership
as they develop through increased perceptiveness coupled with explicit
understanding of group process. Consideration of relevancies for a
range of educational actions.

(H.G.S.E. Register, 1966-67)
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Three explicit assumptions serve to inform this proposal.

First, we assume that symbolic processes of thought give significant

expression to resources of intellectual integrity. personal resporsibi!-

ity, and a capacity for active collaboration that are crucial to educa-

tional thought and practice. We assume, that is, that configurations

of imaginative thought give both substance and direction not only to

liberal education but to sound professional training in educational

practice as well.

Second, the "informed vision" to which David Hawkins has

referred as ",he essential construction of the art that is science" is

one which we assume to be significantly reflected in symbolic aspects

of imagination. We assume chat processes of thought reflected in humor,

metaphor, and dreams entail configurations of Perception from which

emerge both scientific fact and scientific theory.

Third, we assume that the purposes of the study shall require

an informed address to a number of complex methodological issues regard-

ing the conduct of psychological inquiry in ccntexts of human multipli-

city. We assume, that is, the importance of issues which are neither

acknowledged nor precluded by the unexamined notion that both "subjects"

and "investigator" share the common purpose of enhancing a mutual capa-

city to observe and interpret human events with professional understand-

ing. The importance as well as the complexity of these issues are tacitly

acknowledged in the choice of the word spects is it appears in the title

of tile Chapter and as it is used throughouc the description of the study.

I
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For while role, dimensions, attributes, and a number of other scientifi-

cally impersonal terms were considered, our decision in favor of aspects

is by virtue of tne interplay which that word suggests between "the

appearance of a thing as seen from a particular point of view" and "the

form that a verb takes to indicate duration of completion of action."

Thus a second-order or "meta" perspective regarding the purpose of the

study includes the intent to explore resources for a more explicit arti-

culation of significant tacit acknowledgments regarding an imaginative

interaction of interplay among the personal acts of knowing that, know-

ing how, and why, and being able.

Background of the Proposal

This proposal outlines a study designed to investigate ideas

outlined in Chapter 10. In that Chapter, Dudley offered a discussion

of several conceptual issues regarding the nature of personality struc-

ture and the organization of thought processes. In the context of those

issues, he then reviewed what appear, in his view, to be especially

significant contributions provided, on the one hand, by psychoanalytic

approaches to the "depth' of personality structure and, on the other,

by a number of more academic efforts to map the "surface" or "linear"

dimensions of human behavior. In that discussion a comparison of such

distinct contribuOons serqed to emphasize a number of crucial discon-

tinuities in the description of human action which result from a direct

combination of the clinical and ch:! academic approaches to personality

organization. In brief, Dudley attemptec; in that stater:ent to outline
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the crucial discontinuities between such psychologies of "depth" and

of "surface" that are manifest in their address to questions of per-

sonal integrity in patterns of human development and in the process

of individual learning.

In Chapter 10, Pndley's general objective was to raise for

further consideration the significance of symbolic processes of imagin

ation as psychological phenomena which manifest in their formal attri-

bLtes configurations of personal integrity and stylistic principles of

human action -- phenomena which, therefore, if more adequately under-

stood, should enable us to clarify and perhaps resolve the conceptual

discontinuities that now characterize our efforts toward a psychology

of persons. The central notion suggested there and te-, be examined

more directly hare is that an analytical description of the form and

functioning of these symbolic processes of imaginative synthesis can

make a significant contribution to a psychology of personal knowledge --

one which shall articulate more fully what we now tacitly regard as the

inevitable interplay of "functionally autonomous" and "disfunctionally

subsidiary" aspects of human thought, learning, and action.

As reviewed in Chapter 10, the concept of psychological devel-

opment, with its emphasis on the hierarchically structured organization

of progressively differentiated behaviors, represents an approach to

human action which serves to mediate, to integrate somewhat, the con-

ceptual discontinuities existing 1-etween our current psychologies of

"depth" and "surface". In this regard, Erikson's "epigenetic" principle
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of development (Erikson, 1959) and Piaget's notion of "vertical decal

age" (Flavell, 1963) seem especially significant. In addition, Perry's

scheme for chat-Ling patterns of development reflected in the structural

attributes of personal stance from which college students address their

educational experience emphasizes analogous princicles of progressive

differentiation and hierarchical organization (Perry, 1967). Within

the general context of such "developmental" approaches to human action,

the present proposal outlines a study intended to combine the advantages

of Piaget's formal emphasis on the speciftcs of thought process with

those cf Erikson's epigenetic principle of psycho-social modes and modal-

ities -- through a focus (analogous to that of Perry's) upon the function-

al configurations of thought and interaction generated by an immediate

educational experience.

Within this context of related work. the present proposal is to

be distinguished in a number of ways. Piaget's developmental psycholog)

gives major emphasis to the interplay of "assimilation" and "accommodation."

His concept of "vertical decalage emphasizes spiraling, recapitulating

aspects of development that entail a hierarchically structured and subtly

integrated model. Yet his basic "schema" of intellectual functioning

reflect his essentially epistemological concerns. That is, neither Piaget's

conceptions of development or his experimental procedures hate been form-

ulated with any particar regard for those dimensions of expressive beha-

vior which represent organismic, covert, atd, under some circumstances,

"non-veridical" dimensions of behavior (cf. Bruner, 1959; Flavell, 1963;
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Wolff, 1960; Spitz, 1965). And while recent developments FA psychoana-

lytic ego psychology (in particular, Erikson's "epigenetie model of

psycho-social development) represent major insights regarding the inter-

play of the private and the public, and of the tacit ay.d the articulate,

their contributions are most clearly developed and most significant at

the level of the total life cycle. These theories of development are

perhaps least effective in specifying the central processes of learning

from which such psycho-social patterns presumably emerge. Thus, Erik-

son's statements specifically regarding "synthetic" functions of the ego

inevitably reelect his emphasis upon the D.ife span dimensions of "epigen-

esis". The result is that, as Jones has commented, "We do not quite get

the epi into the genesis, we can point to 'genetic sequences' and to

'progressions from the organized and undifferentiated to the organized and

differentiated'. But we still do not know what 'synthetic tendencies'

look like." (Jones, 1962-a) Some notion of such processes is crucial

in any useful, developmental concept of learning. Indeed, they must tacitly

be presumed by any developmental psychology that is not simply a matura-

tional scheme. Furthermore, such a lack of specificity with respect to

processes of "ego synthesis" or personal integration does not seem inevi-

table.

We presume that "the same recapitulative principle seems

to guide humal adaptation whether we take the 'epigenetic' unit

of the life cycle or the imicrogenetic' unit of split- second per-

ception." (,Danes, 1962b) We presume that "human beings when confronted

by a novel and challenging situation begin to master themselves in
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relation to that situation by recapitulating a telescoped version of

their own life history in respect to it..." (ibid). Its other words,

we wish to suggest that insights regarding the formal attributes of

more general patterns of human development can lead us in the discovery

and specification of configurations of thought central to the learning

process.

But how might we proceed to make use of such notions What,

if any, specific investigative procedures are at hand which fo:..us upon

the formal attributes of personal integrity or "ego synthesis" as those

attributes are reflected in and serve to shape central processes of

learning -- as they are reflected in the act of personal knowledge?

What procedures are available? What procedures must be developed? :.nd

what procedures can only reside in the total person of the Thvestigator

es he himself engages in an act of personal knowledge with respect to

such professionally shared issues concerning the process of learning?

A number of assessment strategies recently developed emphasize

functionally autonomous processes of ego integration or egc, synthesis and

their role in the service of character structure. Prelinger and Zimet

(1964) have developed what they term an "ego-psychological approach to

character assessment." Their strategy consists of a set of descriptive

criteria designed to "provide a theoretically relevant, reasonably exhaus-

tive, and conceptually consistent framework for the organization and

representation of an individual's habitual mode of bringing into harmony

the tasks presented by internal demand and the external wor1,3." Their
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model consists of eight major categories or dimensions of psychological

functioning reflecting a gross hierarchy of structural comp .cents! (1)

ideational sule, (2) prominent affects, (3) prominent defenses, (4)

superego, (5) adaptive strengths, (6) sense of self, (7) psyche-social

modalities, and (8) character elaborations. One innovation of their

approach is that the specific ratings for which the schema provides me

based on interpretations of raw assessment data, rather than upon the

data themselves -- a procedure adopted as crucial to the present pro,cs-,1

and recommended, in addition, by :.,chafer (1954)

We need research designs that embrace rather than skirt
the complexities of psychic functioning...one way to meet
these complexities...is to use interpretations as our
research units...

Anna Freud and colleagues have recently published a "profile"

for the "metapsychological assessment of the EAult personality" (Freud.

A. et al., 1965). This profile, designed as a "framework for thinking"

rather than a questionnaire scale or instrument, provides for the organ-

ization of clinical judgments relevant to the "age-adequate developments

of internal structuralization and adaptation to the envirbnment."

In the case of the schemes developed by Prelinger and Zimet and

by Freud and her colleagues, there is a clear and generalized rationale

for specification of psychological processes within a functional context

of character sti .tune; however, the particular strategies, or psycl- .og-

ical processes are not specified. And within the context of the present

proposal that specification is the crucial need.
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Kroeber (1963) has cane closer to a specification of these

processes of character structure and psychological functioning. Kroeber's

scheme focuses ca the operations of the ego and extends the concept of

defense mechanisms to include behaviors that are "particularly relevant

to an active effective person dealing with demands, often conflicting,

of a biological, psychological, or social nature." The essence of his

proposal is that the mechauisms of the ego con be thougtt of as general

means-structures which may take on either defensive or coping functions:

"for any given iadividual, situation, or time the ego mechanisms may be

utilized in either their coping or their defensive form or in combinations

of both."

On the basis of this general rationale, Kroebe outliner specific

criteria for distinguishing between the defensive and coping dimensions

of behavior matv.fest by ten such ego structures.* Ar K:oeber points out,

his ten ego structures or mechanisms fall into three ric.igh groupings: the

first three pertain essentially to cognitive functions, whi:x the last

three pertain essentially to the structure of impulse economics, with the

miedle four s^mething of a mixtuia. They reflect, tha: is, a continuum

of psychological functioning between what in psychoanalytic theory is

conceived as scomeary process, reality oriented dimensions of behavior,

on the one hang, and primary-process, drive organized dimensions, on the

other.

The sources and structure of these ego mechanisms are, as

Krosber acknowledges the crucial issue. Their relationship to those

*
See Appendix C, Part I.
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dimensions of motivational organization conceptualized by classical

psychoanalytic theory and to those dimensions of psych:1-social "fitting-

together" emphasized by Hartmann, Erikson, Allport. and White, is also

recognized as a crucial theoretical concern.

Kroeber's strategy is consistent with the general orientation

advocated by Allport (1961) and White (1963) in the sense that he attempts

to provide a more specific description of those dimensions of adaptive

behavior which reflect coping as well as defensive structures. At the

same tin,a, his approach appears to be potentially more fruitful than that

of eitler Allport or White by virtue of the fact that he seeks to make

mono explicit the continuity of behavior, the continuum of structural

attributes of behavior, which extends across instinctual and reality

organized dimensions (see also Chapter 10, pp. 10.32-10.37). His descrip-

tions appear to be least adequate, however, at that point in the contin-

uum where the transformation of instinctual energies becomes the central

issue. Thus, his last three descriptive categories appear rather sketchy

primarily because they attempt to deal with iFsues which require some

more analytical approach to the dynamics of system structure and organi-

zation. In the context of the present propoFal, Kroeber's major contri-

bution consists of his ability to offer a useful array of descriptive

categories while neither obscuring nor denying the crucial explanatory

task which remains. Our intent here is, hcwever, to outline an appropri-

ate strategy for undertaking that task.
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To summarize: the focus of this proposal is upon the educa-

tional, significance of symbolic aspects of imagination by virtue of their

giving expression to an "epigenetic" or "recapitulative" principle cf

development implicit in the "microgenetic" dimensions of the learning

process. The proposal outlines an exploratory investigation of indivi-

duel.ly stylized, complexly determined, and multipotential configurations

of social perception in the service of personal Learning. Zy focusing

specifically upon configurations of imagination within the immediate

context of their fulIctionai significance as formal dimensions of an

interaction process, the proposed study represents an effort to ,.ircum-

vent the limitations of those investigations of small gtuup behavior

which, on the one hand, primarily emphasize interpersonal dimensions of

psychological dynamics or which, on the other baud, primarily emphasize

sociologically significant aspects of role expectation and performance

(Bales, 1951; Mills, 1964). In addition, by its em?hasin upon observa-

tion of the phenomena in question as they emeru within the interaction

of a group experience, the present stuay represents an attempt to circum-

vent limitations of more traditional approaches to the investigation of

processes of "ego synthesis" by means of the individual psychological

assessment interview (Prelinger and Zimet, 1::64; Deutsch and Murphy,

1955; Schafer, 194).

A review of the conceptuai background of each of the majn!

variables of the study (humor, dreams, and :igurative speech) shall be

offered in the following section devoted to procedures.
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Prncedures

Introduction: Exploratory Research and the Multiplicity of

HuTan Actions. The purpose of the study is to explore and develop

procedures for chatting configurations of imagination presumed to relect

nrcoesses of thought that are complex, subtle, and hierarchioally ordered.

An investigative procedure designed primarily to correlate linear dimen-

sions of overt behavior is, therefore, essentially beside the point. In-

stead, procedures which are themselves exploratory, pheromenological, and

adaptable to significant dimensions of the processes in question -- and

a" those phenomena emerge within the context of inquiry itself -- such

procedures appear crucial to the intent of the study. The research para-

digm ot choice would, thus, seem to require what Sargent (1961) refers

to as the "zoom lens" model: a procedure that begins with a wide-angle

perspective and which facilitates subsequent adjustmencs in focus as

significant patterns of phenomena assume a functional saliency within the

*
process of the inquiry.

To indicate briefly our major points of methodological orienta-

tion -- points of orientation concerning issues which in themselves might

well provide the subject for a full study -- we shall outline the following

Such a model is to !'e distinguished from what Sargent in a shift of
metaphors) refers to, on the cne hand as a "seining" strategy designed
to pick up anything and everything of potential relevance -- t.tch the
task of selecting and sorting deferred to a subsequent time and proce-
dure. On the other hand, the "zoom lens" model is to be distinguished
also from what Sargent refers to as the "casting" strategy which presumed
that one knows rather precisely not only what fish one is after but what
bait to use az uell.

7 2
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guiding principles:

1. Exploratory research in areee of complex mental activity

should begin with naturalistic observation of the phenomena from per-

spctives and by means of prc,:edures which preserve contextual dimen-

sions.

2. Initial explorations of such phenomca should give primary

emphasis to formal dimensions -- to patterns, configurations, styles --

particularly as those formal dimensions assume salience within the func-

tional context of their natural occurrence.

3. The initial objective should be upon the development of

conceptual schemes within which to relate the formal aspects of such

"multivalent" configurations to Indopendently selected dimensions of

their functional context.

4. The primary datum must consist of an interpretative act of

observation -- perception through a tacit frame of reference for Oich

the conceptual scheme serves as a first approximation a process of

progressive articulation.

5. The relevant measure of significance, or "validity," for

such a scheme and the observations which it serves to articulate consists

of two primary dimensions:

a. generalit;: its capacity to document attributes of formal

consistency among configurations of thought expressed in a number of

distinct modes (i.e.: humor, drea.n, figurative speech).
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b. applicability: its capacity to documen functional relation-

ships among attributes of human events generated by distinct analytical

perspectives (i.e.: between the content of group interaction and the

structure of covert themes and issues inferred on the basis of a speci-

fic theoretical model ).

figure 13.1

DimensIr. of Significance

e::plicit content
of group interaction

P%
a

p

1

p

1

i configurations configurations confifiirations

c of dream process < of humor --3 of fi8urative
a speech
b

1

i

1

i

t

YNJ covert dynamics
of group structure

(generality)

The general perspective which we have actempte4 to implement

in the planning of procedures for this study is aptly summarized in the

following statement:
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Research workers...hastily restrict themselves to what
is conscious, readily available, and easily verbalized.
Admittedly, it is not so easy to objectify and quantify
creativity, humor, variations in states of conscious-
ness, and varieties of conscious experience. Extensive
phenomenological investigations must come first. Relia-

bility checks and quantitative comparisons should be
carried out only in due time. While we may usually look

down on the conception of scientiFic rigor in the writ-
ings of many psychiatrists and psychoanalysts, we nust
respect many for their patience, integrity, and courage
in the face of bewildering ccmplexity and ambiguity
while they go on mapping out horizontal and vertical
psychic territories.

There is a risk of greater guilt in taking one's time,
studying subjects intensively...looking into complex
and elusive problems, and trespassing established
boundaries col: method and subject matter, but cne then
stands a better chance of assessing central factors and
creating something memorable.

(Schafer, 1958; pp. 144-145)

Situation. The immediate context of the proposed investigation

is that provided by a Harvard Graduate School of Education Seminar in

Guida'ce C-231: "Group Process and Individual Learning." The instructor

is Mr. Morimoto of the Bureau of Study Counsel. The seminar was offered

for the first time during the spring term ',967.

As a new course within the formal program of study offered by

the Harvard Graduate School of Education, the seminar is an outcome of a

need expressed by advanced students, a responsibility acknowledged by the

staff and administration, and an extension of educational resources that

are an established part of the school's guidance program. In particular,

the seminar represents a newly formalized educational venture tha: stems

from a trial experience with a small "pilot" group which met le.th Mr.

Morimoto during the course of the preceding year.
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The emphasis of the seminar is upon the function of groups as

contexts for individual learning. Thus, while a wide range of alterna-

tives with respect to materials and procedures is made available, the

interaction of the individual members and leader (the group process)

provide a primary process for developing skills of observation, infer-

ence and personal knowledge.

The objective of this pArticular emphasis is to provide the

context and focus for an educational experience which shall be distinct

from that provided by a task-oriented work or ti:aining group, on the one

hand, and from that of an experience or therapy group, on the other. Thus

the seminar has an explicit and objective focus: "the nature of groups

as contexts for individual learning." At the same time, the group's dis-

cussion of the issues which arise in consideration of such an explicit

subject represent for each member an immediate experience of processes

of individual learning in the context of group interaction. Many indivi-

dual and shared aspects of that experience shall remain covert; others

shall find articulation as the interaction of the group is made an expli-

cit resource in the service of the objectives of the discussions. The

intent of Mr. Morimoto is to rrovide a context within which tie articula-

tion of objective issues regarding the nature of groups as contexts for

individual learning shall be most effectively facilitated by a progress-

ively informed tacit experience: the implicit personal knowledge of one's

individual processes and style of learning within the context of group

interaction (cf. Polanyi, 1958).
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Subjects. Participation in the seminar is limited to twenty

members selected by Mr. Morimoto oa the basis of a personal interview.

A graduate course, C109 (Introduction to Counseling), or its equivalent,

is a prerequisite. While the skills of observation to be derived from

the group experience are considered relevant to a wide range of profess-

ional responsibilities within the field of education, many of those

granted membership are doctoral candidates in the field of counseling

psychol ogy.

Data Collection.

A. Group Interaction: The human events occurring during the

regular meetings of the group throughout: the term comprise the primary

source of data for our study. While all proceedings are recorded on

magnetic tape, the primacy data of the study consist of selections from

those proceedings which in our judgment provide the most significant

*
expression of the phenomena comprising :he focus of the investigation.

B. personal Documents: In addition to the data generated by

the group interaction, personal documents from individual members provide

a second - order source of information. These comprise a collection of

informal statements written weekly by e7.ch member during the course of

the term. They are generally statements expressive of individual con

cerns, insights, and styles of perception in response to the invitation:

"What stands out for you in connection with your learning in the group

*
In addition to Dudley's training and experience in individual counseling

and group work, he was invited by the instructor to participate in the
pilot group experience of last year and thus have substantial prior sensi-
tivities to Mr. Morimoto's purposes, procedures, and the general context
of interaction that Morimoto finds most productive.
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this week?" A second order of personal documents consists of written

dream reports. Within the purposes of the present study, the relevance

of dreams is .onfinEd to specific symbolic configurations -- the dream

process itself -- rcther than to their signiiicanct as personality

assessment data. Therefore, the invitation to contribute written dream

reports shall include provision for preserving anonymity.

C. Interviews: In addition to the selection interviews to be

conducted by Mr. Morimoto, follow-up interviews are condncted with group

members in order to obtain a record of their experiences and perceptions.

The procedure here is essentially that validated by Perry (1967) in his

studies of patterns of development in Harvard students: to leave the

subject as Free as possible to speak from his own way of perceiving him-

**
self and the particular experience in question.

Data Analysis: General. In view of tie fact that for the pur-

poses of this study, the "micro-unit" of research is the interpretative

observation of the investigator, the distinction between data analysis

and data collection becomes somewhat arbitrary and unrewarding. For this

*
See Appendix C, Part II.

`Thus, in the face of the "subject's natural expectation that the inquirer
know what he wants to know and that, therefore, the subject has a right to
know too," the investigator shall directly acknowledge the relevance of
the question while indicating his assurance that for the purposes at hand,

it is a question that canrot be answered. Accepting his share of the social

discanfort involved, the investigator shall push on with the suggestion:
"Why don't you stcrt with whhtever stands out for you in connection with

the group experience." Interview strategy beyond this shall consist prim-

arily of following up leads ..eft unaccountably dangling, asking for elabor-
ation, clarification, exemplification...in brief, invoking whatever tech-
niques seem most relevant to facilitating the subject's telling of his

story as fully as he might reasonably be inclined to. Again, the guide

here shall be one of uncommon common sense in the service of a personally
styled portrayal of a specific educational experience (Perry, 1967).
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reason our discussion here shall tend to expand the consideration of

issues raised earlier, while our subsequent outline of the cpeciacs

oE "analysis" shall, at the sme time, entail further discussion of some

rather general notions.

To repeat, the focus of the study is to be upon configurations

of symbolic multiplicity -- upon stylistic dimensions of small group

interaction process, manifest dream process, figurative processe,; in

personal documents, and personal styles expressed in in,clyiews. Thus,

our analytic emphasis is not upon molecular units of content -- though at

a complimentary level of analysis content is deemed important. lor is our

emphasis upon structure alone, though covert themes of structural conflict

and equilibrium are not to be ignored. Our primary intent is not to docu-

ment linear consistencies in either the content or structure of interaction

nor in imaginative processes at either the explicit or covert levels. The

objective is, rather, cn the basis of preliminary, exploratory olservations,

to outline formal aspects of imagination giving symbolic expression to a

capacity of mind which transforms, and thus integrates in the service of

personal knowledge, tacit dimensions of private meaning and public reality

uanifest on several discontinuous levels of psychological activity.

In another equally importan sense, our intent is to invoke and

document skills of interrretative observaticn perhaps generally -- though

unfortunately -- reiarded as more characteristic of, or more appropriate

tc, studies in the humanities -- in fields such as literary or art criti-

cism (cf., Aiken, 19S5; Burke, 1957; Cavell, 1965; Combrich, 1965; Hyman,

1955; Welleck and Warren, 1956). The irtent is to invoke such skills of
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interpretative observation in the service of equally subtle and complex

issu.s within the im _Late context of human events. (cf., Bronwski,

1965; Burke, 1959; Jordan, 1964; Neisser, 1963; Perry, 1954; Royce, 1965;

Waelder, 1930).*

Viewed in the light of such a "humanistic" perspective, the

issue of scientific validity regarding interpretacions of complex human

events assumes new aspects. For, while it is indeed difficult -- if not

intrinsically inappropriate -- to assess the validi:y of human judgments

in contexts of complexity by the application of some single external stand-

ard of relevant consistency, significant assessments can be made with

i.egard to the "validity" of the relationship between the formal organiza-

tion of such interpretations and the functional cortexts within which

they are made.

There are two types of corroboration and accordingly two
types of critical evi6snce. There is corroboration of
man with man, and corroboration of fact with fact. Let

us call the first 'multiplicative corroboration' and the
second 'structural corroboration'. And let us call the

products of multiplicative corroboration 'data', and
the products of structural corroboration Idanda'.
(Pepper, 1942; pp. 47-48)

The nature of the corroboration differs with the two
methods employed. In the first...it consists in what
may be roughly called a repetition of the same fact...
In the second, the corroboration comes fran an agreement
of many different facts in the determination of the na-
ture of one central fact. In the firsc:, the persuasive

force comes from the number of observacions and even

The important distinction to be made with respect to the exercise of
these skills in the direct study of human action (rather than as it is
depicted or symbolized thro-gh the harmonious configurations character-
istic of the various arts) is that the investigator trust engage in a
task er perceiving, interpreting -- indeed, in some circumstances,
actively collaborating with one's "subjects" in a mltual effort to give

articulated form to -- incompl.e"ce patterns, inronsistent themes, unwitt-
ing and unacknowledged dramas.
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more from the number of men who agree with .them. It

is a social force. In the second, the persuasive
force comes from the massiveness of converg(mt evidence
upon the same point of fact. It is the structural force
of the evidence itself and is not peculiarly social.
(ibis., p. 49)

On tne basis of Pepper's notion of "structural corroboration,"

our objective is to develop a preliminary scheme for mapping aspects

of imaginaticn giving symbolic expression to the inu.rplay of three

distinct dimensions of a general functional interpretation with respect

to proces-,- of individual learning in the context of group interaction.
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Figure 13.2

Dimensions of Functional Interpretation

1. mode; dimension of manifestation

a. group interaction process

b. weekly personal documents

c. dream reports as volunteered

d. pre and post interviews

2. level: dimension of interpretation

a. descriptive: linear, molecular content analysis of explicit
issues...(what the participants denote as the
significant events)...what the lay of the land
locks like from outside

b. phenomenological: global, empathetic sensitivity to theme
and issues (intuitive perception of the
connection between covert and overt dyne-
mics)...the feel of what is gotag on
inside

c. structural: use of specific models for the interpretation of
overt issues in terms of the dynamic structure
of covert forces (inferences re what is going on
underneath)

d. symbolic: significant configurations of multiplic;ty which
in their formal attributes give expression to
processes of ego synthesis and group interaction
integrating aspects of descriptive, phenomenolog-
ical, and structural analysis...(perceived config-
urations which give formal expression to functional
relationships between surface aad depth -- inside
and outside)

3. style,: the umeta-" dimension of human events -- generated by the

symbolic configurations which serve to integrate:

e. a particular mode of manifestation and

b. a particular level of interpretation
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Data Analysis: Specific. We shall now consider each of the

three specific dimensions of expressive behavior in terms of which the

exploration of symbolic processes of imagination is to be developed.

We outline for each the relevant conceptual background and indicate the

range of assessment strategies that we view to be consistent with the

purposes of the study.

A. Group Interaction Process: Wit, Humor and Laughter

These subtly related aspects of human nature have always

puzzled philosophers, scientists, and literateurs. Among those who have

sorely tried their heads in the attempt to provide a comprehensive formu-

lation we find an impressive if unsuccessful crew from Plato and Aristotle,

who emphasized ethical implications, to Descartes, the first to emphasize

psychological aspects (Piddirigton, 1958).

After Descartes, a:1 increasing number who attempted general formu-

lations of the nature of humor focused upon the psychological aspects: Hobbes,

Locke, Rousseau, Hartley, Hegel, Spencer, Darwin, Bergson, and Freud. By

virtue of the intimate connection which he makes between the specific dynamics

of humor and his general conception of the organization of all mental activity,

Freud's ideas are particularly relevant to the immiedilte proposal.

Freud's contributions to the psychology of the comic consisted

of two distinct emphases: (1) an initial focus upon what he construed as

"topographical" and "economic" relations (1905) and (2) a later period in

whicn his emphasis was on what he termed "dynamic" and "structural" issues

(1928). His combination of these two emphases produced the general form!; -

lee: "The pleasure of wit originates from an economy of expenditure in
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inhibition, that of the comic from an expenditure in thought and that

of humor from an economy of expenditure in emotion." In brief, Freud's

conception of humor emphasized the dynamic structure of unconscious

mental processes.

To the "econoric" plcasu:es of wit, comedy, and humor which

Freud fornulated, Ernst Kris added an emphasis upon those "genetic grati-

fications derived from the pleasure of playful mastery through which a

child first exercises his ability to come to terlas with conflicts in its

inner and outer worlds." Recalling Jean Paul's (Richter) "Wit brings

freedom, and freedom wit," Kris suggested that:

Pleasure in mastery plays itself out in the present, and
is experienced as such. Comic pleasure, according to this
hypothesis, refers to a past achievement of the ego which
has required long pracce to bring it about. We exper-
ience not only the success of the achievement itself but
the whole process by which we gradually attained this
mastery.

(Kris, 1938, p. 211)

Kris' discussions of the comic in relation to ego development include

two further notions that are of central importance to the present study.

On the one hand, he emphasizes the psychological means, through which wit,

comedy, and humor provide controlled expression of highly charged aggress-

ive impluses. He suggests in this regard that the capacity to "neutralize"

thosE. impulses through such a made of expression is a crucial determinant

of well differentiated, well organized psychic structure. At the same

time, ,iris states that "as an invivation to...adopt a joint policy of

agression aad regression," the comic represen, a very fundamental dimen-

sion of group process and community structure (Kris, 1940).
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But, "How does it happen that an alliance is formed beteen

those who laugh" as the result of "an invitation to common aggression

and common regression?" Kris holds that "the shaping which the physio-

logical act of laughter undergoes through the agency of the human ego

is a clear and impressive example of the fact that everything which we

recognize to be a process of giving form and shape to psychic material

is to be regarded as an ego function." (ibid., p. 238) He emphasizes

that the integration and temporal regulation:, which can only insure the

"richness and fullness of the speech of the human countenance" are

reflected in this expression which lies on the border between expressive

and purposive motor behavior...and that "only because of the wide scope

of its significance does it become human and in the Aristotelian sense

peculiar to man" (ibid., p. 239).

Kris outlines a general conception of ego development and of

the organization of thought processes within which wit, humor and laugh-

ter are viewed as highly significant aspects of individual imagination

in the service of personal integrity and group interaction (Kris, 1950).

His conception of personality and thought is analytic in the sense that

it is consistent with Freud's basic formulation of the dynamic structure

of unconscious mental processes and of the vicissitudes of their develop-

mental patterning. At the same time, Kris' considrrations of the role

of social reality and experience in the formulation of personality struc-

ture gives equal attention to the organization of functionally autonomous

behaviors emphasized by Allport, White, and others. Finally, his efforts
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to provide an analytical description of the psychological processes by

means of which the dynamic structure and the autonomous functioning of

hu..ian action are integrated represents a significant attempt to articu-

late a concept of thought organization and learning procuFses consistent

with 0e tacit assumptions of psychologies of ego development.

In summary: Kris' ideas regarding the role of humor and laugh-

ter in ego development and group Interaction -- his outlfne of these

aspects of imagination as preconscious thought processes which mediate

conscious and unconscious dimensions of mental functioning -- are consi-

dered to represent significant contributions ;:oward the specification of

central processes of learning and "ego synthesis" tacitly presumed by

current schemes of psychu-social development. His outline of those cen-

tral processes thus provides the general conceptual background of the

present study.

An effort to invoke Kris' conceptual orientation in the service

of an investigation of wit, humor, and laughter as aspects of group pro-

cess requires a primary focus on the formal attributes of preconscious

mental processes as they assume a functional saliency within the themes

and content generated by the group interaction. For this reason the pre-

sen. proposal is a departure from those investigative strategies which

give primary emphasis to dynamic inferences regarding latent psychological

structures, to the neglect of the actual processes of thought organization

manifest in the formal attributes of imagination (e.g., Freud). The study

is at the same time a departure from those strategies of interaction

*
See Appendix r, Part III.
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process analyr,is which tend to ignore almost completely issues of hier-

azchic integration and patterned multiplicity, focusing instead upon

linear di!,,ensions of interaction content (e.g., Bales, 1951; Mills, 1964).

,,tudies which investigate the psychology of humor 5y means of

assessment strategies designed to derive general personality traits are

also inappropriate to the present focus on humor as a psycho-social

dimension of group interaction processes (cf., Flugel, 1954; Cattell and

Luborski, 1947; Murray, 1934, 1938; Sears, 1934; RedLich et al., 1951;

Volff et al., 1934). In fact, there appear to be few if any readily

available procedures for directly implementing the perspective of the

present proposal. Nevertheless, investigative strategy which shall

focus on the phenomena of laughter would seem to have a number of import-

ant advantages. In the first place, it derives from a genertl conceptual

orientation regarding important issues of psychological concern within

which to relate interpretive observations. It thus provides some basis

from which to outline specific aspects of the learning process within

the context of more general schemes of ego development. Furthermore, as

Koestler notes, "Humor is the only domain of creative (i.e., imaginative)

activity where a stimulus on a high level of complexity produces a...

sharply defined response on the Level of physiological reflexes."

(Koestler, 1964, p. 31) Thus laughter represents a highly reliable pheno-

menological point of departure for the charting of formal attributes

within complex psycho-social situations. In bri2f, the primary focus on

formal aspects of complex patterns of psycho-social interaction should,

as noted before, provide an important alternative to studies which empha-

size either psychological or sociological dimensions of Troup interaction

process.
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In this discussion of methods, it is significant to note that

Kris was originally trained art criti:ism and has written, with

E. H. Combrich, on the formal principles of caricature and, with Abraham

Kaplan, on the subject of aesthetic ambiguity (Kris, 1938, 1948). It

is significant beza-use, as noted earlier, an investigation with the pur-

pose of documenting aspects of imagination in the service of personal

learning requires a research strategy that has much in camon with proce-

dures more characteristic of studies of aesthetic or literary works. An

investigative strategy consistent with the purposes of this study would

seem to require, first of all, that points of saliency in the group inter-

action marked by the Wienomena of laughter be selected as indicating

potentially significant intervals to be studied -- that these "intervals"

then be examined with an informed and yet free - floating attention tc

whatever configurations of implication in tact) instance give expression

to a formal structure or integrity of that particular sequence of human

events.

It is difficult to be completely explicit regarding such proce-

dures. And for a number of reasons. In the first place, while such

methods have an implici. organization that is derived from informed exper-

ience with a range of individual cases, the specific skills of observation --

as well as th, configurations of integrity that in each case have been the

subject of observation -- do not admit of direct application to subsequent

cases. Furthermore, the actual process of observation, study and discovery

through which thole formal attributes of human events arc documented is

characterized, in each instance, by a preliminary stage of undifferentiated
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groping toward a sense of what gees with what -- what follows from

what -- what leads to what -- what combinations and balances and inter-

play of aspects determine the relevant "units" of events and observation.

And yet, as it works, the method provides results that facilitate docu-

mentation because they pertain to highly formal, highly complex, and thus

highly salient configurations of human events. Once perceived, of course:

That is, such configurations can be much harder to "see" the first time

than to "recogn..:e" subsequently. They seem to emerge from a muddle; then,

once perceived, they are acknowledged with a, "Why didn't I see that before?"

Despite the difficulties entailed by the effort to specify, either the

method or the general character of the subject, the art of scientific

observation is, as David Hawkins suggests, not only "the essential con-

struction of science" -- but essentially "a way of knowing in which the

knower is always the artisan of his personal knowledge."

Such personal "artifice" represents in our view the basis of

scientific construction by virtue of the particular explanatory status

of the interpretive schemes which it produces. Neither prediction, nor

explanation of specific eveAs may be the actual intent. Indeed no array

of specific instances of prediction or explanation made on the basis of

such a scheme can serve to characterize its formal nature as an abstracted

pattern through which human events can be ordered. And yec, because of

the abstract, formal, aspects of events ordered by such schemes, they do

represent a frame of reference within which predictions regarding speci-

fic events become not only possible but more meaningful.

Inference from analogy would seem to be a major resource for going
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beyond the structure of formulations to which our more explicit strate-

gies )f analysis commit o3. Analogies of course, must be discovered;

they cannot simply be conatructed. Thus, they represent intrinsically the

dimension of scientific inquiry which renders it truly speculative and

exploratory. Analogies must be tested, of course. But the point here is

that this canes later; first they must be seen, and the logic of explora-

tion and discovery is in el very fundamental way distihct from the logic of

verification and elaboration (Weiss, 1952). Seeing a situation in a new

way, looking at it from a new perspective, is the first step. And first

steps are at be3t approximate, tentative, and, when colicerted, truly
*

exploratory.

B. Epigenetic Dimensions of Dream Reports

Freud (1900) defined the dream in very straight-forward

fashion as "the life of the mind during sleep." The concept of dreaming,

however, raises sore very sticky problems (Malcolm, 1962). For e3ample,

how can I ascribe to any phenomenon ("having a dream") attributes both of

awareness of the "eYpsrience" of the dream and of knowing that it was a

dream (knowing, that is, that I was not awake and, thus, apparently aware

Such a perspective regarding the reciprocal relationships that exist
between contexts of exploration and contexts of explanation appears en-
tirely consistent with the more general notion that veritas implies not
merely that which we accept as valid by virtue of our having explicitly
tested its objective reliability through some procedure of public eval-
uation, but furthermore, that which we find to be trustworthy, or worthy
of our trust -- or, indeed that which we come to acknowledge as the sub-
stance of our trust -- within the total context of our human engagements
(Erikson, 1964). From this point of view, to "authenticate", to establish
the truth of, is to articulate that to which we have committed our trust,
to confirm our personal sense of human knowledge and purpose.

0
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of being unaware both of myself and of my experience in ways that words

such as aware, experience, and knowing, normally ascribe)?

Despite these issues pertaining to the concept of the "dream"

or of "dreaming," we all appear to recognize as a familiar phenomenon

the act of "telling a dream," and it is that act which we anticipate to

provide impartant data for the purposes of the present study. The tiv,:sis

here is, in brief, that whatever tsLcit "rules" generate the familiar

"language game" we recognize as the "telling of a Oream," that act of

telling a dream consists of stylistic configurations of speech signifi-

cantly related to patterns of mental acLivity manifest in other areas of

behavior (cf., Wittgenstein, 1953).

A wide range of analytical strategies have been developed to

"interpret" dreams. Freud (1900) interpreted the "telling of a dreau"

as a form of mental activity expressing latent "wishes" or impluses in

highly "disguised" symbols. On the basis of this principle he developed

an elaborate and powerful strategy for inferring, the influence of uncon-

scious mental processes on the organization of personality structure and

conscious mental activity. More recent explorations, however, have given

inc.:eased emphasis to the significance of the "manifest" dream, to the

orgcnization of the mental activity reflected directly in the "dream-

telling:"

In addition to a dream's striving for representability
...we would postulate a style of representation which
is by no means a mere shell to the kernel, the latent
dream: in fact, it is a reflection of the individual
ego's peculiar time-space, the frame of reference for
ell its defenses, compromises, and achievements.

Erikson (1954, p. 143) (underlining ours)
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Erikson's approach to "manifest configurations' focuses on

"the interplay of commissions and omissions, of overemphases and under-

emphases." It represents "a preconscious set of general expectations,

against which the individual style of each dream stands out in sharp

contour."

Within the context of the present study, Erikson's rationale

and method is especially significant because it represents au explicit

working out in one dimension c Tressive behavior of the more general

thesis that "any item of behavior shows a continuum of dynamic meaning.

Reaching from the surface through many layers of crusc to the core,"

(ibid., p. 140). It represents, accordingly, a procedure for develop-

ing a general psychology of both surface and depth in terms of :he formal

attributes of expressive modes of human imagination.

Jones (1962-a) has outline a strategy designed "to facilitate

the use of dreams as research material in 'growth' psychology by introdu-

cing a method which addresses itself to the epigenetic structure of mani-

fest dreams" -- a strategy to study dreams "not as sour:es of handy leads

in therapy but as the overdetermined products of yet-to-be charted ego

functions." Jones' strategy thus shifts the emphasis from what dreams

mean to how they mean. He attempts, in other words, a general strategy

for eyplorinp the process of dreaming as a distinctive form of imagination

in the service of ego synthesis. He adopts the "epigenetic' perspective

with respect to the manifest dream as an imaginative process of symboliza-

tion co the basis that this eimension of current analytic theory represents

:he neyes of genetic, adaptive, and structural points of view. His central
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hypothesis is that:

...a manifest dream is the product of a confluence of
psycnodynamic f^rces: (1) a motivating repressed wish
of ilfantile origin; (2) the defense ego which so dis-
char:3es the energy of the repressed wish as to maintain
a healthy state of sleep; and (3) the synthesis ego
which so governs the setting, style, and rh)thm of the
dream's formation as to support a subsequent4 adaptive
state of wakefulness. We describe this third process as
the preconscious re-differentiation and re-litegration of
preadaptive epigenetic successes and failure: in the con-
text aod under the problematic pressure of phase-specific
readaitive crises.

P. 43)

His hypothesis is based on the assumption that "eventuil knowledge of ego

synthesis 14111 rest heavily on our ability to observe...shifting vicissi-

tudes of phase specific and auxilliary organ-made corrclations" (ibid.,

p. 40).

Jones' illustrations of his epigenetic method of analysis are

drawn from dreams report ?d by students participating in "an undergraduate

course in educational psychology in which it is deemec appropriate for

persons who aspire to guide the mental processes of o:'iers to confront

themselves wi,:h their own" (ibid., p. 43-44). In vied of his emphasis

upcn the formal aspects of the manifest dream report as a basis for speci

fying "yet-to-be-charted" functions of ego synthesis within the context

of a general developmental psychology, Jones' "epigenetic" strategy repre-

sents the particular procedure most relevant to the purposes of this pre-

sent study Froposal.
*

C. Figurative S2eech

Current investigat'ons of the nature if language and speech

provide conceptual perspective and specific sttatc ies that Are directly

relevant tc the present proposal. For exarTle, .:u.rent psycholinguistic

*
Sec Appendix C, Parts IV A and B.
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studies emphasize the hierarchic structure of language. The complexity

of "nested interdependencies" which generate the grammar of our speech

patterns manifest a "serial ordering of behavior" that is structurally

analogous to that of tie information processes cf speech perception

(Miller, 1965). Thus, as Miller and Chonsky point oat, "It is probably

no accident that a theory of grammatical structure can be so readily and

naturally generalized as a schema for theories of other kinds of compli-

cated behavior" (Miller and Chomsky, 1963, p. 488).

Wittgenstein's philosophical analysis of the nature of language

is also relevant to the present concerns with regard to the organization

of behavior and thought (Wittgenstein, 1953). Suggesting that a language

is a form of lift and that, therefore, to imagine a language is to imagine

a form cf life, 1,attgenstein begins his analysis by asking what is common

to all those linguistic activities which makes them, intc, a language or parts

of language. And he concludes with the view that such phenomena have no

one thing in common, but that they are all related in many :Afferent ways.

He suggests that if we look closely at language in use, at language as a

form of life, "we see a complicated network of similarities overlapping

and criss-crossing: sometimes overall similarities, sometimes similarities

of detail" (ibid., p 32e). Wittgenstein refers to these similarities as

"family resemblances" and suggests that, in discourse, as in spinning, they

represent "a thread we twist fibre on fibre...(that) the strength of the

thread does not reside in the fact that some one fibre runs through its

whole length, but in the overlapping of many fibres."

Thus, in response to the question as to whether we can have a game

.(34
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without either definite rules or explicit boundaries -- in response to

the question as to what it can mean to "know and not be able to say" --

Wittgenstein argues that the standards of formal rigor and logical struc-

ture implied by such questions are themselves illusory, that all thought

is surrounded by a halo, and that "it is the order )f possibilities that

is the order common to both world and thought."

Quine's images of lingui*tic action reflect a similar contextual

emphasis on the interplay of forms of languagn and forms of life.

Neurath has likened science to a boat which, if we are
to rebuild it, we must rebuild plank by plank while
staying afloat in it. fhe philosopher and the scientist
are in the same boat.. -Our boat stays afloat because at
each alteration we keep the bulk of it intact as a going
concern. Our words continue to make pnssaale sense be-
cause of continuity of chance of theory: we warp usage
gradually enough to avoid rupture...To vary Neurath's
figure with Wittgenstein's, we may kick away our ladder
only after we have clim'aed it...Analyze theory-building
how we will, we must all start in the middle. Our con-
ceptual firsts are middle-sized, middle-distanced ob-
jects, and our introduction to them and to everything
comes mid-way in the cultural evolution of the race...
In an arch, an overhead block is supported immediately
by other overhead blocks, and ultimately by all the
base blocks collectively and none individually; and so
it is with sentences, when theoretically fitted...Such
sentences (the scientist's) are like cantilever con-
structions, anchored in what they say of familiar ob-
jects at the near end aid supporting the recondite
objects at the far end. Explanation becocies oddly
reciprocal....

Quine (1960)

Alston (1964) in order to classify the "different sorts of

actions that involve the use of sentences," distinguishes: (1) locution-

ary acts (linguistic aaswhich do not go beyond the utterance of a sentence --

acts that is, which do not entail any behavioral effect) (2) perlocutionary

11 r-
t.> t)
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acts (lin ,uistic acts which result in some behavioral change in a hearer)

and (3) illocutionary acts (linguistic acts which, while they go beyond

the mere utcerance of a srAtence, do not necessarily produce any kind

of effect. The point of Ai3ton's classification is in the emphasis which

it gives to "the fact that the meaning of a linguistic expression is a

function of what users of the language do with that expression." He

argues tha): the notion of an illocutionary act is tho., the most fundamen-

tal concept in the philosophy of language. This he contends because such

an act does not devad upon ae.y behavioral or environmental conditions --

or even upon a speaker's belief that such conditions hold -- but only that

the speaker take responsibility for their holding. In other words, the

speaker's tacit caamitment to implicit "rules of the language game" suggests

an important relationship between illocutionary acts and a wide range of

non-linguistic activities.

This emphasis to context, purpose, and tacit rule or convention

which modern analytical philosophy gives in its description of linguistic

acts is this quite similar to the general perspective in psycholinguistic

analysis represented by investigators such as George Miller:

...what is the scientific status of a rule as an explana-
tory concept in psychology? It is not a law, for it can
be violated, and often is. Ordinarily, one woule like to
define a role as an explicit statement. But this concep-
tion of a rule as an explicit statement is ill-suited to
the situation in psycholinguistics, for it is generally
the case that people who can follow the rules with amazing
skill are often completely unable to provide any explicit
statement of the rules they are following. If people
know the rules, therefore, they must know them implicitly.
The only way 'e know that they know the rules is by infer-
ence from the fact that, under certain carefully specified
circumstances, their behavior conforms to them, and from
the fact that they can recognize what it means to make a
mistake.

G. Miller (1964)
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This emphasis uion implicit patterns, conventions, or rules represents,

at the same time, a perspective which has been extended to such general

psychological concepts as motivation, behavior, response, action:

Given an appropriate set of concept for the classifica-
tion of behavior falling within the purposive, iule-
following model, concepts like that of 'drive', 'motive',
'instinct' and 'need' would find their place as supple-
mentaty concepts for explaining particular sorts of de-
partures from this model; or for answering higher level
questions about the conditions which facilitate and
hinder learning such goal-directed sequences and which
account for individual differences in goal-directedness.

Peters (1958)

Our immediate purpose, hc,,:ever, is to note more explicitly a general

frame of reference regarding the nature of language within which the im-

plications of such approaches may provide direct leads in the study of

metaphoric imagery or figurative speech. Such a frame of reference is,

in our view, most adequately provided by a general perspective regarding

the relationship tetween language and action that focuses on those orders

of natural linguistic events which in their formal attributes serve to

transform and integrate discontinuous levels of meaning structure. Such

a general perspective presumes a similarity of structure to all natural

processes of transformation which create the unique boundary conditions

informing any system of natural events -- rather than emphasizing the

external laws governing that system (Hawkins, 1964), With regard to those

natural orders of events comprising human action, this point of view

emphasizes what Polanyi terms "subsidiary modes of awareness": those

"tacit forms of knowing reflected in particular styles of inquiry and

performance -- skills which cannot entirely be formulated" (Folanyi, 195';.
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It emphasizes what Devey termed the importance of "processes through

which one type of functional situation and attitude in experience passes

out of and into another...the technical or utilitarian...into the

aesthetic, the aesthetic into the religious, the religious into the

scientific, and this into the socio-ethical (Dewey, 19L6). Such a per-

spective provides a general frame of reference within which specific

analyses of symbolic dimensions of language and speech can be directly

related to original issues raised regarding the nature and development of

*
personality structure and the organization of thought processes.

Thus while 'every experienced event caa be differentiated with

respect to a perspective of analysis which makes explicit what Dewey

referred to as "the sequential bonds of nature" (a point of view which

provides the basis of the various strategies and parad4ms represented

by our explicit techniques of science, and art -- one which provides for

the "regulation of ongoing and incomplete processes in tehalf ef selected

ccnsequences" -- each experienced event reflects also the immediate dimen-

sions of an "aesthetic" mode which "bind the constituents of that o.:casion

into an integrated whole." It is this aesthetic dimension of experience

whicn provides the immediate awareness of ends as both implicitly present

in Experience and as the tacit grounds of those goals toward which the

We emphasize here Dewey's general notion that the process of inquiry is
best characterized as a series of approximations motivated by the need to
more adequately structure any situation experienced cs vague, as undiff-
erontiated -- that, within such an undifferentiated state, both means and
en:ls are problematical -- and that resolution, once attained, is charac-
terized by a new coordination of attributes, a new coordination of instru-
mentalities and consummations -- that, finally, logizal theory amounts to
al. account of the generating conditions of such reflective experience.
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articulation of experience is fashioned, From such a pragmatic point

of view the "aesthetic dimension" represents both the context and the

culmination of the human capacity to "have an experience" (Dewey, 1934).

And thus, a more complete description of the aesthetic dimensions of

events and experience would provide a description of the processes through

which one type of functional situation and attitule in experience passes

out of and into another.

Dewey's point of view regarding the role of the aesthetic dimen-

sion in human experience is consistent in its general outline with White-

head's philosophy of organism, Langer's emphasis upon symbolization as

"the essential act of mind," and Cassirer's expansive examination' of

symbolic forms with-Th the context of cultural patterns and processes

(Whitehead, 1938; Langer, 1957; Cassirer, 1953; see Chapter 15, pp 15.25-15.26).

Other specific lines of recent work, however, appear to be more directly

relavant to the focus of the present study. Thus, for example, Aiken

advocntes a formulation of the contextual relationships between the aes-

thetic and the cognitive that develops implications of Dewey's ccnsumma-

tory response pattern. Aiken explores the potential significance of "a

theory of the aesthetic use of symbolic forms that is hospitable to any

and all modes of symbolization which may enhance the satisfactions we

derive from art -- a theory which bears significant implications for the

role of reason in the conduct of life (Aiken, 1962). In a similar way,

Cavell emphasizes the implications of Wiagenstein's general approach to

philosophical problems specifically with regard to the nature of metaphor,

figurative speech and aesthetic judgment (Cavell, 1965). Like Aiken,

011
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Cavell contends that there are no generally valid criteria for denoting

an aesthetic ob eLt or the aesthetic mode of experience -- that, indeed,

even the effort to make an absolute distinction between literal and meta-

phoric uses of language breaks down the moment we neglect crucial issues

of specific human purposes within specific contexts of experience: "At

some point, the critic will have to say: 'this is what I see.' Reasons --

at definite points, for definite reasons, in different circumstances --

come to an end." The most significant aspect of Cavell's address to

aesthetic experience, however, is to be seen through his use of Wittgen-

stein's general notion of a solution to a philosophical problem. For he

views such a solution as actually a dissolution, a going through a process

of inquiry which brings experience back into a natural form of life with

the result that the problem vanishes.

Aldrich (1963) gives a similar emphasis to the forms of exper-

ience in which the percepts, rules and conventions of life and art can

only be known: "Even the bedrock data of art are accessible only to one

who can look at things, including works of art, in the relevant way: You

must see what grounds the expressive portrayals in which they occur before

you can en begin a line of significant talk about art or understand

another's utterances in that node of expression." Suggesting that the

concept of "work of art" raises issues similar to those raised by the con-

cept of a "person," Ald...ich outlines a noticn of "holophrastic" perception --

a non-specific, multiplex, mode of perception which manifests attributes

of two distinct modeb of perception: (1) the "obscrvation" of physical events

and objects and (2) the "prehension" of aesthetic objects. The "holo-

phrastic capacity" is, according to Alston's formulation, the particular

100
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mode of perception which reflects most dramatically the principle of

transformation which generates all modes of perception: the phenomena

of "aspecticn." "Aspection" is Aldrich's term for the general phenomenon

of the change of aspects or reversals of C.g..lre and ground in such "ambi

guous" pictures as the well-known duck-rabbit, staircase or cube. Aldrich,

howcvet, depicts this phenomenon of reversible construal by means of a

figure which combines aspects c2 fors and content implicit in the images

which intrigued Gombrich (1962) and qittgenstein (1953).

Figure 1.3.3

Phenomenon of "Aspection"

An examination of the ways this figure is seen provides vivid evidence

tLat seeing is itself an achievement among alternatives and not a simple

act of attending to "what is."

As noted earlier in connection with Cavell's paper, there is a

point at which the distinction between the metaphoric and the literal

breaks down. It is possible, however, that we can only see the point of

this argument by virtue of that perspective from which the contextual and

the purposive become root metaphors of the process of inquiry. Thus,
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within the contexts and purposes of that more general image of inquiry

we might note sane further attributes of metaphor which may serve to

guide the present study.

Black distinguishes between metaphor as (l) a linguistic sub-

stitution which "plugs a literal gap" in the existing resources of a

language and (2) a linguistic transformation which generates an inter-

action between the focus of the literal discourse and the ground frame or

context of that discourse. This latter aspect metaphor, in our view,

represents a "reflexive" or "middle-voice" dimension of figurative speech

that brings the point of view of Aldrich and Gombrich regarding the aes-

thetic object directly to bear on the linguistic act of figurative speech.

Our talk about talk is intrinsically net,2phoric or multiplex for

"ordinary human discourse" as a re:bal mode of symbolization inevitably

entails, suggests, allows for, and occurs within a context of overlapping

and discontinuous individual purposes and expectations. Our purposes

inevitably generate a multiplicity of meanings. Some are acknowledged

as the themes of communication, A good many, however, remain covert

and ,.laacknowledged. Accordingly, what is required for the purposes at hand

is not 3 strategy for charting figurative speech which shall serve as the

basis for an exhaustive differentiation of such multiple mes.Fai,es implicit

in the ordinary language of verbal human discourse. Nor do we need one more

strategy for explaining away multiplicity through an exercise of analytical

perseverence. Instead, we require a persrective for noting the strategic

:pots in actual htnan discourse at which the "plursignations" of metaphoric

speech naturally arise (Burke, 1955; Wheelwright, 1954). Our strategy is,

thus, to note the connections between the formal attributes of figurative

I 0 2
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speech and the multiplicity of human needs and purposes which find a sym-

bolically integrated expression through this dimension of human interacti.ci.

The required procedures can be developed, we believe, by eY716i,-

ing the unique contributions of both psychological and humanistic approaches

to figurative speech. More specifically, we believe that the strategy of

choice should reflect a synthesis of current psychoanalytic theory and

modern approaches to literary criticism. Both represent general rationales

and methods for tracing patterns of implicit meaning within the context of

analogously subtle orders of symbolic multiplicity. Both emphasize thema-

tic sensitivity to the formal atcributes of verbal expression through

which such patterns of meaning become manifest. Each, however, addresses

analysis to significantly different dimensions of the symbolic process.

Psychoanalytic approaches emphasize the covert imaga, interpreting sym-

bolization in terms of a regression to more primitive processes of mind

in which the conceptual organization of verbal thought "gives way" to a

flow of visual images determined by unconscious emotional needs (Freud,

1911; Silberer, 1951; Jones, E., 1916). Humanist critics, while they

regard symbolic imagery to be of vital importance in tLo organization of

a work of literary art, give primary attention to the formal attributes

of the verbal medium through which figurative speech becomes a language

of significant gest'ire and symbolic action (Blackmur, 1952; Kirke, 1957;

Here, in order to underline an important distinction betwe0 these two
approaches to processes of symbolism, I refer primarily to more orthodox
psychoanalytic statements which emphasize the unconscious, "primary pro-
cesses" of symbolization. As I have indicated earlier, contemporary
psychoanalytic theory, through its emphasis upon the "structural" point
of view, gives greater attention to the ego's role in determining the
preconscious dimensions of symbolic processes.
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Tindall, 1965; Wheelwright, 1954; Fiedelson, 1953). Thus, in the case

of psychoanalysis we have an emphasis upon strategies for tracing the

psychological significance of "pictoral images determines, by inner necess-

ity" (Silberer) - in dreams, neurosis, and ritual. And, in the case of

literary criticism, we have an emphasis upon the formal attributes of

a poetic process which "names and arranges and thus arrests and trans-

fixes its subject in a form which has a life of its own" (Blackmur).

Within the immediate context of the present proposal, the specific question

which leads to a detailed consideration of these two divergent yet related

apprcaches to symbolization is: how might we best proceed in an effort to

chart figures of speech which in the immediacy of personal encounter with

an educational process reflect a "kind of excellent dumb discourse," on

that integrates through symbolic processes of imagination diverse orders

of psychological and verbal resources.

Our sense of that discourse begins in feeling. By an uuexpecte,I

turn of phrase and mind we are moved to realize a complex association of

perceptions. But, like Coleridge, we no sooner feel than we seek to

understand. We seek to understand more clearly what it )s that we come

co see in connection with such an unexpected turn of phrase. Further, an

more importantly still, we are moved to consider how such figures of min'

and speech move us. We arc moved, that is, to examine more closely th:

formal attributes of such figures with the intent of seeking hints regar0

ing the underlying processes of mind that they give expression to.

Robert Fro,' suggests that when you hear a figure of speech you

know that someone is thinking." Thus, like laugnter in group interacti,n

and like the re7ort of a dream, metaphoric imagery represents a natural
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starting point for the exploration of complex processes of psychological

synthesis. Figures of speech represent natural starting points for

charting imaginative processes of thought that give an integrity of style

t and perfonal form to our capacity to mean more chan we say as we say more

*
than we realize.

We concede that in conceptual analysis, at least, "addiction to

metaphor is held to be illicit, on the principle that whereof one can

speak only metaphorically, thereof one ought not to speak at all (Black,

1962). We agree, however, that "the nature of the offense is unclear"

(ibid). For exrmple, while responsive to an image of figurative speech:

"as wild beasts gather their limbs together for an attack, so language

also should gather itself as it were into a coil to acquire force," we

would attempt to ask important questions regarding the nature of such a

process of gathering, and of coiling. As Kris suggests, "Ambiguity is

not a disease of language but an aspect of its life proces7"; we would,

in brief, know more of both aspect and process.

Our par,icular rationale and method is based on the assumption

that any figure of speech "may have several distinct meanings; several

meaniijs which need one another to complete their meaning; or several

meanings khich unite together so that the (figure) means one relation or

In speaking of the "figure that a poem makes," Frost notes that "every
single poem...is a symbol small r great of the way the will has to pitch
into commitments deeper and deeper to a rounded conclusion and then be
judged for whether any original intention it had has been strongly spent
or weakly lost (in the effort)...to produce a manentary stay against con-
fusion..." Frost culierlds that "poetry is simply made of metaphor -- (as)

is philosophy -- and science." And he suggests, furthermore, that "unless
you are at home in metaphor...you are not safe anywhere...because you are
not at ease with figurative values..." (Frost, 1966).
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one process" (Empson, 1930). We assume, in other words, that metaphor

represents an aspect o2 language wh,,ch cannot be defined on the basit-

of an objective dictionary, but remains an aspect which must be charted

as a range of ordered implications within a specific conte;.t of usage.

We, thus, adopt Empson's notion of metaphor or ambiguity as one which

"gives on for alternative reations to the same linguistic event by

focusing on the formal composition of that event." At the same time,

however, we argue that a methodological emphasis upon formal analysis of

linguistic events must itself be grounded in a functional theory regard-

ing those processes of mind which generate such acts of linguistic multi-

plicity. And in i:his regard we believe that it is Ole intrinsic, tacit

interplay of the : forms of language and forms of life which generates the

significance of those specific linguistic acts selected for study (cf.,

Kris, 1948).

And, thus, specifically with regard to figurative speech in the

service of personal learning through group process, we assume that the

multiplicity of language as significant action cr gesture "collects at

precisely those points of greatest imaginative effectiveness to create a

quality of tension realized -- of tension acknowledged, cultivated, and

resolved through symbolic expression" (Empson).

To summarize, we suggest that, like humor and dreams, figurative

speech manifests in highly condensed form aspects of personal integrity

which are significant both to the "macrogenetic" patterns of human devel-

See Appendix C, Part V.
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opnent and to the "microgenetic" processes of individual learning pre-

sumed by our formel educational efforts. More specifically we suggest

that, through its forms and functions, metaphoric imagery or figurative

speech reflects dimensions of language as significant personal gesture

alialagous in organization and development to unspecified processes of

"ego synthesis" presumed by a number of current models of educational

development. We suggest, finally, that an analysis of the forms and

functions of figurative speech as Li: occurs within the process of person-

al learning through group interaction -- like our approach to humor and

dreams -- can contrioute to an understanding of symbolic processes of

ego synthesis.

ln Conclusion. Humor, dreams, and metaphoric speech represent

such highly organized, highly condensed, processes of thotght that

it seems somewhat paredoxical -- somewhat inconsistent with the nature

of imagination -- co become engaged in a rather discursive outline of

proceOnres appropriate to their sf.cly withil a specific educational con-

texc, And yet, a certain discursiveneff -- as well as a related inability

to exemplify actual procedures outside the context of observation itself --

is, we believe, an accurate reflection of the unexplored educational

significape of those processes of thoughr, The scientific and rhetorical

puzzle wL confront here is analogous in form to the one that we encounter

is our efforts to formulate a "logic of the creative process":

Ho who denies that there can be any rationale to discovery
and he who insists that the structure of the act of moving
from antecodeni. to consequent must in every way be as spe-
cific as these termini, wile find this account so far to be
izt ,lerable. But the former arbitrarily cefines all move-

in s:nicn somelning new is achieved, to Le mysterii)us,
while the latter arbitrarily turns all relations into
erns. The former's civrinsion is itself a novelty, and
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in any case can be put aside as one which must await the
outcome of the attempt to male the process intelligible.
The latter is in a stronger position. Ile is to be met,
hOwever, by making a distinction, a) between the unrepeat-
ed and the unrepeatable, and b) between process and prin-
ciple.

All thinking, no matter how swift, occurs in time. To come
to a conclusion we must go through a process in which a
leading principle is enabled to function. For various
purposes it is desirable to abstract the logical leadinj
principle from the process, 'logic' from 'psychology',
but the one does not occur without the other. Thinking
is an event and often eJentful.

Weiss, 1952

Thus, our outline of procedures wnsists of a stctement or general ration-

ale, togethe with a discussion of the specific skills r,f "contextual ob-

servation" which, in our view, can attain the objectives of the study.

In sketching contel,ts of observation -- as in aay form of representative

description, me must depend for his effect upon the balanced interplay

of many tentative, approximate lines of representz.tion, rather than upon

theoretical argument. Few of our materials arc new. What is unique and

significant, we believe, is the way in which familiar resources hare been

ordered -- the wa; in which the relationships among dimensions and modes

of thought and action have been organized for study.

It is not our intention to propose an exhaustive, or e'en a

representative, analysis of study groups in terms of the three dimensions

of imagination chosen. or is it our intention to provide a detailed or

consistent analysis of even one group in tcrms of relationships between

those three dimensions and other possible strategies for analyzing group

structure and process or individual learning and educational development.

Our purpose is, rather, to use one group and the individual processes of

interaction and thought which it generates as the basis for developing the
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dimensions of a gEmeral analytical scheme. Thus, we initially select

from the group and indivi ial expressions those se,;uences of events

which, by virtur., an immediate phenomenological saliency, represent,

in our judgment;, critical incidents of the thought processes that we wish

to chart. These "critical incidents" are then examined with the intent

of abstracting formal attributes of imagination which can be more gener-

ally related to the specific contexts of their educational functioning.

The immediate measure of our scheme's reliability can be appro-

priately determined by the extent to which its use by independent judges

in independent contexts yields a consistent documentation of formal

attributes of symbolic processes of imagination or "ego synthesis." A

more general measure of the scheme's valieity. however, must subsequently

be determined by investigating the extent to which the configurations

of imagination which it charts bear significant relationship to function-

al dimensions of individual anu group educational experience documented

by independent modes of analysis.

In order to suggest a number of relevant directions for such

a subsequent investigation of the scheme's general significance as a

method of analysis, Figure 13.4 places the specific dimensions of this

study within representative dimensions of analysis generated by alterna-

tive investigative strategies.
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Figure 13.4

The Study Pimonsions in Relation to S!lected

Alternative Strategies of Analysis

(cf., Figure 13.1, p. 13.16)

levels
of

analysis

descriptive
linear,
molecular
content

representative modes!modalities

dream report

content analysis
of manifest dream
(Hall and Van de
Castle, 1966)

group process figurative speech

interaction process
analysis (Bales,1951)
sign process analysis
(Mills, 1964)

content analysis
personal

documents
(Stone et a1,1957)

symbolic

patterns
of

imagination

configurational
analysis of
epigenetic dream
processes (Jones,
1962a)

configurational
analysis of humor
in group process
(thesis)

ambiguity
(Empson, 1930, 1951)
metapk:.,r

(Burke, 1954)

structural
covert
dynamics

thematic analysis
of latent dream
symbols (Freud,
1900)

thematic analysis
of covert group
dynamics (Bion,1961)

Significance

associative
anamnesis
(Deutsch and
Murphy,1955)

In its immediate objective and investigative strategy -- as well

as through its implicit address to the structure of human events -- the

proposed study which we outline here is intended to boar direct signifi-

cance for edJcational thought and practice. The study is construed as

a significant effort to develop appropriate strategies for the analytical

description of those psychological processes of transformation and inte-

gration presumed by general schemes or eOncational develop p-lent which
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emphasize the hierarchical ordering oC sequential stages of mental acti-

vity (Bruner, 1964; Erikson, 1959; Flavell, 1963; Perry, 1967; Piaget,

1967). By virtue of its focus upon these central processes of

mind as they emerge within the pherumenological context of an educational

experience designed to frc!ilital-e individual learning through voup

interaction, the study should, in addition, generate implications for

educe.tional efforts intended to cultivate the interplay of cognitive and

emotional aspects of learning (Jones, 1962b; Mills, 1964; Morimoto, 1967;

Semrad and Arsenian, 1951). The study should serve, that is, to extend

our understanding of educational programs intended to develop "concepts

and skills necessary for the recognition of the multiple relationships

among the complex of words, acts, cues, emotions, values, purposes, and

causalities which constitute a particular instance in human life" (Perry,

1954; cf. also: Auden, 1956; Bronowski, 1965; Jordan, 1964; Royce, 1965).

At the same time, by virtue of its emphasis upon configurations of thought --

by virtue of its emphasis upon the form rather than the content of group

interaction -- the study should contribute to a perspective regarding

behavior in smell groups that can "bridge the conceptual gap" between

current psychological and sociological approaches to interpersonal events

(Bales, 1951; Bion, 161; Miller, 1963).

The invcstigaAve strategy o: the study is intended to make a

contribution to the development of perspective and procedures for invoking

morn directly in the conduct of resear;11 in educational psychology profess-

ional skills integrating ciinical and educational processes. By virtue

of its relip:we upon interpretative observation as the A.rategy of choice

for documenting symbolic configurations of persotwl integrity manifest
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within the immediate context of human events, the study is construed

as an effort to contribute to a scientific understanding, a scientific

trust, of the "core of disciplined subjectivity" that lies at the center

of educational and clinical processes as it lies at the center of processes

of educational and clinical research (cf. Erikson, 1964).

Through its implicit address to the structure of human events,

the proposed study is intended to have implications for educational thought

and practice that are more difficult to specify bnt no less significant.

In one sense this implicit address has found a measure of expression

through noting David Hawkins' emphasis upon the artifice of personal know-

ledge as the essential construction. of "the art that is science." In ano-

ther sense this implicit address finds indirect expression throughout the

proposal in a tacit regard for the inevitable interplay of subject, method,

and style through a process of learning about the processes of iragination

and their role in the learning 1)roeess. In still another sense this

"reflexive" or "meta" dimension ol :,4nificancc can perhaps be expressed

by invoking the "structure" et comic metaphor as a specific subject of

psychological inquiry -- by aiplying it to the "meta-dimensions" of psycho-

analytic theory construed as a general system for psychological inquiry

(cf. Rapaport and Gill, 1959).

Break fo.th what will, 1 will learn my origin (Oedipus)
Let the shield go, I'll get another (Archilochus)

Thus, rather than emphasizing an elaboration of the dynamics of

unconscious meatal processes implicit in the dramatic image of the tragic

hero's address to the sphinx's ridul (the riddle of man's origin) the

comic alternative would suggest, instead, that we begin with the figure

of a man's capacity to live by his tills, whatever his origin or circum-
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stances (of. Oedipus and Odysseus). As an alternative to the psychology

of human experience which elaborates the image of the tragic hero's fate,

our implicit address to hwaan action would instead invoke the image of

the comic hero as an exploiter and artificer of unexpected and, not

infrequently, unsettling alternatives:

4 desperate small fellow, inexcusably declaring himself
for a social savior; an utterly self-centered rogue...
representing a universal gesture...unto all the high and
mighty; a coward who runs away from his enemies for the
moment, and then dances on their graves with godless
cheer; a fast talker, a hoper-for-the-best and believer -
in- the - worst; a creature of infinite ambition, infinite
responsiveness, and infinite appetite -- ...a figure of
salvation, surviving against all odds.

(Whitman, 1966, p. 52)

So n'ch for the potential substance of a comic vision -- for

the resfliance of an address to human events which gives expression to

unexpected human alternatives, however ludicrous, as opposed to an

address whch gives expression to i'[.xorlhl I,iman fates, however heroic.

But wh the artiii,,2 of ,;iich a vision, what, that is, of the comic

poet ILI hi arc as distinct from the comic hero or fool?

It is the lmsiness of a poet, says Aristotle, to make myths.

Assuming metaphor or figurative speech to be the essence of myth, we

would entertain the suggestion that, as Kenncth Bauer argues, a comic

perspective regarding the met,phoric structure of symbolic actions should

enable us "to be observers of (ourselves) while acting" -- it should offer

a "perspective by incongruity...a kind of transformation at one remove,

got by inquiry into the process of transformation itself" (Burke, 1954).

For related studies of exprestive or symbolic modes of hil;nan action which
stress "the perianent poetic forms that underly changing historical empha-
ses", (see also Scott Buchanan, 1962, and William Empson, 1938).
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And thus, in conclusion, we reach the general notion reflected through-

out the entire proposal that the ultimate metaphor for discussing the

freedom of human action is the image of the comic poet, the image of

the poet, "who, with high hearted and shameless innocence" commends his

work to posterity with the charge:

Keep my verses in your closet with the apples
So that all year long your clothes may smell of - wit

(Aristophanes - Whitman, 1960)

In retrospect, such a comic alternative to the imagn-. of human

action implicit in our psychologies seems entirely consistent with

Freud's earlier invocation of the poet Virgil: "If I cannot bend the

Gods above, I shall move the infernal regions." (title page, Intlypre-

tation of Dreams).*

This emphasis upon a "comic" alternative to the "root" metaphors of
psychoanalytic theory entails the risks inherent in all debunking strate-
gies. The caricature is intended to bring into relief psychoanalysis as
a theory of neurosis by emphasizing alternative metaphors for a psycho-
analytic theory of health. What such a "game of language" may not give
adequate expression to is the importance of a therapeutic interaction
between the heroic weaknesses of neirotic power and the coric pow,'r of
a healthy inferiority. This third order of caricature might tentatively
be outlined as '.hat encompassing both education and therapy (cf. Angyal,
1965; Koestler, 1964).
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The at that is science is a unique genre... The essential
construction of science is a personal way of being related
to the univirse. This way has many expressions and an have
'any more,f4.n conduct, artifact, or text; but it is /primarily
a way of klowing, and the knower is always the artisan of his
personal Fnowledge.

David Hawkins, "The Informed Vision"

Comedy, in its early stages passed unnoticed, because it was
not as yet taken up in a serious way.

Aristotle, _ )etics

How extraordinarily rich in meanings the process of laughter
is. It represents aggression and seduction simultaneously,
and is associated with birth and rebirth and procreation,
is the sign of godlike strength and so of godlike privilege,
but is also the sign of the rebellion of the human race, and
one feels continually forced to the conclusion that ultimately
defense against anxiety, master of anxiety, and pleasure gain,
are compressed together in the one act... But how does it
happen that an alliance is formed between those who laugh --
that laughter becomes a group situation?

Ernst Kris, Psychoanatyt-c LLplorations
in Art

It is certainly true that the drearer is too ingenious and a
amusing, but it is not my fault... All dreamer.. are insuff-
erably witty.

Sigmund Freud. Letter lo W. Fleis: (1899)

You know somebody is thinking when you hear a fi. Ire of speech.

Robert Frost, somewhere

Humor, Discovery, and Art, the reason for this seemingly
perverse order of arrangement...will become apparent_ as the
argument unfolds.

Arthur Koestler, The Act of Cr,ation

In sum, the comic frame would enable people to be observers
of themselves, while acting.

Kenneth Burke, Attitudes toward History
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CHAPTER 14

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND CURRENT PROSPECTS

IN OCCUPATIONAL FACT MEDIATION

Overview

The following Chapter concludes our exhibits of current explor-

ation and documentatioa of "new directions," our placing of choosing as

ground in life styling. Consisting of a brief statement of collaboration

on issues of process through the concept of mediation, the Chapter rtflects

some of the conmon concerns that serve to inform our current thought and

work. In addition, it serves here as an introduction to several of the

epistemological and pedagogical issues to be considered more systemati-

cally in the next section.

*
This Chapter is based in part on a paper of this title (ISVD Project

Report Na. C) circulated by David V. Tiedeman and Gordon A. Dudley.
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The Subsumption of Media by Mediation

From Media to Mediation. The turning of occupational facts/

is
data into information is a personal and educational process. Therefore,

the important question in relation to media in occupational information

is the means by which media actually prove to mediate the personal educa-

tional process. We elect to address herein the most important of our

questions in vocational guidance; namely, how may we better the personal

educational process associated with vocational development?

Tiedemants experience with a recent book by McLuhan and Fiore

provides interesting evidence in support of our thesis. The younger of

his sells left his copy of this book on a table in their living room for

about a week. Tiedeman, however, never became particularly interested in

the book during that time, because in his passing glances he consistently

saw The Medium is the (Message). That seemed a clever, though not an

intriguing title. Then one day he suddenly "saw" (for the first time)

the book's actual title: The Medium is the Massa (McLuhan and Fiore,

1967), not Message. Tiedeman's double take and realization connected then

with his recollection that he had agreed to speak in the near future on

the subject of "information mediation." Thus, a hurried turn to this

book reinforced his recognition that, in occupational information as well

as within the broader range of communication treated by McLuhan and Fiore,

the media are not the message. Indeed, media can never be the message;

only the facts which media convey are the message. The media themselves

only become important in messai,e transmission when they actually mediate

* (As previously defined in Chapter 12).
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transmission -- that is, when they actually massage the occupational

information process as persons are exposed to occupational facts/data.

/
Epistemology and Pedagogy in Mediation. We introduce this

experience of Tiedeman's with the Mauhan and Fiore book in order to

place reports on recent media developments within a conceptual frame-

work on which we hr.ve both been working independently but now find that

we can herein express collaboratively. Wa feel that our new common

framework is of considerable importance in determining the significance

of current work in media development. Why?

Primarily because the point of view we outline in this pcper

is one which derives important aspects of its validity from being real-

ized again and again through a wide range of personal experiences with

facts and ideas. We try here tc give you that important personal exper-

ience of discovery, insight, and acquisition in the acknowledgement that

one can understand himself as a process.

fitly "frame of reference" with regard to the interplay of facts,

ideas, purposes, and action represents what we understand Polanyi to

mean when he speaks of personal knowledge; that is, a form of orientation

which, while it cannot be specified in the abstract, serves in any given

context of personal encounter to articulate immediate concerns with issues

of broader relationship and relevance (Polanyi, 1958). Therefore, in

order to treat aspects of our immediate topic in relation to issues of

broader educational concern, we shall address ourselves first to two

assumptions which we consider implicit to much of the work in this field
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today. These are assumptions which we consider to be inconsistent both

with crucial principles of educational process and with the rationale of

the Information System for Vocational Decisions.

The first of these assumptions pertains to the nature of knowing

and the known. There are current applications of recent media develop-

ments to :Issues of vocational information which appear to presume that

facts, data, or information consist of bits of knowledge which clrrespond

directly to that presumed to be the real, the true and the knowable. In

brief, knowing and the known are presumed by these efforts to comprise

a direct-, linear relationship, both in the abstract and as we realize

them as dillensions of particular circumstances. An acceptance of this

assumption invokes an epistemology stemming from the great English Empir-

icists, Hobbes, Locke, and Hume and in our sciences finds perhaps its

most thoroughgoing implementation through the rationale and methods of

those guided by logical positivism. It engenders, however, a position

entailing serious limitations as we attempt to implement our current

technological resources in the service of personally determined career

development.

The second of the assumptions is in an important sense subordin-

ate to the first, for it pertains to the nature of the relationship between

acts of knowing learning and those of teaching or counseling. This

assumptimi suggests that, on the basis of a "correspondence" theory of

knowledge, we can presume to select those aspects of the known and know-

able whi:h shall be most effective in determining a subsequent course of
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events toward an end that we value and which, as "means" toward that

end, we call "learning." In brief, the assumption here is that we can

determine, in advance, both goals and procedures appropriate to the

educational process in its d4.stinctive human immediacy and variability.

These two assumpticns, cne "epistemological," and the other

"peda&ogical," are inconsistent with one of the most crucial principles

of our own current work, namely, that both knowledge and the process of

knowing are functions of a personal and collaborative context of explor-

ation and confirmation -- a context which is itself defined by a nexus

of human purposes expressed both overtly an,: covertly, both tacitly and

articulately.

The alternative position fran which we speak suggests that our

talk about media cannot look in one direction only. It cannot look solely

toward facts, data, information -- in isolation from persons and processes.

In short, we hold that the reciprocal interaction between the knower and

known entails a "transactional" perspective and array of procedures more

aptly denoted by the notion of mediation. The final turn of this argu-

ment is that, because of the interplay of the tacit and articulate dimen-

sions of knowing in the personal act of learning, the experience of media-

tion is that of a m...ssage. In other words, we inevitably encounter the

new with a habitual tensing of our intellectual musculature, with the

result that its meaning takes initial form after that which we have long

known and accommodated ourselves to. Only after we have worked with (and

perhaps more importantly still, been worked on by) a new possibility do

we relax our habitual styles of address to the point of seeing more clear-
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ly that something new has indeed been going on in, as well as around,

us [cf. Piaget (Flavell, 1963) on "assimilation" and "accommodation':]

Our advocated nerspective is "transactional" by virtue of the

implication that processes of teaching and learning are construed as

individual and collaborative acts of "sampling," from among a wide range

of on-going events (both personal and environmental), those ccnfigurations

of meaning and implication which best serve to differentiate means and

ends, processes of imagination and strictures of knowledge, and acts of

discovery and principles of verification. Within this "transactional"

perspective facts, data, and information derive their significance as

exemplifications of meaningful coherence among stable dimensions of events

reflecting multiple principles of order (Neisser, 1963). It is this

transactional perspective regarding the interplay of information and

imagination which brings our ideas in harn.ony both with current develop-

ments in discovery teaching and the "nel,P curricula (Bruner, 1966) and

with the new self-knowledge and creative learning developments (Kubie,

1953). It is, in sum, a point of vies' from which we risk inviting the

student to take advantage of our capacity to learn through his ability

to teach us.

In presenting our point of view for evaluating the application

of media to issues of occupational information within the context of

personally-determined career development, we stress three "facts,"

namely:

1. The subordinition of the conccpt of medil tc conccpt of
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mediation implies that, in relation to occupational infor-

mation, media represent means in the service of vocational

development. Thus the first "fact" to be developed more

fully is that of occupational mediation in relation to the

cultivation of vocational development:.

2. The concept of vocational development as th' goal of occupa-

tional mediation raises the issue of personal responsibility

and involvement in the determination of those ends. This is

the second of the "facts" within the context of mediation to

be considered.

3. Finally, a discussion of vocational development and occupa-

tional mediation within the context of formally organized

educational structures raise': issues with respect to broader

implication and implementation. Thus the third "fact." to bo

discussed is our responsibility and opportunity to consider

means by which mediation of vocational devel.oment can be

more effectively accomplished for all citizens of the United

States through the engagement of systems and structures

beyond Close formally organized for educational pnrposes.

Vocational Development as Coal of Occupational

Information Mediation

As indicated in Chapter 7, we have moved far beyond the vocational

psychology of World War II which %as primarily based on the prediction of

success and/or satisfaction in educational and vocational opportunities.
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Throughout the previous chapters we have made the points that: 1) voca-

tional choice is now nested into vocational development; 2) vocational

development into self concept and personality development; 3) pierson-

ality development into curriculum development and socialization; and

4) organization and economy are emerging as two powerful forces occurring

in interaction with individual initiative to forge vocational identity.

Thus we trust that the following two conclusions have credibility,

namely:

1. We prsently have a new goal for occupational information,

that of vocational development, not mere occupational

entry and success; and

2. Our enlarged understanding of vocation in personality now

gives us social as well as individual means whereby we

may "massage" those research facts of vocational devel-

opment which we have sketched for us in the interest of

more fully helping persons turn those facts into occupa-

tional information for themselves. When persons do so

they move toward vocational maturity.

Personal Responsibility for Goal Determination during

the Mediation of Occupational Facts/Data:

Needed Structure of Authority in Turninil

Development into Matur,tion
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Personal Responsibility and Vocational Maturity.

We know, and our critics keep insistently drawing our attention

to the fact, that the society, its economy, and its organizations help

persons to harmonize initiative and efficiency during the course of

personal evolution in vocational identification and personality develop-

ment. However, we counselors and other educators still have a staunch

interest in cultivating individualization during the course of the

socialization of that collaborative r tivity known as work. Our resolu-

tion on this score brings personal responsibility for al determination

into the mediation of occupational facts/data and maturation into fore

as goal of vocational development. Personal responsibility for goal

determination is a necessary part of personal development through the

educational process. Therefore, it must remain a central index of our

success in bringing the goal of vocational development into the mediation

of occupational information for the purpose of cultivating vocational

maturation. Let's now attend to ttis fact more carefully.

Personal Responsibility and Pedagogy. The strategy for cultiva-

ting personal responsibility during education has one of its foundations

in the pedagogy of discovery teaching such as Bruner (1962) recommends.

In discovery teaching, goals and structures which are originally those

of the teacher are offered to students with expectation that the student

will incorporate them into his own response repertoires. This pedagogy

r.roc.ni.zes the process of incorporation and mcdiatcs the responsibility
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of the student to take a structure known to another and to make it

his own. During this process the student himself discovers the teach-

er's structure, thereby achieving insight into the subject which the

teacher offers him for his understanding.

The pedagogy of discovery teaching tutors the student in seeing

a teacher's understanding of a phenomenon in relation to the teacher's

own desire to share that understanding with him. This pedagogy expects

that there will be a placing of shared goal determination into the

awareness of the student. It also offers the student practice in deter-

mining specific, personal goals within a general set, or range, of goals

permitted by the structure of the teacher's subject as well as by the

personality of the teacher involved in letting anoth r learn by himself

within broad limits defined by the teacher.

The pedagogy of discovery teaching opens the doer for individual

action during learning. However, the applicat n of goal determination

to other areas of living involves the assumption of initiative in goal

determination in the absence of a pre-determined set of possibilities.

This is the process of generalizing a discovery pedaq,ogy upon which

counseling focuses. The matter of choice becomes central in personal

goal determination.

A Structure of Educational Authority Appropriate for Vocational

Maturation. The central part of our position as described more fully in

Chapter 17 is that the cultivation of understanding of decisicn-making

in the paradox of living takes place in an educational context. In the
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educational context involving the discovery pedagogy, the responsibil-

ities for efficiency and initiative can be divided between counselor

and teacher.

The teacher has prime responsibility for the goals of accuracy

and discovery with particular respect to the subject he is assigned to

teach. The teacher is only secondarily interested in the emergence of

insight on the part of his student during course of discovery as well

as in growth in understanding of self-as-process under expectation for

personal responsibility in learning.

The counselor on the other hand has primary responsibility for

seeing that the goals of insight and self-as-process emerge in the con-

text of discovering a subject at school and in generalizing this aware-

ness to contexts of choice in vocation and life in which goals can only

be determined personally. The counselor in his turn has secondary inter-

est in those goals which are primary for the teacher, namely the goals

of accuracy and discovery in r elation to subjects. The counselor is

interested in sharing only the exp :tat ion that the student will both

be accurate and have discovered, but he cannot deny these functiorq

educational context however much he personally favors the emergence and

exploitation of personal initiative in students.

The application of this model of responsibility assigns to the

counselor an interest in seeing that discovery teaching is part of the

educational establishment in which he is employed. The model presumes,

in addition, that the counselor will have a teaching interest in the
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paradigm of decision-making as it has application both to choice in

vocational and other life goals and to learning about self during the

course of experiencing and modifying the consequences of a personally-

elected goal. For this reason our expectation is that explicit teaching

in decision-making should be a part of the guidance program of an educa-

tional institution. Through the ISVD Project (see Chaptei 12) Tiedeman

intends to make the teaching of decision-making explicit in counseling.

That system represents Tiedeman's current effort to act upon the under-

standing of t!-.e model outlined here.

Finally, the appreciation of choice paradox in life evolves

over a period of time. In this time, the explicit concepts of decision-

making become more practiced, understood, and automatic. The critical

tasks of the counselor towards these ends are to analyze the projections

about choosing in which his students engage. The two conditions of

choosing in which projection must be analyzed are those previously

designated, namely choice-election, and goal-determination. In either

case the counselor has interest in ministering to projections of either

an internal or an external kind. The counselor attempts to mediate to

the internal projections of guilt in ways such that his inquirer's atten-

tion to his own initiative and his practice of action under guidance of

his initiative dces not have anxiety and/or psychosomatic effects. The

counselor attempts to mediate the external projections of shame so that

blame becomes effectively assessed by an inquirer engaged in such pro-

jections. The counselor's goal is to bring about greater awareness of

evaluations and process possibilities for the inquirer during the course

of discussions of such projections.
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Note our tri-partite contribution to the theory of personal

development through vocational development in this discussion. We

believe that the mediation of occupational facts/data in an effort to

turn them into occupational information for which an inquirer is person-

ally responsible requires all three enumerated conditions: namely,

1) a structure of educational organization in which there is the expec-

tation of personal discovery and the division of teaching and counseling

responsibility in which this can go on without serious threat to the

individual initiative and responsibility of the students; 2) an expli-

cit teaching by counselors and/or teachers of decision-making, particu-

larly educational and vocational decision-making, such explicit teaching

being offered in compatibility with the discovery teaching in other

subjects; and 3) an evaluating and/or monitoring system which is expli-

citly attune to the development of choice behavior in inquirers.

Prospects for Technology and Commerce in the Mediation

of Vocational Development for Vocational Maturiu

From Theory to Technology in Mediation. It is one thing to

enunciate both a r'.'..7 goal and the structure of authority which will be

required to attain that goal without serious threat either to individual

liberty or to societal disintegration. These matters have been attended

to in the prior two sections. It is still another thing, however, to

say how vocational maturity can be cultivated witnin the required struc-

ture of authority. We do hAitve, however, that we have hit upon a good

means to our end.
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Occupational Fact Mediation in the Environment of an Information

System for Vocational Decisions. As has been indicated in Chapter 12, the

ISVD will be fashioned to mediate choice behavior. Several aspects of

that system bear particular emphasis within the context of our immediate

considerations here.

One aspect of ISVD in need of special attention is that our word

"Information" denotes the placing of facts/data into the context of use.

Thus the user or inquirer becomes an explicit part of our denotation of

"system." We intend to place a student in potentially repeated interaction

with a computer-centered environment programmed, not for prompt reinforcing

of stivalusresponse contiguity, but for an inquirer's personal inquiry.

A second noteworthy aspect of ISVD is that it will be constructed

so as to facilitate an inquirer's learning how to harmonize his personal

goals and their conseouences in a real world by means of repeated inquiries

in specific realms of social activity. Because the ISVD will put the in-

wirer in direct relation with his evolving history and intentions to the

extent that such can 3e motivated and represented through the numbers,

letters, and processing available in computer reckoning, it becomes poss-

ible to belie the Fears of thos-: who view such automation cys a process for

making decisions for, rather than with, people.

This brings us to the third and final particularly noteworthy

aspect of ISVD. Our :.rimary professional Lask, both in ISVD and even

more gererally in guidance, is the construction of a meta-system which

permits analysis and response in terms of the majority of the variables
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of anticipated personal determination (see Chapter 13). For in sum,

tbe ISVD will represent a first-time physical simulation of the "outside"

which a person must first learn to bring "inside" and then to act toward

knowing thE,t it is there but knowing also that he need not be "driven"

by it, that he can place it in the service of his own personally-deter-

mined career development, in the service of his present and evolving

maturity.

A Structure for Mediation of Vocational Maturation in the ISVD.

Three specific parts of the ISVD will define its particular contribution

to the needed process of mediation. One of the specific mediational

parts of the ISVD are the media themselves. The ISVD will attempt to

take advantage of all the gains in mediation now available to us because

of current and extensive media-work.

A second mediational part of the ISVD will he its materialc.

The materials of ISVD dill include the best of findings in vocational

development and career linking. Also included will be materials on

opportunities, their characi:eristics and projected possibilities. Fin-

ally, materials will include a newly constructed curriculum designed spec-

ifically for the mediation of the developmental tasks of career decision-

making and develcpmnt.

A third mediational part of the ISVD will be the computer modu-

lation of access and response in a time-shared mode. The modulation of

the totality of formally construable career development through ccmputer

control brings timing and supervision into focus in the mediational process
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for vocational maturation. Timing will be important in ':erms of 1) fre-

quency of access, 2) sequence of item presentation and data processing

and the monitoring of response to same, and 3) intervals between all

three kinds of parts. Supervision has importance in terms of 1) the

monitoring built into the inquirer-machine interaction itself, 2) the

monitoring of the counselor in his supervision of the inquirer-computer

interactional environment, and 3) the monitoring of the vocational educa-

tor as he engages persons in the tasks of role assimilation which follow

upon the making of a vocational choice, however tentatively that choice

is held, and the undertaking of vocational preparation.

The ISVD will be on the frontiers of all three realms of the

mediational process designed for vocational maturation. However, the

ISO will not be alone in arty of its approaches to this condition. Uni-

versity and other non-profit organizations with personnel for technologi-

cal development in education and profit-making organizations with similar

staffs all now have at least one representative case participating in

developing the parts of the mediation needed for vocational maturity.

There is a considerable mass now existing for creation of occupational

fact mediation. In zonclusion, let's look at the potential economy of

such mediation as we also first swiftly review our argument in its totality.

An Economy for Mediation of Occupation Facts:

the Counselor and His Mediation of Vocationa) Matura-icn

Suamary and Challenge. McLuhan and Fiore use ti. it book, The

Medium is the Massage, to convey awareness of a quoted statement attri
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buted to A.N. Whitehead; namely, "The major advances in civilization

are processes that all but wreck the societies in which they occur."

We elect to summarize and conclude on this profound and somber note.

We have attempted to make us all aware that we are on the

frontier of a new era in vocational guidance, This new era can combine

the recent knowledge in vocational development and media which we have

gained in order to mediate vocational maturation by massage of self

development with the t4ming and logical processing available in wedding

vocational development materials and media presentation under computer

control of a great deal of that mediation. Our realization of this new

possibility in our society would constitute a major professional advance

on the order of the civilization advances to which Whitehead alludes.

Maturation for self awareness in career constitutes a change in our civil-

ization not row accepted in our educational and labor establishments. If

we can conceptualize that advance, advocate it, demonstrate it, and sell

it we will have massaged o'irselves and our society so that we may all but

wreck both. However, we remind us in conclusion, that the mediation of

this process of incorporation of change is the professional forte of us

counselors. Therefore, we remain convinced that we all can both incor-

porate the change we have outlined into our own repertoires and person-

ality and see that the new technology can mediate vocational maturation

for all citizens without disaster in our society. It worth a try.

It's now within the realm of our possibilities.
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A New Frontier and Its Needed Economy. Government and profit,

as well as technologically grounded nonprofit, organizations are now

each carefully scrutinizing the technology associated with counseling

and guidance. Under such scrutiny, interest, and potential competition,

our guidance technology is likely to experience marked change in the near

future, probably within the next five years. Let's not be frightened of

this potential for change. Let's get ourselves informed of it. Let's

keep watch over its theory and thereby give direction to its evolution.

We believe we ill can do so if we remain interested in mediation for

vocational maturation, not just in media for vo,:ational development.

A prime question in the changes which are on our frontier have

to do with the construction of an economy in which industry can profit.

We do not mean to frighten you counselors, but ue do suggest that we stay

loose as this economy is reformed. There will be more than enough compen-

sation for each of us. But what ij needed?

Marvin Adelson, System Development Corporation, recently only

half jokingly suggested to the Panel on Counseling and Selection, Nacional

Manpower Council on which he serves, that the government pay career devel-

opment money directly to citizens on a regular basis in the future, not to

counselors. Such an economy would put ass counselors into competition for

the governmentally-subsidized money of citizens who could then be accurately

conceived as olr customers and could thereby gradually but more definitely

correct any of our misunderstood theories and practices. This economy

would also permit the insertion of computer-assisted support systems for
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vocational decisions into the technology of which our improved service

to users could be founded.

Preposterous? Possibly. However, we are on the brink of a

revolution in our field. New solutions are bound to be needed. Let's

not fight them; let's mediate them!
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SECTION IV: CONCEPTUAL INTEGRATION

OVerVieW

Our purpose in this section is to outline a point of view

integrating the major issues of theory and procedure generated by the

preceding chapters. The section consists of a general statement de

signed to clarify our frame of reference regarding overriding issues

of conceptualization implicit: in our current work. As an introduction

to that statement, we shall review some of the leading threads of the

Discussiol thus fac, emphasizing in particular the implications of the

recent period of reassessment as well as the new directions indicated

by current projects.

The first section of this book presents a sequence of indi

vidual papers documenting the developments in method and theory which,

w!th an increased regard for the persons who chose and who attain

membership in occupational collaborations, gave rise to the period

of conceptual "reassessment" reported in the second section.

The period of reassessment documented in uur second section

was initiated by Tiedeman's reflections during the year which he spent

at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences. It was

then that he first outlined in some detail the basis of a cr.cial

distinction between the approach to issues of career development that

he and his associates were developing at Harvard and the approach of

Donald Super and his associates at Columbia. Furthermore, Tiedeman

emphasized at this time that fact that the basis of his distinction

bet,..ven these two approaches raised fundamental issues regarding a more
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general conceptualization of scientific theory and method. It was this

emphasis upon [he broader implications of his initial "stock-taking"

that confirmed and extended the significance of the theses originally

advocated by Kehas and Field through their concern for neglected

aspects of individualized process, style, purpose, and siv.lation in

career development.

In ccNmenting on this shift in conceptual orientation, Dudley

and Fletcher reviewed a number of the issues that emerge in connection

with (1) the concept of differentiation as a developmental concept,

(2) the relation between the concepts of purposeful action and entre-

preneurial behavior, and (3) paradigms of functional analysis in the

behavioral sciences. Their discussion of the concepts of purposeful

action and entrepreneurial behavior focused primarily on the principles

of hierarchical organization which both those general notions presume.

In his "creativity and career" paper, however, Dudley extended this

original analysis to outline a more general notion of "event structure."

On the basis of this general notion, he then posed three issues as

those most crucial to the further specification of purposeful action:

First, the nerd for explicit, logical principles of organization or

integration of the differential processes entailed by the concept of

adaptation. lhis Dudley termed the "formal" issue regarding event

structure. Second, the need for an analytical description of the pro-

cesses by mear3 of which such integrated structures emerge from less

differentiated patterns of behavior. This he terms the "developmental"

issue. Third, the need for more explicit consideration of those "eco-

logical" dimensions which determine the rar3e of flexibility in patterns

of human adapta:ive behavior. This he termed the "dynamic" issues of
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interaction between structures of consistency and the processes of

innovation whose functioning those btructures 'direct."

Both Field's and Tiedeman's concept of purposeful action

and Fletcher's model of entrepreneurial behavior emphasize develop-

mental structures of cognitive differentiation! both an: focused upon

the development cf structured means for progressive discrimination in

thought and action. Whether the underlying psycholcgical processes

presumed by such "means" structures are construed as differntiating be-

tween the currently desired and the currently experienced, on the one

hand, or between the potentially rewarding and the unnecessarily prob-

lematic, on the other, these two approaches to adaptive behavior appear

fundamentally congruent by virtue of their primary emphasis upon para-

digms of "phase structure" to characterize and to facilitate such

developmental processes. In his "Creativity and Career" chapter

(chapter 1U), however, Dudley began instead with the assumption that

there is a fundamental distinction between a process of development and the

structure which either mark or facilitate its sequential ordering.

One implication of this assumption is that paradigms of the structures

through which, or by means of which, processes of developmental adap-

tation occur are analogous to roadmaps and milestones vis-a-vis parti-

cular journeys or paths toward maturity. Thus Dudley attempted to

outline some of the "vicissitudes some of the "unexpected turns" in

purposeful behavior occasioned by our symbolic processes of imagination.

His notion in this paper was that our symbolic processes of preconscious

mental activity represent a crucial range of mind thrcugh which, for

example, we oin in adaptive prowess by virtue of a cal'acity to trust

our ability Co take risks with our very sense of agcnc: (cf. Chapter 18).



By emphasizihg processes of thought which manifest the "presence" of

the past in the potentiality of the future, rodley attempted to

inventory some basic resources fcr conceptualizing aspects of ego

synthesis, integration and congruence through paradigms of diversity,

multiplicity, and symbolic action.

Tiedeman's more recent statements regarding the foundations

for a language of career development reflect an increasing regard

for such "pre-.onscious" processes as en unexplored domain of mental

activity crucial to the integration of reflective experience and

purposeful action. Both the ISVD project (Chapter 12) and Dudley's

thesis (Chapter 13) provide immediat:, contexts for further explorations

regarding the organflation and implications of these aspects of thought.

Beilin (1963), Borow (1961), and others have argued for more

informed attention on th:t part of investigators in Career Development

to the canons of theory building and methodological implications

which are the focus of studies in the philosophy of science. We are

in sympathy with any effort to both broaden ani deepen inquiry in this

direction. At the same time, however, we do n.)t subscribe to the notion

that any independent domain of inquiry, such as the philosophy of

science, can be directly imported and applied in order to solve our

conceptual problems for us. We do not wish to imply test we refuse to

avail ourselves of the insight of others. Indeed, we have taken some

care to inform ourselves of the assumptions and strat!gies which charac-

terize contemporary philosophical analysis. We merely wish tc emphasize

that the particular mode of philosophical analysis which 4e have found

to be ino:A helpful in cornIctdon with the immediate issues of our
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own research is cne which, com),ining the tradition of American prag-

matism and nore recent post-Wittgensteinian approaches to the nature

of language, emphasizes that philosophical analysis is a process of

investigation intrinsic to the very conduct of inquiry. Thus, rather

than attempt: to model our current efforts in conceptualization after

the specifi.: canons of theory construction as:vocated by the proponents

of any particular school in the philosophy of scierce, we have, instead,

attempted to apply our own style of analysis to a number of models and

philosophies which bear on the behavioral sciences. In this effort to

explore anal formulate in clearer fashion the philcsophical issues

implicit to our own work, we have sought to detemine, with respect to

,aoch mode] or philosophy considered, the extent to which the asJumptions

and purposes on which it is based are congruent with our own. In sum,

we are no: at all impersonal nor are we imt7artial in our assessment

procedures, for we begin with the assumption that any particular mode

of thought and the results that it engenders is function of the pur-

poses that inform it. Therefore, in attempting .o clarify the assump-

tions ant implications of our own work we begin rith an analysis of the

work of rthers that focuses upon the purposes thit inform such work.
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CHAPTER 15

THE FORMS OF LANGUAGE AND THE FORMS Oc

LIFE IN THE CONDUCT OF INQUIRY*

Overview

Our intent in this chapter is to outline a general perspective

for discussion within which our current theories of behavior may be

viewed as partial and particular dimensions of the potential languages

for the conduct of inquiry, particular examples, that is, emphasizing

specific aspects of a more general and ordincry language of human con-

duct. The themes and issues regarding an interplay of (1) the forus of

language through which we conduct our studies and (2) the form& of life

which are implicit in cur languages of conduct engender the issues

implicit in the "science" and "the.ary" concerns or!.ginally outlined ly

Tiedeman (Chapters 6 and 7). These are the issues which are central to

the Dudley-Fletcher discussion (Chapter 8); they are, furthermore, central

to the increased emphasis upon multiple or "preconscious" modes of mental

activity reflected in our current ef.Eorts (Section MI). In the following

statement we shall seek to explore more directly the implichtior6 of our

intuitive conviction that such processes of inquiry and discussion !Mich

shift speculative range and measure of analytical focus between modes

of throzght that are explicitly textual, articulate, and focal, on the

*
This chapter was written by Gordon A. Dudley.
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one hand, and these that ere tacitly contextual, non-verbal, and

subsidiary, on til= other, re?resent perhaps our most general paradigm

of the full range of reflective experience and purposeful action.

In exploring this conviction we shall begin with a discussion that

focuses upon issues of theoretical systematization and which concludes

with a consideration of the more general context from which those

issues emerge and from which they derive their substance.
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INDIVIDUAL PURPOSES AND THE NatURE OF HUMAN EVENTS:

BEHAVIORAL MODELS

Introdtction: Systems, Structures, and Processes. Our view of the

variuus issues raised by the preceding chapters leads us to conclude

that a continuing and more explicit analysis of those patterns of ab-

straction which detennine the range of "event structures" presumed by

our several orders of scientific inquiry shall prove to be zrucial to

a more adequate conception of purposeful behavior. Our preliminary

thoughts concerning such an analysis lead us to suggest a general

point of view which, we feel, offers an important guide to more sus-

tained inquiry in this; area. We shall first outline some of our

ideas w:,th recpecc to this perspective And then, in light of it,

offer furthe,: conuents retarding a number of alternative approaches

to issues of human purpose and the '.onduct of inquiry in the behavioral

sciences.

We begin with the assumption that, within any particular

system of eve.ts, the essential attr11,utcs of "event structure" (the

stabilit:., the dnveiopmentai patterning, and the relative autonomy of

the processes which comprise that system) are determined by discon-

tinuous order.; of periodicity in the "events" which characterize the

bondary between e"ents occurirg "within" that system and "within" its

environment.

For example, what we know F3 the "macrocosmic" order of

physical proc,..sses specified by classi:al mechanics represents a point
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of view which presumes the potential relevance of isolating dimension =s

of event structure such that when a description of an antecedent state

of that system is provided, specific attributes of subsequent event

structure are invariently determined. The Newtonian system of cosmic

regularities in event structure, is, of course, an abstraction. It

enables us to make explicit one mode of natural periodicity with re-

spect to the structure of events by virtue of its formal capacity to

ignore other dimensions of event structure which obtain within inter-

secting space-time continuums. In other words, the Newtonian system

works by virtue of its capacity to presume isolated systems of event

structure, systems that is whose organization is not seriously "con-

taminated" by events occurring "outside" it. Such isolation is, of

course, never complete. All sl!ch systems of abstraction break down

at that point where the assumption regarding functional isolation

results in our ignoring events which are relevant to the particular

scope of our inquiry. The potential or "real" nature of event struc-

ture is, as David Hawkins (1964) argues, continuous and infinite,

while our capacity ro render it intelligible remains relative and

approximate always. While, as Hawkins puts it, "Nature was kind to

Newton in giving him planets not much troubled by multiple gravita-

tional interactions" (ibid., p. 79), we must determine with respect

to our own inquiries whether the system of event structures appropriate

Co the data which Newton handled. is equally relevant to the data of our

system. In a very important way, Newton's universe was rendered pytha-

gurean by virtue of the fact that it made eAplicit an order of events

somowhat isolated and "cold" by the feet that the clockwork of his

system was to nr immediately appreciable degree contaminated by the
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heat and noise which is so characteristic of (and, indeed, crucial to)

behavioral systems of event structure (cf. Schrbdinger, 1944).

Today we recognize that, at the other end of the physical

continuum, the microcosmic processes made explicit by quantum mechanics

manifest patterns of indeterminacy which are rend...?.red intelligible

through statistical analyses. In other words, faced with a world of

contingent fact, a world of random events whose structure is rendered

orderly in terms of its boundary conditions rather than in terms of its

dynamic organization, alternative procedures for determining event struc-

ture become crucial.

The Newtonian system of mechanical determinacy and modern

systems of quantum indeterminacy represent specific examples of the fact

that "abstractions, like academil disciplines, prosper through increasing

division of labor; but (that) prosperity brings them together again in

ways to which the habits of specialization blinds us" (Hawkins, ibid.,

p. xii). Indeed, it would appear that our traditional divisions of

scientific labor are most crucially blind precisely with respect to those

regularities of human events which characterize processes of biological

evolution, purposeful behavior, and cultural innovation. For 'oetween

these two points on the natural continuum of event regularities the mac-

rocosmic and determinate on the one hand, and the microcosmic a.3 inde-

terminate on the other) emerge patterns of event regularity and innovation

which are characterized by a selective responsiveness to surrounding

events--processes which are neither functionally isolated from nor en-

tirely determined by alternative systems of event structure. It is these

orders of human events whicn are not appropriately characterized by

either of the two models of scientifi- explanation elaborated by the

traditional division of scientific labor.
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To raise the question, "How do you know that you know whatever

it is that you think you know regarding the nature of human behavior?"

is to pose a rather general and formidable set of conceptual issues.

Indeed, perhaps the only response of equal generality and power is in

turn to ask, "What do you mean, 'how do I know that I know...?"; and then,

"What difference does it make anyway?". Yet such forensic gambits, while

they implicitly give expression to the three major dimensions in which

tpurther discussion may be pursued, a:e not readily acknowledged without

further exploration by those who, like the psychologist ia his engagement

with individual behavior, contends that the basis of his professional

acts represents a scientifically valid form of knowing and inquiry.

Within such a context of concern, we tend to assume, rather, that to pre-

sume such a professional commitment is to assume the burden of one's

implicit contentions regarding both knowing and hnowledge.

If we are unusually candid--or if questioned to the point where

our comments encircle the pattern of habits by means of which we ask and

answer questions- ve may admit that we do not know, really, that, in fact,

we know of no final way to be entirely certain that any paradigm or expli-

cation of method is adequate to, consistent with, or exhaustive of the

presumptions of our professional intent. Thus, we senerally contend that

in the absence of any "rock bottom" confident..e regarding the substance

of our professional engagements, we have evolved a not entirely self-de-

feating set of procedures for exploring the relevant issues of knowing,

valuing, and acting. We thus ackiowledge, in other words, that, by

virtue of the professional identity we assume, we commit ourselves to a

continuing dialogue with respect to the consistency and the fruitful-

ness of the grounds upon which we generate our statements of fact,
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generalization, inference, and judgment. Accordingly, we would explore

here those dimensions of such a discussion that appear to be implicit

to the work of investigators who seek to describe and explain the pro-

cesses of individual choice behavior.

Deterministic and Contingent Models of Behavior.*

Though our predominant models of scientific inquiry and expla-

nation are appropriate primarily to those orders of natural events for

which we may presume essential stability of both system structure and

system boltndaries, each of the several models of scientific explanation

would appear to have generated its specific behavioral analogue. For

example, the behavioral analogue to the deterministic system of mecha-

nics represented by Newtonian physics would appear to be the form of

opetationalirm which B.F. Skinner has developed through h:r.i.; work in ope-

rant conditioning (Skinner, 196]). This point of view represents, in

brief, an argument to the effect that the basis of valid general state-

ments with respect to the structure of behavior derives from our ability

to elaborate a set of experimental procedures which shall invariantly

determine the circumstances under which specified behaviors shall occur.

Given 1) an array of initial or "operant" behaviors (which are considered

random in the sense that we presume to ignore the structural attributes

of their immediate occurrence) and 2) any finite, discrete set of obser-

vable behaviors specified as the outcome of a concatenation cf events,

the logical form of our ability to "characterize" the structure of beha-

vior amounts, from this view, to our ability to demonstrate control over

*For an alternative treatment of thee! issues on the bas .s of
different assumptions and with significantly different implications - see
Cronbach (1957).
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the conditions under which the criterion events shall occur. When

applied to those dimensions of event structure which characterize indi-

vidual behavior, this model of the scientific enterprise is frequently

debated on the grounds that it presumes an inappropriate set of values

with respect to the manipulation and control of human subjects (cf. Skinner,

1961; Rogers, 1961a&b). A logical analysis of the model, however, sug-

gests equally serious reservations, for as a general explanatory stra-

tegy this approach appears to be inappropriate to those dimensions of

events which are determined by structural changes in the relationship

between any behavioral system and its environment. Furthermore, to the

extent that this approach to events is limited in strategy to the speci-

fication of those conditions under which subsequent behaviors can be

modified in specifiable and predictable ways, the program is severely

limited with respvci to a wide variety of important questions regarding

the nature and determinants of original, "operant" behaviors. Thus, as a

model, it is seriously limited in its power to clarify the psychological

processes or structures through which processes of individual activity

are modified. In other wordG, as a paradigm of analysis this approach

is consistent with precisely those attributes of event structure which

appear to be most characteristic of the evolving, purposing, and innova-

ting behavioral systems, we "Know as human acts.

The behavioral analogue to the models of explanation presumed

by modern quantum theory and statistical mechanics is, we suggest, repre-

sented by the "trait-factor" approach to personality (cf. Cattell, 1959).

We recognize that, as Meehl (1955) points out, the output probabilities

..f the experience table of empirical contingencies which is presumed by

this yodel may be improved by supplementing standard curve-fitting proce-
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dures with approximations derived from a theoretical construct regarding

the underlying eAterminants (or structural attributes) of the data which

appear in the cells of that table. However, as a general strategy of

explanation, this model nevertheless presumes [hat the relevant order

of behavioral events is determined by the boundary conditions of the

system to which it is applied. As a paradigm of analysis, it represents,

in other words, a strategy for displaying those attributes of behavioral

systems which can be made explicit by presuming that the structure of

events between and within systems can be ignored. Furthermore, by virtue

of its total reliance upon a criterion of positive prediction, this

approach to the organization of human behavior is inconsistent with

general paradigm of explanation specified by those who seek to analyze

the "structure" of sciences the formal attributes of a true prediction

are limited to an array of cmpirical contingencies, whereas the model of

scientific description and explanation generally noted presumes a more

generalized pattern within which a set of specific events are logically

related to an array of more general principles (Nagel, 1961; Scheffler,

1963). We shall consider at a later point in this discussion several

implications the fact that a failure to predict overt behavior does

not necessarily entail a failui-1. of understrnding, a breakdown or incon-

sistency in mere general explanatory constructs. Nevertheless, the logi-

cal failure of the actuarial model of predictive contingencies to be

especially noted here is thct whatever refinement in predictive power

we may provide with it, such improvements prove irrelevant to the formal

Attributes of the more general construal which, presumably, is our

ultimite objetive.

The investigator whJ adopts this paradigm of analysis must seek

that set of procedures which shall enable him to attain the highest ratio
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of "hits" (to "misses. ") with respect to the subsequent behavior of his

"subjects." Agreement on this point regarding such a "minimastrategy

seems to be acknowieeged by all parties to the general area ofiscussion

which has become knolat as tine "Clinical vs. Statistical Predic :ion debate

(see Gough, 1962). This concensus appears to be aptly expressA by

Paul Meehl:

All method!: must be subjected to the test of success-frequency.
This the! 'tie that binds'. It binds together Fred and
Thurstone, Cattell and Allport, Rorschach and Hathaway,
Tiedeman and McArthur.

It can set-7e as a basis of communication among psystplogists
of very diferent persuasions, because it transcends all
persormlit7 theories and cuts across all methodological
preferences. For the business of theories and metheds is to
fit the data, which are behaviors." (1956, p. 163)

And, thus, like the strictly deterministic model of explanatiOn , this

strictly contingent model is logically irrelevant to those attributes

of event structure which appear to characterize the adaptive Ilbehavior

of organisms, those which appear to characterise purposeful 'lotion and

cultural innovatiol. For the structure of events which characterizes

purposeful behavior includ-,s both those areas of relative itdeterminacy

which represent tte "domain" of potential goal: not yet dis!,:riminated

and ele:ted as we21 as those areas of relative determinacy "which reflect

established commitments. Purposeful action or entrepreneurial behavior

Is characterized on the one hand by a continuous and perhapa infinite

dimension of the ;'otential relationship between an open energy and infor-

mation processing system and its environment- -and, on the other hand, by

the discrete and -Amite dimensions of that relati^nship both as reflected

in the actual "flights and perchings" of organismic processes and as

formulated in our approximate and discontinuous models of explanation.
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Formal Models and Cybernetic Analogues. In order to circumvent the

limitations which we view to be inherent in the two explanatory stra-

tegies discussed thus far--in order to adopt a strategy analagous to

that by means of which a calculus is providLd for the continuities

of motion within any physical system--we might tegin with the assump-

tion that the structure of events which characterizes individual choice

behavior can be approximated by a mathematical function. In other

words, perhaps we begin with the assumption that what is really real

about thr structure of individual choice behavior is its congruent.

with a formally consistent and abstract system of axiom.5., postulates,

and deductive rules of inference. Such an apprcach to the structure

of human activities tends to generate the kind cf psychology antici-

pated by Plato or Leibnitz and leads to the more current contentions

that the nature and limits of our scientific explanations of human

behavior are essentially coterminous with our cspacity to formulate

that behavior by means of mathematical models or to simulste it with

electronic devices. To evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of

this assumption we consider more explicitly three examples of formal

strategies for characterizing event structure which recently have re-

ceived wide application to .he serial order of ?urposeful behavior:

(a) mathematical models of modern same theory (b) statistical approaches

to learning and (c) the formal attributes of cybernetic devices.

Modern game theory as initiated by von Newmann and Morgenstern

(1944), and as presented by Luce and Raiffa (1957) reflecte a develop-

ment and application of mathemati:al notation which emphasizes both the

contingency and the sequential nature of choice processes. For this

reason, modern game theory and models of economic behavior would appear
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to be essentially congruent with the point of view expressed in our

earlier discussions. There are, however, two aspects of this approach

to behavior -.1bich appear somewhat less congruent with the emphasis that

we seek to make explicit. In the first place, the theory of games

would appear to presume a linear conflict model of interaction and

communicatioa which we view to be inconsictent with crucial dimensions

of individual and collaborative behavior. Furthermore, in view of the

fact that "fixed and final" goals appear required by that modal in its

present stags of development (cf. Wiener, 1948, 1954), we question this

approach as an adequate basis for assessing utilities within the larger

context of ham an purpose and historical processes. (For a beautifully

incisive and illuminating critique of modern "strateiio" thinking as

applied to i:;sues of the utmost human concern see Anatole Rapoport,

(1964). We regard this blok as essential to anyone all° would sEek some

petl)ectve :rancerning "strategy and conscience.")

We concede that in many games (games of life, games of war,

and games of learning) a play can be made only by assuming that the

rules of the game are at least partially known ant twit our moves are

not apt to render those rules less reliable. in otter words, we concede

that any gams requires some minimal degree of stabi:ity r spect to

boundary conditions of the system vhich represe.its the fie:1d of play.

However, whit in principle can be regarded zs a the)retical resource

for clarify ng the inconsistencies and the inadequaies of the assump-

tions with ';hick we enter any game must not, at the same time, commit

us irretrie',ably to assumptions regarding the naturs of the relationship

between our game and the reality which it is design!d to approximate.

While clarity is to be deemed an asset, it is, as Gorge Mille: points
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out, not always to be sought at the price of becoming entirely literal

Minded. Indeed, the general intent of this entire discussion is to

emphasize the crucial importance of a more reflective concern for the

relationship between our commitment to irretrievable patterns of the

articulate, on the one hand, and tacit dimensions of commitment to

other modes of awareness, on the other.

The statistical approaches to learning which Bush and Mosteller

(1951, 1955, see also Bush, 1960) and Estes (1950, 1959) have developed

also emphasize the serial order and probabilistic dimension of behavior

and . :ms may appear to offer strategies or models appropriate to the

perspecti7e advocated by our discussic.. Certainly the step-by-step

nature of the learning process is made an explicit aspect of these

approaches (Sternberg, 1963). Whether the data compriv the sequence

of response obtained from a traJitional learning experiment or whe'Thr

they represent the serial attributes of a communication netwuzk (Shannon

and Weaver, 1949), those data are construed as representing stochastic

processes-as characterized by a mathematical analysis I./Lich presumes a

sequence of events each event of which is to some degree determined by

chance (Snell, 1965). The issue with respect to the appropriateness of

such models is, first of all, whether the significant poiat., in the

sequence of choices which characterizes purposeful behavior zan be

construed as reflecting merely trial-tc-trial changes in response pro-

babilities to ens boundary conditions of the experimental situation.

Furthermore, we must also ask whether a model of learning data (or a

morel of a communication network) is necessarily the same as a model of

the learning process (or a model of communication). As George Miller

puts it, "How will the data that collect (And try to understand with
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our models) represents the processes we hope to study raises cessations

that run well beyond the proper bounds of any mathematics! discussion"

(Miller, 1964, p.220). The essential burden of our entire discussion is

to outline the boundaries of a broader context within which such issues

become not peripheral but central.

If our interest in formulating a general modal of purposeful

behavior consisted primarily of an application of mod.!ra game theory

or models of statistical decision processes to the broad range of indi-

vidual risk-bearing and collaborative transactions for which we have

express'A a concern, our efforts would necessarily be subject to the

reservations outlined above. However, as indicated earlic:, the general

notion of purposeful behavior with which we are concerned here represents,

instead, an attempt to incor?orate important implications o: cybernetic

technology within a theory of career development and a general philosophy

of education. In this regard, a distinction must he made with !aspect

to the cybernetic model itself. On the one hand it represents a parti-

cular elaboration of mathematical concepts regarding the discontinuous,

the contingent, acid the ineeterminate associated with the work of Maxwell,

Gibbs, Boltzmann, SchrOdinger, and Heisenberg (cf. Wiener, 1954). In

this sense, the cybernetic tr.odel represents cn array of statistical

techniques applied to a communication system viewed as a sequence of

events analagous to what statistl:ians call a time: series (cf. Shannon

and Weaver, 1949). This is a perspective with respect to the cybernetic

model which, indeed, would appear to render it subject r the same

limitations that we have suggested ea,lier regarding the dimension of

quantum indeterminacy. In this sease, it represents a point of view

regarding the structure of events .'hich is restrieted to defining the
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boundary conditions of an; system in terms of aggregate probabilities.

On the other hand, the cybernetic model suggests also approaches to

behavior rapresented by the work of WaltPr (1963), :shby (1960),

von Neumann (1958), Newell and Simon (1956, 1961), Turing (1950), as well

as Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960). Thus, rather than attempt

to provide a formal description of the goal directed behavior of a

servo system (either Aachanical or natural)t we might attempt, instead,

to instruct (program) that system to stimulate the dimensions of

behavior in which we are interested. On this basis we would then accept

the program for our system as a theory of the structure of events repre-

sero:ed by that, benavior (cf. Miller et al., 1960). Or, in the case of

Walter's work, we might attempt t, link an appropriate system of elec-

tronic circuitry directly to a -Latural system In order to obtain an

objective analogue of processes which otherwise must be investigated

indirectly by a system of second, or third, or higher order i.Jerence

In this way, a description of the analogue becomes our theory of the

event structure characterizing the original system to which we have no

direct access.

Any more comprehensive exploration and estimate of the true

value and 1Latations of these strategies specifically with regard to

thefIr relevance as explanatory models of the process of individual choice

behavior would, in our view, require further discussion of at least

th::ee issues; the first: is raised by Kurt GOdel's dimonstration that

for ordinary arlthinAic viewed as a formal system there will always

be true propositions expressible in teems of that system which, however,

cannot be proved from the axioms of the system (cf. Nagel and Newman,1958).
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COdel's demonstration suggests that there is an inherent limitation

to the formal or axiomatic method as a means of demonstrating the

internal consistency of any array of true statements. In other words,

"The resources of the human intellect have riot been, and cannot be,

fully formalfied...new principles of demonstration forever await inven-

tion and discovery." (Nagel and Newman, 1958, p. 36)

In the second piace, there is considerable evidence to support

the notion that formal criteria of iogico-mathematical validity have

little in common with the modes of verification with which creative

innovations are most familiar. Many matKamaticians, for example,

would seem to contend, that the true basis of mathematical demonstration

(as well as the personal basis of mathematical discovery) is to an

important extent a master of personal intuition--that it remains more

a matter of highly individualized and tacit sensibilities of aesthetic

ordering and heuristic potential than an issue of formal proof and

collaborative confirmation (c.f. Pcincare, 1952; Polanyi, 1958).

Third, were we to assume that the structure of, say, indi-

vidual processes is essentially congruent with the structure of Jame

formal system or model available to us, we should still have to resolve

the difficult issue of providing appropriate criteria by which to

"translate" or move from th one universe of discourse to the other.

In other words, primary appeal to a "model" serves to compound the issues

with which we must eventually deal. For to advocate its use we must

not only substantiate the consisteacy of cur model or dcd'jctive system

but, at the same time, specify the rules of translation or transformation

by means of which we move from the specific attributes of our model to

their respective behavioral analogues. In fact, we might say that we
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have compounded the issues several times over, for, in order to argue

for the legitimacy of our rules of transformation, we must somehow

be in a pocition to specify by means of an independently valid pro-

cedure those attributes of behavior to which the "components" of our

model apply.

The Fortis of Language and the Furors of Life in the Conduct

of Inquiry: Models, Metaphors, and Analcaues

"Hard-headed" advocates of scientific empiricism invoke

(however implicitly) a system of hypothetical constructs regarding not

merely the nature of knowing and the nature of that which can be known,

but, in addition, the nature of the link between that which is known

and our processes of knowing. On the one hand, there is intrinsic in

these arguments the assumption that an at of knowire is valid insofar

as it can be reduced to an inductive series consisting of discrete

bits of information or data. Here each "fact" is en irreducible atom

rL istemological reality and all more highly orgEnized ac:E of

kncwing represent combinations of such stable, primary bits. From this

point of view the nature of the compound, the glue which binds such

atomistic facts into a stable universe of knowns and knowings is

analogous to the system of mechanical properties assumed to characterize

the Newtonian physical universe. (Locke, Hume, Mill, 173))
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"I work, not as a theorist, but as an empiricist. As an
empiricist, however, I feel the need to organize facts, to sae
what thc; add up to, and to be guided in planning my further
work by the perspective thus gained. This, I have found to
my surprise, makes me, in the true sense of the term, a
theorist. For theory, so I am informed by theoretical
theorists, is nothing more than the attempt to nxplain the
relationships between sets of facts..." (c.f. Super, 1959)

One furth- assumftion required for the consistent application

of such a perspective is that knowledge it entirely objective, that it

consists of a number of isolated acts of observation each act of which

is dynamically external to the system observed. Here neither "knower"

nor "known" is directly influenced by the act of "knowing" itself.

Within such an epistemological democracy where each act of valid knowing

is reducable to a set of individual and independent atomistic facts, and

with rights of assembly and combination after the manner of pushes and

pulls entirely external either to the nature the atoms themselves

or to the act of their combination, all facts and acts are equal, each

has one vote, and the ultimate criterion is to the generalized assembly:

those chains of communal anticipation which can be replicated under

the average expectable environmental conditions of "dynamically isolated"

observation, manipulation, and system duration.

Any coherent mode of thought represents an historical

congruence of metaphysical, epistemological and ideological commitments,

though it is not generally regarded by those who live within it as but

one of an array of potentially viable strategies for rendering the world

of experience and action internally consistent and externally relevent.

Our "strategies" for such coherent relevance are, during their time of

ascendance, recognized simply as "the way things really are" (c.f.

Whitehead, 1923). Such remains the case bo long as the available
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individual and/or communal resources for conceptualization and commu-

nication do not readily admit of issues which are at the same time

both intelligible and funt2,smental so long, that is, as we do not en-

counter issues which tend to question the coherence or relevance of

the mode of tho.,ght or adaptation itself. For very good reasons,

we have rather special limits and conditions of experl.nce within

which any relatively coherent system of thought or style of knowing can

be recognized as an Integrated array of operational or probabilistic

strategies appropriate to but a limited range of issues (KuhA, 1962).

The current explorations of human purposing and the patterning

of personal tartar development appear, in this regard, however to be

at one with the more general tendencies of an apparently unusual

historical moment. For within our more focal area of concern, as in

the larger historical and ideological perspective, we have become

increasingly prone to regard any specific perspective, however useful,

as one providing but a limited range of fruitfulness. In both the

general and the specific, we concede that within any system of action

there must remain potentially important human occurances which can be

possessed only by altering our perspective regarding what is presumed

to be relevant. We 3re inclined, furthermore, to consider as a crucial

conceptual snd tactical assumption the notion that the most crucial

range of phenomena with respect to those systems of action and knowing

which comprise appropriate subjects of concern for the behavioral

sciences cannot be undeituoc; at ell without a personal act of trans-

action which presumes an alteration of both observer and observed.

Inevitably, we run the risk of being misled by our models

and languages of science in two ways: either they do not tell us
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,enough or they tell us too ouch, Either they lead us to ignore

relevant dimensions of meaning and events, or they lead us to infer

aspects of meaning or occurrence which are irrelevant to our pvrposes.

For all models or theories are literal in the sense that,

while the assumptions which guide our inquiry (as well as the commitments

which lead us to Inquire) are only approximate with respect to the

resources of any systematic method of inquiry, that fact (or recognition)

is not part of the theory or method which we use (Miller, 1964). It can

only reside in our capacity to see not: entirely with but through our

models and strategies. While the literalness of any research strategy

can be a resource for clarifying the implications a theory to which

its use commits us, we must also have recourse to levels of figurative

and approximate discourse, to dimensions of the linguistic penumbra,

which may suggest or lead us toward alternative perspectives. Rough

analogies and figurative descriptions, while they can be incisively

criticized on the basis of any analytical strategy confined to explicit

principles, represent the only means for expressing those dimensions of

our insight which lead us beyond the limitations of any particular stra-

tegy. Inference from analogy would this appear to be a major resource

for going beyond the structure of information to which our more elaborate

strategies commit us. Analogies must ,e found, they must be discovered.

Which is to say they represent a dimension of risk implicit to the scien-

tific enterprise. One might say they represent the dimension of scienti-

fic inquiry which renders it truly speculative and exploratory. Analogues

must be tented, of course. But our point is that this comes later; first

they must be found, and the logic of discovery is in a very fundamental

way distinct from the logic of verification or elaboration (Kaplan,

1964). Seeing a situation in a new way, looking at it with a
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new perspective, 13 the first step. And first steps are at best

approximate, tentative, and exploratory.

Thus we are, in conclusion, led on by not one but at least

a pair and perhaps a never ending array of puzzles. There are, first

of all, those puzzles with respect to the discontinuous and emergent

patterns of approximate strategies which appear to characterize,

purposeful behavior and which represent the general subject of our

discussion. In addition, there are analogous pu.zles with respect

to the evolving pattern of strategies by which we would explore purpose-

ful behavior. And then, of course, there are those puzzles with respect

to tie discontinufLties which characterize the relationship between the

insight which serves to guide nur strategies of inquiry and our owu

articulate resources for formulating them in the logic of verification

or replication.

Conclusion: Scientific Revolutions Personal Transformations,

and Human Knowlele

In conclusion we shall offer a few genera] remarks and obser-

vations regarding three major postulates which we hold to be implicit

in our entire disl:ussion. First of all, we shall attempt to make

explicit those as;ects of our discussions which lead us to view

scientific inquire, in both its pure and applied forms, as ore of the

Neveral arts--as one of a number of collaborative modes of informed human

artifice impliciti in any enduring pattern of communal activity. Second,

we shall attempt .to outline our basis for viewing philosophic inquiry

as a generalized mode of practical criticism with regard to all such
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enduring patterns of cultural. artifice. We shall, that is discuss

doir4 philosophy as a generalized style of reflective experience which

manifests as its central concern the examination of those processes of

human choice, commitment, and transformation by means of which our

several orders of individual and collaborative artifice may be inte-

grated as a balanced pattern of life. Third, we shall attempt to make

explicit those inferences drawn from our general discusoion which lead

us to view education (as both a style of personal, reflective incuiry

and as an institutionalized array of efforts to cultivate tnat style of

inquiry) to be essentially coterminous with such a generalized mcde

of practical criticism.

Kuhn (1962) suggests that the history of science represents

a series of revolutions each of which alters the very historical

perspective of the community that experiences it. He argues that,

contrary to te,abook formulations and widespread opiriou, the history

of science is not primarily incremental but is instead to accurately

viewed as a prJcess throu0 which the reconstruction of 'prior theory

and the re- evaluation of prior fact reflect major discentinuities

of :intellectual commitment and discourse. According to Kuhn, the choice

between scientific paradigm& (the choice between accepted patterns of

scientific precedure)--like the choice between competini. political

inslAtutions--proves to be a choice between incompatiblA modes of

comnunity life

Ii ,here were but one net of scientific problems, one world
wit'ain which to work on Clem, and one set of stendards for
their solution, paradigm competition might be settled more
or less routinely by some process like counting the number
of xroblema solved by each. But, in fact, tlese conditions
are never met completely. The proponents of competing
paradigms are always at :cast slightly at cress-purposes.
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Neither side will grant all the non-empirical assumptions
that the other needs in order to make its case...they are
bound partly to talk through each other. Though each may
hope to convert the other to hie way of seeing his scienca
and its problems, neither may hope to prove his case.
(ibid, pp. 146-7)

Among the points which Kuhn develops in his study of scientific

revolutions are several which appear to be espccially significant with

regard to our immediate discussi.d:

1. the categorical distinction between fact and theory is

relevant only to science practiced within a given paradigm of scientific

inquiry and is irrelevant to the processes by means of which new

orders of inquiry emerge within scientific dis:ourse.

2. Indeed, the categorical distinction bettsel fact and theory

is only approximate even with respect to a single paradigm since n'

such paradigm or set of procedures can fully be interpreted or

rationalized tut instead consists of a particular order of professional

capacity implicit to a specific array of technical skills'.

3. Such "self-maintaining" perspectives required for what

Kuhn calls normal or housekeping (puzzle-solving) scien:e cannot

be extended with respect to the wider range of possible orientations

by means of internal procedures at all but require "a transition

between incommensurables...which cannot be mace a step at a time,"

4. Because the decision between alternative ways of

tieing science rests primarily upon intuitive promise, :significant

scientific advance requires the capacity to live "interstitially" --

requires, that is, the capacity to live between two worlds of ingAry

and disourse. It requires the capacity to thrive upon what Kan terms

the "essential tension" (1959): a commitment to speculations which run
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the ri g of being wrong, perhaps even wrong - healed.

5. Finally, :A is primarily during the process of elabo-

ration 'hich characterizes normal, "housekeepin.;" research that scien-

tific inquiry appears to represent a cumulative enterprise. It is

only within such a self-perpetuating structure that progress appears

insured by the implementation of known procedures. Conversely, the

sense progress appears to be rendered most problematical at pre-

cisely :hose choice points in the history of science which mark its

revolutionary turns, at precisely those period: during which a new

paradign emerges.

Kuhn's discussion offe,-s, we be.ieve a compelling argument

to the effect that the history of science refl(cts a process analogous

in stru;:ture to the very perspective which we yould urge regarding

purpose.7111 action and entrepreneurial behavior. Indeed we are encou-

raged 1), what appears to be the increasing numter and power of state-

ments Wlich support this general angle of vlsicn. Thus, for example,

Polanyi (1958) emphasizes the importance of whet he terms our "subsidiary"

modes of awareness and those "tacit" forms of Inowing allci commitment

which provide the context of our various paradigms of scientific

inquiry and demonstraticn. Like Kuhn, -olanyi argues that the nature

and justification of ar.ientific knowledge presimes a particular style

of performance by means of skills which cannot entirely be formulated.

He speaks, rather, of the 'fiduciary prupram" manifested by any act of

persona knowledge, the continuities of personal commitment by means of

1411ch 're "integrate some things subsidiarily to the center of our focal

attention" (22. cit., p. 61).

This view, argued in such compelling fashion by both Polanyi
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and Kuhn, which indicates the structure of scientific inquiry to

consist of general paradigms, or established procedures for framing and

conducting investigationparadigms of procedure which, however, defy

explicit formulation and, instead, reflect styles of performance and

skill presuming a much broader context of tacit commitment and sub-

sidiary awareness--this view represents, in our opinion, an insight

of crucial imdortance to our entire discussion. In our view, the

relationship between the articulate and the tacit, between the formal

and the subsidiary, between the paraeigmatic and the creatively revo-

lutionary, manifest in any hutan act represents a major consideration

which we anticipate to become the primary focus of subsequent explo-

ration in purposeful action and entrepreneurial behavior.

At the same time that we are encouraged by recent studies

such as Kuhn'i and Polanyi's--encouraged particularly by the possi-

bility that they may persuade others to enlist with us in the effort

t' e:tplore further their implications - -we recognize that these state-

ments are similar in nature to many vhich have preceded them, statements

which, however, have apparently received inadequate consideration.

Thus, for example, we recall Whitehead's earlier comments to the effect

that "Both in science and in logic you have only to develop your argu-

ment sufficierv.,1y, and sooner or later you are bound to arrive at a

contradiction, either internally within the argument, or externally

in it,3 reference to fact" (Whiteheae, 1938, p. 14). Forty years ago,

in an effort to integrate the implications of modern mathematics, modern

logic, and t,eir application to the physical sciences, Whitehead was led

to speak of 'the organic event as the unit of things real" and, in fact,

suggested that "a further stage of provisionul realism is required in
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which the scientific structure is cast and founded upon the ultimate

concept cf organism"(1925, p. 93). He suggested then that "the orgraii2

statting point is from the analysis of process es the realization of

events disposed in an interlocking community" p. 219).*

We recall, also, Dewey's earlier quest for a general descrip-

tion of the "processes through which one type of functional situation

and attitude in experience passes cut of and into another...the tech-

nological or utilitarian...into the aesthetic, the aesthetic into the

religious, the religious into the scientific, and this into the socio-

ethical..."(Dewey, 1916, pp. 97-8). In fact, a good deal of our argu-

ment sounds very muc' like John Dewey. Thus, we support the general

notion that the process of inquiry is best characterized as a series of

approximations motivated by the need to more adequately structure any

situation which is experienced as vague, as undifferentiated. Further,

we agree that, within such an initial undifferentiated state, both means

and ends are problematical; that resolution, once attained, is characte-

rized by a new coordination of attributes, a new coordination of ante-

cedent instrumentalities and consequent consummations--an integration

at a higher level of control and with a greater degree of flexibility

and capacity for adaptation. Like Dewey, we would suggest that the in-

plications of such point of view are that a natural history of the

various attitudes and structures through which experience passes becomes

*As Whitehead has observed, "Either there is something abooL the
Immediate occesion which affords knowledge of the past and the future, or
we are reduced to utter skepticism as to (both) memory and induction,"
(Whitehead, 1925, p. 64). And yet, as Wi:ehead continues, "all we can ask
of the present occasinn is that it shall determine a particular comlunity
of occasions which are in some respect mutually qualified by reeson of their
inclusion within the same community," (iliq., p. 65).
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the indispensible substance of logical analysis, that logical theory

amounts to an account of the generating uonditions 3f reflective

experience.

We agree (with both Dewey and William James) that experience

is a "double-barrelled" word, that it "recognizes in its primary

integrity no division between act and material, between subject and

object,b6t contains them both in an unanalyzed totality." We agree

net the clear and the distinct is no more real nor more important

than the vague and the obscure dimensions of experience generally

ignored or otherwise explained away by logical theory and philosphical

systems. We agree that the pos.ible is no less real than the manifest,

the precarious no less a part of nature or experience than the stable.

We conclude, in other words, that Heraclitus is no more (and h0 less)

accurate a guide tnan Parminides. Indeed, "the union of the hazardous

and the stable, of the inconpleta and the recurrent, is the condition of

all experienced satisfaction as truly as of our predicamects and prob-

lems" (Dewey, 1925, p. 54). Those traits of thinking which include

uncertainty, ambiguity, alternatives, search, and tentative selectial

are as real as the "validated" or more clear and distinct objects of

knowledge.

Our general argument implies that every experienced event can

be differentiated with respect to two foci of potential orientation.

On the one hand there is that perspective which makes explicit what Dewey

referred to as "the sequential bonds of nature." This is the point of

view which provides the basis of the various strategies and paradigms

which represent our explicit techniques of science, art, and technology.

This is the perspective which provides for "the regulation of ongoing

1rG
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and incomplee processes in behalf of selected consequences." On the

other hand, there is the point of view which Dewey referred to as

"the dimension of events experienced as consummatory," the dimension

of events known to be ineffable and immediate. We agree with Dewey

in his contention, that it is 'Ale intrinsic "aesthetic" dimension of

such immediacy which "binds the constituents of that occasion into an

integrated whole." This is the dimension which provides the immediate

awareness of ends as both implicitly present in experience and as the

tacit ground of those goals toward which the articulation of experience

is fashioned. In our view--as in Dewey'sthe "aesthetic dimension"

represents both the context and the culmination of the human capacity

to "have an experience" (cf. Dewey, 1934). Furthermore, we agree that

a complete elaboration of the cultivation of the artistic would provide

a description of the processes through which "one type of functional

situation and attitude in experience passes out of and into another..."

The fucther implications of major congruence between our posi-

tion and that re2resented by Dewey's is that philosophy becomes a

continuing process of experimentation directed consciously toward the

purpose of enhan:ing the human capacity for the consummatory. Thus,

while knowledge and sci:Jice are both products of art, philosophy is more

properly viewed as a general mcde of practical criticism with respect

to such specific modes of art. Philosophical inquiry is, thus, properly

directed toward a theory of consummatory experience; it is, in other

words, most appropriately construed as a continuing iiscourse regarding

the grounds of ,!xperience appropriate to the full elaboration of human

values. If, ftm the standpoint of articulate knowledge and the several

sciences, objects must be distinct and separate, then the role of such

1 1'7
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a generalized mode of practical criticism Is, "to retain an abiding

sense of the dark and abounding twilight" which represents the context

of creativity and self-renewal, of purposeful action and entrepLeneurial

behavior.

Each of our se"eral modes of internally consistent exploration

and experience are acts of human choice in the sense that the full

range of exploration and 61' human experience admits of additional alter-

natives. And, yet, those alternatives cannot be "explicrted" by adop-

ting solely the language of any particilar mode of artifice--they cannot

be s..ated from within any specific paradigm--for each "self-maintaining"

mode is discontinuous with respect to its alternatives. Solely with

respect to any single mode, what can be said is either self-evident,

elatoratioa, specification, rationalization, or it is unintelligible

and, thus, meaningless. For this reason, we might conclude perhaps

that the nature of philosophy as a generalized mode of practical criti-

cism with respect to the full range of experience r St remain implicit

to the quest for the examined life, must remain, that is, implicit to

the various acts of engagement which commit one to a wide variety of hu-

man transactions. From this point of view one might conclude discussion

by advocating an essentially phenomenological approh to behavior. To

some extent, certainly, the personal experience of anxiety, fear, or

even dread in the face of "non-being" and the corresponding feeling that

ore wills his own sense of reality by virtue of what Til1ici calls the

"courage ti; be"--all this appears consisteni. with the ,,erspeciive we

urge. Certainly we share with those who advocate an existential per-

spective strong reservations with respect to any "explanatory" approach

to behavior, and emphasize, instead, the limitations and discontinuities
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inherent in any logically contingent description of the sequential

ordering of phenomena. Despite these areas of agreement with current

phenomenological and existential tllought, hc,wever, we seek some more

mediating contextual perspective if only to acknowledge the inevita-

bility of a continuing dialogue concerning the issues involved.

Such a perspective regarding the reciprocal relationship

between contexts of exploration and those of explanation appears to be

entirely consistent with the more general notion of veritas as implying

not merely that which we accept as valid by virtue of our having expli-

citly tested its objective reliability 0.rough s,me procedure of pub-

lic confirmation, but rather, that which we find to be trustworthy- -

that :1.s, worthy of our trust--or, indeed, that which we come to acknow-

ledge as the substance of our trust-- within the total context of our

human engagements (cf. Erikson, 1964). it is from this point of view

that we emphasize the intimate relationships that exist between language

and thought, between reason and conduct, and, finally, between crea-

tivity and career (cf. Hampshire, 1969; Aiken, 1963). We perceive that

to "authenticate," to establish the truth of, to acknowledge that to

which we have committed our trust, is thus to confirm our personal sense

of human value and purpose. Finally, we hold that the intimate relation-

ship between veritas and axios as reciprocal dimensions of human engage-

ment engender the creative context of both personal commitmert and

communally acknowledged career pattern.
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EPILOGUE

(Perspective by Incongruity)

If, as Stephen Pepper (1942) suggests, all philosophical

positions reduce ultimately to "root metaphors," then the roots of our

own metaphorical sense of personal career and human action would, we

suggest, be essentially "dramatistic." The mediating principle which

we would invoke is that which Kenneth Burke (1954) and Scott Buchanan

(1929) suggest: a "perspective by incongruity." We would frame a

stage upon which the various languages of our symbolic acts and histo-

ries might attain a communal as well as a behavioral confrontation.

We would anticipate that a more general "poetics" of career develop-

ment should provide fruitful strategies for mediating dimensions of

work and play, science nd art, education and philosophy, which now

escape our proper attention.

Upon such a stage we might, for example, adopt Thoreau's

strategy of ironic commentary upon a less than fully human expression

of vocation by translating essentially poetic concerns into the pre-

vailing "economic" idiom. On the other hand, we might seek to "encom-

pass" the immediate currency of our more psychological metaphors by

translating them back into their original dramatistic and "tragic" mode

in order to confront them with appropriate "comic" elternatives.*

*Greek tradition required that the festival of drama which had
as i:s thematic core the serious action embodied la the tragic trilogy
have as its conclusion the satyr play. Plato's symposium ends with day-
break, the cocks crowing aad all others asleep or gone except Agathon,
Arlstophanes, and Socrates, oho, still awake and drinking in turn out of
a large bowl, agree that the qualities requisite for writing tragedy and
comedy are t1-.(2 same. Thus it seems only appropriate that this exploration
of the role which symbolic processes of ego synthesis play in the patterns
of human action and career development close with a brief ratyr play of its
own.

417)
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Through such a dramatistic view we might perhaps recognize our present

concerns for pattern in career development to be but a particular

expression of a similarly "tragic" mode of experience. For, like the

original tragic hero, the paragon of our immediate educational and

scientific concerns is characteristically one who "prepares, controls,

wills, or otherwise interprets events to the end that they become mani-

fest with a central idea or hypothesis. The direction of expansion

is, thus, one of progressive integration and generality" (cf. Buchanan,

1929, p. 149). The grave consistency with which we fashion this concern

renders it the model of our traditional economic, scientific, and moral

insight. A "comic" mode, on the other hand, could entail a process

manifesting a wide variety and substitution of heterogenous involvements.

At every turn in the action a discontinuity would be confronted, an

inconsistency discovered, a plan abandoned or frustrated, a fact or

theory caught in duplicity. Clowns, kings, children and others somewhat

displaced in the general ferment of vocation would become central

figures of characterization.

The figure of the play becomes thus precisely the strategy

for illuminating our presumptions regarding work, science, and the

full-funding of human experience. The play is the thing. Indeed, play

is the thing. The play on words. The poetics of human engagement and

symbolic action. Unfortunately, perhaps, we suggest a wider perspective

regarding the genres of exploration while neither work nor science rep-

resent traditions with which one trifles lightly. And yet, critical

philosophy as a comedy of ideas, as the intellectualization of all modes

of human artifice provides not only the footnotes to our liberal seise
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of vocation but the headnotes as well. We do indeed approach the

world symbol-wize and symbol-foolish. And the symbolic dimensions

of human artifice provide whatever measure of freedom informs our

condition.
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SECTION V: PROFESSIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Overview

The three Chapters of Tiedeman's which couprise this final

section consist of representative efforts to trace the specific pro-

fessional implications stemming from his current theoretical work.

Each of the three Chapters traces those implications within a par -

ticulat realm of professional responsibility. The first deals speci-

fically with current nemes and issues iu vocational-technical educa-

tion and rneir relation to occupational guidance. The second considers

the role and responsibilities of school counselors within a broctdened

concept of liberation through education. The third paper trace the

general implications of Tiedeman's position for the proiessiona:. organi-

zation and engagement of counseling psychologists.

The consistency of viewpoint throughout tl-ese statements is,

of course, provided by Tiedeuan's general conception of purposeful

behavior and action. It is this perspective which entails his parti-

cular eLphasis upon the processes of personal discrimination among al-

ternatives and the crystallization of personally determined choice

patterns. A second and increasingly important theme which bears spe-

cific commentary is that of an increased regard for the context of

"subsioiary" personal knowledge which serves tacitly to inform our more

focal, explicit processes of personal choice. Throughout the earlier

chapters of this book Tiedemen has commented directly on the development

of his ideas concerning the 'tacit" dimensions of knowing and doing. In

this connection he has spoken explicitly of his increasi-g regard for
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such concepts as Polanyi's (1958) "personal knowledge" and Kubie's

(1958) "preconscious mental processes". Other equally significant

formulations which have evan more recently received detailed consid-

eration include Neisser's (1963) ideas regarding "rultipie modes of

thinking" and Koestler's (1964) concept of "bisociation" as the key

to human creativity. In the papers of this chapter, however, wa see

this emerging regard for processes of imaginative reorganization

manifest in another significant way.

Each of the papers was originally presented as an address to

a professional ...udience. In preparing the papers for publication in

this present form, we have attempted to preserve something which is

more than a mere rhetorical strategy appropriate primarily to a public

address. We refer here to a style of address in which Tiedeman invites

the attention of an audienL, to the subject of his interests by a

procedure of directly engaging them in the central processes of pre-

dicament, quest and re-orientation which those interests require. Thus,

the three statements which comprise this concluding chapter do not me/,

report on findings or conclusions. Neither do they siL, Iy represent

extended editorials on professional ideology and policy. instead, t10-:

directly embody occasions in which Tiedeman has invited thers to

engage with him in a process of thinking, through spealAng or listeni

We trust that in preparing these statements for publication we have

preserved. a similar opportunity for the reader.
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CHAPTER 16

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND OCCUPATIONAL GUIDANCE*

Overview

The order in which the three chapters of this section have been

arranged is designed to provide a sequence of development from more speci-

fic concerns of professional practice, through the general context of educa-

tional purpose within which such practices exist, to, finally, a general

point of view adopted by a professional organization presumably concerned

with those issues and their educational context.

With this first paper, dealing with vocational-technical education

and occupational guidance, Tiedeman first presents the decisions of principle

which, in his view, underlie effective organization for -ocational-technical

education: decisions of area, time, and curriculum. Second, he portrays a

client system of vocational-technical education, based upon his theory of

career development and the concept of "will-to-purposeful-action". Third,

and finally, he sets forth a structure of school organization consistent

with his principles for the encouragement of the "will-to-purposeful-action"

within vocational-technical education. Here he gives explicit consideration

to the organization of a guidance ser...ice consistent with that program of

education.

This chapter is part of a chapter by David V. Tiedeman :ublished
as "Vocational-Technical Education and Occupational Guidance", in Zell, H.R.,
Education ard Productive Society. Toronto: W.J.Gage, Limited, 1965, pp.124-174.
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The concept of "supervised practice" emphasized in this

discussion is one which might indeed be anticipated as characteristically

appropriate to a discussion which focuses specifically upon principles

and practices o: "vocational-technical training." To miss the full

generality of this concept, however, would be to neglect both the

background of theory from which it emerges and the full range of its

implications for educational structure and professional practice. As

a concept receiving particular emphasis the immediate discussion, but,

at the same time, one framed within the total context of this collection

of papers, it beers direct affinities to the pragmatic-contextual notion

that knowledge pertains first of all to activities - that it is, indeed,

primarily an intransitive verb, in the sense that l': engenders an

infinite range of possible objects, direct and indirect. This conception

of "supervised practice" suggests, furthermore, the notion that personal

knowledge as an activity of indepeadence within a communal commitment

consists of a process of reciprocal illumination between, on the one hrInd,

patterns of articulate, focal concern and, on the other, implirit, subsidir y

confirmations.

It is through such implications that the notion of supervised

practice, while perhaps most immediately significant within the particular

context of vocational-technical education, represents a general resource

of conceptualization for more effectively viewing the total structure of

educational commitment and professional practice.

C.'
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Purpose and Plan

Our task toCuyA is co bring the concept of occupational guidance

to focus in relation to vocational- technical educatiot% The theory of

r.

Ireer development underlies the program r,/.. occupational guidance. There-

Ire, my strategy in this paper shall be to emphasize certain decisions of

rinciple upon which the organization of vocationaJ-technical education has

een and must be founded.

I** divide my remarks on vocational education and ozcupational

lidance into three major sections. I first present the decisions of principle

underlie organization for vocational-technical education. In that first

ection I discuss both the structure of vocational-technical education and the

rinciples giving rise to decisions on a) area, b) time and timing, and c) cur-

iculum and procedure. The second section portrays the client system of voca-

ional-technical education. In that section I use the theory of career develop-

ent to cogment both on the recruitment of clients into vocational-technical

ducation and the education of those clients given hotn their characteristics

nd the ex_ctation that education develops the "will-to-purposeful-action".

lie third and final section sets forth school organization designed for encourage-

leni_ of the "will-to-purposeful-action" within vocational-technical education.

n that section I give explicit consideration to the organization of a guidance

;ervice in vocational-technical education. You will fine that I sprinkle the

wo earlier sections with opinions which substantiate my belief that a guidance

*From: Lecture, Conference on Education and Productive Society,
iepartment of Industrial and Vocational Education, Faculty of :ducation, Univer-
iity of Alberta, Edmonton, June 1963.

**Since this is Tiedeman speaking, we lea%e the personal pronoun.
4)wever, it should be understood that the beliefs in this paper arc also rhared
y Dudley.
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service must exist in a vocational-technical school when the "will-to-

purposeful-action" is a goal of the school and when there is concern that

the student alone, not his parents or his school, shall be responsible fcr

goals. stemming from his will.

Decisions of Principle:

The Structure of Vocational-Technical Education

Vocational-technical education exists in a general system of educa-

tion. The distinctive duties of the faculty of a vocational-technical

school (as well as of a professional school) are to induct students into a

craft.

The faculty of a vocational school brings its students into direct

relationship with the purposes, materials, and obligations of a craft. The

passage into the responsibilities of the craft is sometimes partitioned so

that there are periods: 1) of instruction about the materials and obliga-

tions of the craft; add 2) of observation and preliminary work of a related

kind. However, the incontrovertible mark of the vocational instructor is

his supervision of students as they practice tie craft.

The course instructor through lecture, teaching, and assignment

brings the students into transaction primarily with ideas. The supervisor

in vocational education, on the o er hand, brings students into primary

transaction with ideas, materials, and people. The vocational student oper-

ates with ideas, things, and people to create a product which has value to

himself, his supervisor, and others.

13ecause of this difference in aim between instruction and super-

vision, teaching through supervision differs from teaching through lecture

as follows:

(1) Both thought and action are subjects in supervision. Students

generally do not act during lecture and many may not act even after a lecture.
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(2) Students assume responsibility for action during the

course of supervision; responsibility for construction of an essay is all

that can be offered by a lecturer.

(3) The principle procedures in supervision are review,

criticism, and planning. Plans increase the likelihood that alternatives

elected during opportunities for choice in action will be the more

efficient alternatives. Lecturing, on the other hand, represents a broad-

casting. When the lecture is planned for a specific audience, the

broadcast may well strike the personal interests of a majority of the

audience, but the final product is a broadcast nonetheless.

(4) The principle products of supervision are confidence and

competence; those of lecture are information and the expectation of power

in action.

aganization for Vocational-Technical Education. The decisions

of principle which determine conditions for orgdrization in vocational-

technical education stem from the election of 1) area, 2) time and

timing, and 3) curriculum and procedure. We must understand all these

issues if we are to find the place for occupational guidance in a

vocational-technical school.

Area. The apprenticeship offered in a school distinguishes

vocational and professional education from general education. However,

what jobs require an apprenticeship?

I am inclined to believe that every job and every new worker

benefits from an apprenticeship and have delineated the step of induction

in my paradigm of the differentiation and integration which accompanies

the initiation of intentional activity. There is much that the new worrker

must learn in any novel job situation -- information, patterns of demand.
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patterns of reward, pa -- and the like. Th' new worker weathers

induction by many device.s --learning by himself, getting help from

colleagues, being supervised, and undertaking an apprenticeship either

ou the job or in a vocational or professional school.

Although an apprenticeship may be advantageous in every

instance, apprenice training through vocational education becomes

availble for only some areas of work. The seriousness of error on the

job, the amount of pract!ce deemed necessary, and the demand for apprentices

all figure in the decision to provide: vocational education of a particular

kind. Vocational education now seems to become available for those areas

of a craft in which:

(1) an app.. iticeship of at least six months is deemed necessary

for entry into at leant a journeyman's responsibility in the

craft;

(2) there is a regional market for the apprentices; and

(3) the companies constituting the market do not individually

wish to provide the apprenticeship but cooperate to the

extent of occasionally taking a vocational student into

apprenticeship in collaboration with a supervisor of the

school.

The faLt that vocational education is a collaborative endeavor

of school and company restrains both the organization of the school and

the program of guidance the school must support. The supervisors of a

vocational area in the school are committed to the craft into which they

induct students. Furthermore, they depend on their ability to meet the

need for their craft in the region serviced. Finally, these supervisors

are ordinarily obligated, at least morally, to supply journeymen for the

companies in their region. This commitment of the supervisor offers the
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salutory effect;; of 1) offering stidents a means of increasing their

likelihood of securing employment, 2) providing a model of a master in

the craft to wliom they may apprenl.ice themselves, and 3) inducting

students into the craft so that they begin work with competence and

confidence sufficient to sustain their belief in the general social

order as they search out personal advantage within a segment of the

social system.

The provision of a path and the institutionalization of means

to begin upon that path provide ego support for youth and detaeled 1,1orkers

which is sorely needed. i commenu those of you who provide that support.

Continue to peove worthy of that considerable contribution to the mental

health of the students you serve. However, pauae with mP now and delineate

the limits of your possibilities and responsibilities as a supervisor of

students.

The supervisor of vocational education is necessarily committed

to his craft. He has his goal and his basis for wanting that goal. However,

the student of the supervisor must develop his own goal and his own basis

for wanting it. Otherwise, a student will later act automatically; he will

not have assumed responsibility for choosing and pursuing his mn path in

life. The student must be given opportunity to choose; furthermore he

must be held accountable for his actions in the pursuit of his elected

alternative; finally, the student must have opportunity to give up and

start afresh if he begins to discover that the demands for action and

belief required in his supervisor's craft are incompatible with what he

presently either accepts and/or wants. The responsibility for supervision

of judgments of this nature must rest with the counselor. The counselor

must see to it that the student "lends his own meaning" (Fiankl, 1959)
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to the opportunities for choice inherent in the performance of the

elected craft, In order to accomplish this aim, the student needs the

help of the counselor who is neutral but not unsympathetic to the premises

of the supervisor's craft, but is committed to the premises of his own

craft -- namely, to see that each pupil has adequate opportunity and help

in finding meaning in life.

If the vocational school would espouse responsibility for the

cultivation of this will to meaning, I suspect that some of the frequently

expressed misunderstandings between vocational and so-called liberal

education could be dissolved. The advocate of liberal education fights

for individual responsiblity in the selection and substantiation of life

goals. Vocational education necessarily inducts students into a craft

which then limits their alternatives. The challenges to those in

vocational education are:

1) to induct students as they do because life involves the passage

into successively more narrow restraints which make the receipt and

processing of information manageable by the individual; but 2) to do so

without removing responsibility for the choice from the student during

his study. The program of guidance should be given the authority, opportunity,

and resource necessary for supervision of the student's responsibility

for choosing as he passes into the restraints of work from those of study.

The choice of area for vocational education rests in political

action as noted. This fact frequently creates tension in the organization

of a vocational school, The vocational character of the region in which

a vocational school lv,s been located can charge markedly and with great rapidity.

The areas of supervisiol offered In the vocational school ought to be

altered to accommoJate, and even sometimes to anticipate, such changes.
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However, the areas of supervision of a vocational or professional school

are limited by its faculty and the tenure of that faculty. In order to

meet the obligation to change within the bounds of staff, we must find

means of creating greater flexibility in the areas provf.ded for the

supervision of youth. All possibilities for increased flexibility require

extra funds which can be used in contingent ways. Furthermore, vocational

schools must reorganize so that the skills of the faculty are in accord

with tha times. The reorganization can be accomplished through 1) re-

direction of hiring policy as vacancies occur, 2) re-education of existing

members of the faculty, and/or 3) redefinition of the task of supervision

of faculty. Perhaps the permanent faculty of a vocational school should

offer general supervision of all apprentices regardless of craft. The

school would then need a fluctuating cadre of employees in nearby

industries to whom students could be apprenticed for supervision on a job.

The job supervisors would then work under direction of a permanent

superviors in the school, who would subsequently operate almost as a

counselor of the student. However, the p(-ri,?anent supervisor in such a

role would emphasI7e role assimilation (Mosher, 1964) by the student,

an emphasis not perpetually dictated by the problems met in counseling.

Time and T ming. The second major category of decisions in the

organization of vocaticnIal-technical education concerns time. How long

should vocational education be provided? How often should vocational

education of various lengths be offered to a citizen? In what sequence of

life problems should vocational education be offered to citizens?

I raise these questions of duration, frequency, and sequence of

vocational education to e7phasize that we are blind to need and to
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possibility when we provide but one opportunity for vocational education

to a citizen and that one chance only during his adolescence. The time

and timing of vocational education obviously hinges upon the technical

area and the clientele for the available training. ',echnical areas

requiring complex general foundations will obviously be offered later in

the life and will take a longer period of vocational education. Business,

design, divinity, education, law, and medicine exemplify areas in which

vocatichtatation comes later in life and lasts longer. Typing and

machine operation are offered earlier in life and require shorter periods

of apprenticeship.

I shall say more about the clientele of vocational education in

a later section. Here I merely note that youth who receive their

vocational education early in life and for only a short time are definitely

handicapped in their exposure to socialization in an educational frame.

Compare the opportunity for socialization available to the university

student with that piovided for the vocational student. The university

student ordinarily has three to six more years of socialization through

education th n does his vocationally educated brother. This condition

poses a p(radox since the university student freouentiv also holds the

edge in his capacity to deal with ;ociaL crisos through rational means.

Danger lurks in comparison of the extant of socialization for

university and vocational students. I do not want to force vocational

students to continue school at a time when they are sick of school. Students

must escape school at times. However, we should not wash our hands of

such people. They have second thoughts; they seetimes experience regret.

`cost of them need help in changing their skills to accor.modate a later
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market of needed talents. I urge the provision oflmore educational

opportunity for such people. Have no fears conceriting the independence

of adult; who through counseling in educational crises are really helped
,

to assume responsibility for their existence at tlk, same time that they

are helped to qualify for new opportunity in their time of duress. Such

people are truly independent but even independent people frequently need

extra resource from their society. What I fear is our failure to provide

-nough educational and economic opportunity for people in time of duress.

Lack of opportunity and hope breeds mental illness, social unrest, and

violence. We must find new ways to bring dignity to man and his seeking

of recognition through maintenance of his independence in collaboration

with his society. Machines are now placed in many former paths through

which this dignity has been found at work. However, the dignity prevails

whenever man in his conceptualization of the world remains master of

the machine rather than its slave. The supremacy of an over machine must

be maintained at any cost.

Curriculum and Procedure. The curriculum in vocational education

gains definition in relation to decisions on area, tin,,, timing, and

clientele. Decisions about the curriculum pre: -Ile railways whereby what

is known is assimilated by the clintele with the aid of procedures

efficient foi qualifying stAents for work in a part tilar area.

The main elemerts in decisions on the cl iculim are 1) what

is known which must be mastered (content for sh,rti 'Fld ') p:ccedure or

process for making the assimilation of knowledg, ,f :kient.

In commenting upon content in the vocati,q, l' curriculum, I

necessarily limit myself to gclieral considerati,.m.. no specific

palliAys to preparation are matters for t[ose H. it Pich area of

vocational training to determine. I here point ti str tal conditions
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which sometimes cause controversy among educators and citizens.

An inventory of required content can sometimes be constructed

for an area. If an explicit inventory cannot be constructed, there are

at least assumptions about necessary knowledge which exist in the mind2

of those responsible for determining the curriculum. Sets of needed

knowledge are then grouped as courses. Decisions are reached about

what can go on simultaneously and what requires simpler understanding

before more complex understanding can ensue. Sequences of courses and

the program as a whole arise from decisions of this kind.

Decisions about sequences define prerequisites. Prerequisites

provide means for inclusion or exclusion of applicants or for the

arrangement of courses upon acceptance of an applicant.

Prerequisites determine general education. However, teachers

of general courses also define what they teach. For these reasons, officers

of a vocational school will be perpetually involved with decisions about

general education in their school. Whet education will be required of all?

What part of this education will be provided in the vocational school

and what part in an earlier o. coordinate school? If vocational education

is conceived as a part of secondary education, what about the attainment

of goals of education for all citizens which are provided in non-vocational

secondary education?

I trust you see in these questions the bases for the disagreements

about the advisability of having vocational education as a part of secondary

duration, Furthermore, I presume you note the origins of problems re-

garding:

(1) establishing prerequisites;
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(2) organizing so-called foundation courses in your curriculum; and

(3) providing remedial work for applicants you want but find

deficient in one or a few courses which are needed.

At those times when advocates of vocational-technical training and the

defenders of liberal education are at loggerheaCs, perhaps both might

pause and recognize 1) the inability of a student to know it all, 2) the

need of some students for learning while doing, and .-A) the necessity o'

deciding even though one is not sure of the right alternative. If only

we could tolerate some ambiguity at the same time that we accept the

imperative of excellence, perhaps we might then at many times proceed

to educate rather than to attack or defend.

Supervised practice in the vocational curriculum requires two

distinct procedures. There is a procedure by which the student is inducted

into the operations of the craft. There is also a procedure of supervision.

The decisions determining the induction of the student into his

craft are conditioned by safety, expense, and availability of physical

resources. Such considerations create a pattern in the evsure of the

student ordinarily of the sequence:

(1) instruction about materials and operations upon materials;

(2) observation o' materials and production procedures;

(3) operation in a part of the productive sequence which is easy,

safe, and inexpensive; and

(4) Participation in the full process of the craft with regular

supervisory sessions which provide review, criticism, planning

afresh, and observation of petformance under direction of the

new plan.

(,),7y
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Unfortunately, the procedure of vocational education occasionally

includes the first three but not the last of these elements of instruction

through action. For instance, practice in teaching sometimes fails to

give the student experience as a fully responsible teacher under adequate

supervision.

When full responsibility in the practice of a craft is omitted

during training, students are denied supervision during their assumption

of responsibility for their action' :. Such denial constitutes a serious

deficiency in vocational and professional education when it occurs. Stu-

dents are thereby denied opportunity to develop confidence and competence

in a favored capacity. We cannot afford to let formal education terminate

before liberation of the student has occurred. The risks are that doubt,

defense, and despair become the outcomes of vocational education. Such

conditions predispose citizens toward personal discomfort, social unrest,

and mental illness.

The student and the supervisor become intertwined during the

course of the student's practice. The relationship must be sufficiently

intense so that the student knows that his competence is being closely

assessed. The relationship must be sufficiently objective so that the

attention of both parites can remain primarily on the task and, as possible,

not on the personality of student or supervisor. It is ridiculous to sup-

pose that the personality of the student is ignored during supervision.

Furthermore, it is ridiculous to think that the personality is not modified

should supervision prove successful. Nevertheless, the mark of good

supervision is to uval with the intentional systcL of the student

that the student can achieve confidence and competence in a limited

range of his activities, not throughout his entire personality.

1 1) Q
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J. S. Tyhurst, Massimo (1962), and Mosher (1964) offer interesting and

effective techniques for accomplishing this aim.

The dent System of Vocational-Technical Education

Opportunities provided through vocational education attract

students while studentsrequire accommodation in vccatioi'al education.

Vocational schools and their clients thus link their fortunes. However,

I separate students from opportunity in this section so that I can

conceptualize issues in vocational education. In reality, a vocational

system of education gets forged through the decisions on areas, time

and timing, and curriculum and procedure whiril have just been discussed

as well as those decisions on clients which determine who applies and is

retained for graduation.

Occupational Inheritance through Educational Choice. Who are

the clients of vocational education? The facts concerning the inheritance

of occupation through educational choice provides a first approximation

to the desired answer. In other words, we can begin by reviewing the

evidence regarding those who choose not to tend toward vocational-

technical education.

In the United States preliminary social sorting occurs at

grades 8 and 9 (Cicourel and Kitsuse, 1963). At this time students

choose to prepare themselves for college or not. The choice depends

heavily on both the socioeconomic position of the student's family and

on the scholastic aptitude of the student. Of course, the socioeconomic

position of the family and the scholastic aptitude of the student also
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-.7.:-.E to 3 per .:ent of students in the general distri:ution

of scholastic at,titunle generally intend to Co to ;:lloo 1..1 the :aired

States (Shea, 1954). This state7ent holds regardless of the socioeconomic

position of the family when the family is not definitely opposed to college.

There is sore slippage, however, should the famil, ce71.1in neutral. When

neutrality about college reigns in the family, financial considerations

and peer support tend to dictate the colleges choice of A $tudent.

The bottom 30 per cent of students in the general distribution

of scholastic aptitude probably do not ordinarily intend to go to college.

However) students whose parents are determined that their children go will

be going. Neutrality from the parents usually means that collogo

attendance becomes impossi.ble for students of low scholastic perforvance.

The college iic;ention of the middle 70 per cent of the students

in the United States generally follow socioeconomic lines. Parents of

lower social class do not ordinarily oppose college attendance but they

also do not take too definite a stand in many instances. Th ? absence of

support from parents plays havoc with the college intentions oi" youth

within this social class. When parents are opposed or neutral about.

college attendance, teachers, counselors, a-id peers can facilitate the

choice of a college program should they elect to do so.

1)O
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At present, from 30 to 35 per cent of a generation of youth

start college (Flanagan, et al., 1962, p. 2-11). Probably only 10 to

15 per cent of the generation graduate from a four-year college.

Although we know that vocational students come from '.:he non-

college group of students, we do not know the origins of vocational

school elections. We know that the vocational giJup is in large measure

defined by socioeconomic status of family and by scholastic aptitude of

the student because it stems from the non-college group. Within the non- -

college group, Cass, Kugris, and I (Cass and Tiedeman, 1960, and Kugris

and Tiedeman, 1959) have shown that the choice depends to a small degree

on more specific aptitudes than scholastic aptitude. However, it is well

known that vocational students don't necessarily elect vocational educa-

tion; :some students are placed in the vocational school because it is decided

either that it is the only way they can learn or that the vocational school

is the only place where their behavior can be contained.

However, vocational training merits existence on grounds other

than the incapacity o, youth to manage a school or university education. I

know that proponents of vocational schools in the C iced States now attempt

to be selective. The level of in the vocational graduate has been

raised as a result. But this strategy offers little help for the general

problems of education in the secondary school. Ve viust work on the problems

of education in greater scope than we have been wont to do.

Practice under supevision defines vocational eAucation. Practice

uncer supervision is a superior way to educate when JO is time

for a person to be inducted into an area of work. Practice under
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supervision may also be effective as a remedial program. The

effectiveness depends, however, on the variety of opportunity offered

a student and upon his development of a favored capacity in the course

of the practice under supervision. This latter task ordinarily requires

a good deal more counseling in cooperation with the supervised practice

than is required when the student has a tentative goal and is working to

commitment in an area during the step of induction.

The possibilities multiply for programs in secondary education

as one explores the noted lines. There are the college bound and the

non-college bound. Among the non-college there are the vocationally

committed and the vocationally uncommitted. Among the vocationally

uncommitted there are those at ease in a general program of study and

there are those in need of 1) directed activity for learning, 2) exploratory

activities and counseling, and/or 3) psychotherapy. The mentally deficient

will also appear among this latter group. Obviously, the mentally deficient

need a different program of activity than do some of the others who will

constitute groups defined according to my criteria. The spectrum for

which secondary education must account obviously broadens and deepens

as we follow the distinctions here created. patterns must be created in

education to accommodate all parts of the spectrums. Vocational education

deserves a part in the task but should not shoulder all of it.

Vocational Development. Vocational education brings its

adolescent student'' into two disdOntinuities of vocational relevance.

The first discoat-..auity is that of the vocational program itself. The

vocational program forces the student's choice of apprenticeship in
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a given craft into the aspect of implementation or adjustment. The

program constitutes demand or reality for this phase of the student's

vocational development. Will the student's career plan stand up and

become elaborated or will it be reformulated? Let's tackle that question

now.

The student progress is through steps of induction, reformation,

and integration with regard to the apprenticeship of an elected craft if

the program proves successful. The supervisors of students might well

attempt to cultivate the steps. In the first or induction step, the

student must be encouraged. During reformation, the student will

carry his own interest but challenge the supervisor by being more like

the supervisor than the supervisor may cLre to have him be. When

integration is achieved the student is more in command of his own impulses

in pursuit of the objectives of his craft and his more freedom to do

better at his craft while having excess energy to devote to next or other

aspects of choice in life, Supervisors should strive to help a student

achieve before graduation this degree of comprehension of living by

intentful action but with responsibility to others.

The second vocational discontinuity for the student in the program

of vocational education represents the landing of a job upon graduation.

The vocational program forces the student into the aspect of anticipation

or preoccupation with regard to the job discontinuity of vocational

development. I expect that the choice of job will prugrcss through steps

of exploration, crystallization, choice, and clarification during the

program of vocational study. Vocational development during vocational

education can differ from that noted here because job clarification may

be expected before entry into the vocational program. Although this

9 3
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policy offers hope that places in the vocational program will not be

wasted, the policy puts the vocational program at a disadvantage in

opportunity available for ego development through career development

if anticipation of preoccupation with job choice is left indeterminate

upon entry but placed in a condition of clarification upon departure.

Clarification grounded in examined choice represents a condition of

great potential both for the student and his future employer.

Should Ginzberg's (1951) theory of occupational choice prove

out, we cannot expect great stability in either the choice of apprentice-

ship or the choice of job on the part of the adolescent. You will recall

that Ginzberg hypothesizes that the young are in a period of fantasy

with regard to occupational choice just before they leave elementary

education and enter into elections of progratr.s for secondary school. The

condition of the occupational choice is supposed to have progressed into

a period of tentativeness but only the interest and capacity stages are

supposed to be complete when the apprenticeship has to he elected. However,

O'Hara ani I (O'Hara and riedeman, 1959) have shown that all aspects of

the capacity stage are not then complete. The students at the age of

program election in secondary school do not have a very accurate idea

of differential capacities although they may well declare in interview,

as Ginzberg claims, that they elected their then favored vocation because

they are good at it.

Ginzberg's theory casts further doubt upon the advisability of

expecting occupational choice to enter into a period of reality ciuring

secondary school. Ginzberg expects this kind of hehavior with regard

to occupational choice of the college student, not of the high school

student. I happen to believe that Ginzberg's periods and stages result

J
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from the demands on students more than from their developing

psychological capabil'ties (Tiedeman and O'Hara, 1963). However,

there is room for doubt here and those who organize vocational education

should face that doubt. Should vocational education be offered in early

adolescence? Actually, the young demand vocational education so the

question is largely acaderic. Nevertheless, examine the data which

Super and Overstreet (1960) have published on the vocational maturity of

ninth grade boys in the United States. Do not expect miracles in

vocational education offered in the period of early adolescence!

Vocational education is also offered to adults. Such adults

may be out of work when they begin study or they may undertake study for

a new craft while employed to perform a craft acquired earlier. The

unemployed need the new craft more urgently but they ray become committed

to it on bases which are not as satisfactory as those which form when the

imperative of subsistence exists only in anticipation rather than in

reality. There are interesting consequences of these observations.

The most obvious observation regarding the vocational education

of adults is that the vocational schools will find adult students in a

different condition of vocational development then they find adolescent

students. All adult students wil3 have had at least one job. Many will

have had more than owe job. The career pattern of the student becomes

important to the vocational education of adults. How has occupational

choice fared in the work history? Vbat stage of differentiation and

integration did a person reach in the discontinuities of each of the jobs

lie held? Pow did the continuities in his career progress with the

discontinuities of jots? Did the continuities become further differentiated

and integrated and leave the man raster of his work or did discontinuity

after discontinuity at work lead to confusi:n in the cognitive system of
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the man at work? Such is the road to despair, of course. Vocational

schools can benefit when they can plan for the education of adults in

terms of their vocational development and when they organize to facilitate

ego development through supervision of adults at practice acquiring a new

craft.

Vocational education for the unemployed, while necessary for

destitute, places education and the worker at a disadvantage. Education

is a resource for the differentiation and integration of the cognitive

basis for one's position in life. Educatioa must he sought by the student

who must consider himself master of his position in life. The forcing

of education upon someone creates the danger that the person may not

assume full responsibility for either the acquisition of knowledge which

might really be necessary or for his actions on a job in which that knowledge

will be called into play. In short, people forced into education tend

to blame "them" for error rather than to assume responsibility for their

own thought and action.

The alternative to providing vocational education for adults

only in tire of crisis is to provide that education more continuously.

However, it is not enough merely to have the education available.

Potential clients hav,' to be inte:es'A in available possibilities from

time to tine. Potential clients have to ,reate plans whi, h cause them

to embark upon new training while they are still able to c-nport the--21ves.

The placement of newly qualified students in ifs ,v,,eem is.lso has to be

watched with care because those persons are being Asked to wager certain

income from an old task against indefinite income in a newly preferred

task in which they cannot be sure that they will make good. Although the

task I have laid out for a new kind of anticipatory education of adults

is difficult, let us not Lose sight of its advantages. Anticipatory

I
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education offers the worker c,portunity to be master of his own

vocational choice. Anticipatory education also offers means to change

demands for skills if plans for chang?, are effected in advance and if

companies assume responsibility for seeing that transition in skill is

accomplished with dignity and without AnanLial privation.

Sociali_atic though Education. Becker (3163) has pointed

out that vocational students lack the opportunity for socialization

which is provided for the university student. I alluded to this point

in the earlier sub-section on the time and fining of vocational education.

Let us return to socialization through education now.

The university provides opportunity for students to live together

three or four years in a community separated from society. In college,

the student:

1) seeks a place in society in which his favored capacities

might find acceptance,

2) further develops favored capacities so that he may enjoy

confidence through competence as he takes up work in his

elected position,

3) strives for confidence in initiating and justifying

intentions of relevance to the cultivation of his favored

capacities,

4) learns how to collaborate with superiors and peers, particularly

peers of the opposite sex, and to promulgate a marriage, and

5) develops acquaintances among faculty, and peers and their

families who aid in the sponsorship of career after college.

Vocational schools undertake responsibilities for socialization

in only a limited fashion. The student is not ordinarily isolated from
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his family. He has already selected his goal and is only prepared to

take his place in the plant in which his talents might be needed. Further

socialization is considered to be unnecessary. Such is, in fact, far from

the case. The clients of the vocational school are probably most in need

of the added socializing ex ?eriences provided in the university. The

vocational student particularly needs instruction and practice in the

human relationships required at work. Olherwie, the student may be unable

to cope with the demands of new acquaintances on the job. Weakness in

such coping mechanisms leaves the student with slight defense and little

confidence, and subject to the whims of the bullies and demagogues at work.

Socialization is no frill in education. When the moratorium-like experience

proves successful, it is the very essence of liberation through cducation.

The student then emerges in command of life rather than a slave to it.

Career in Identity*

The capacity to engage in intentional activity of adequate qua-

lity finds its roots in childhood and elementary education. Let us, there-

fore, look more sharply at elementary and secondary education in general.

What influences does organization in those realms have upon the formation

of career in identity which is the problem of vocational education?

*I am indebted to J. S. Tyhurst, a colleague of mine at the Center
for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences during 1962-63, for numerous
ideas developed in this sub-section. Responsibility for this presentation

is of course mine alone.
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The vocational school precipitates, and organizes to aid

the resolution of a crisis in identity formation in adolescent or adult

students. Erikson (1959) suggests that crises of trust, autonomy,

initiative, and industry antedate the crisis of identity The resolutions

which the person achieves in these crises create a structure which

conditions his passage through the transitions inherent in accepting the

responsibility for intentional activity at work. The assumption of an

attitude of individual responsibility at work presumes a continuity in

ego development through elementary education. Let us consider several

of the more important elements which facilitate the development of career

in identity.

Meaning in the System." Man "becomes" by moving from one

structure to the next. Man himself lends continuity to the discontinuity

inherent in the transitions from structure to stru:ture. Manes vetv

for movement from structure to structure is conditioned by his understanding

that his desires can be achieved through the restraints of a new structure.

The school contributes in a critical way in giving pupils sense of

belonging to a system in which their desires have a reasonable possibility

of achievement. The elementary school thus occupies a critical place in

personal development which gears pupils into a system.

Pupils experience the crises of initiative and industry during

the period of elementary education. On the one hand, pupils are expected

to assume initiative in action; on the other, to devote themselves to goal

in ways which ate persevering. I consider initiative here: industry is

considered in the next sub-section.

Schools socialize children. Schools therefore have responsiblii:v
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1) for demonstrating to children what adults wish, 2) for encouraging

children to do what adults wish, 3) for encouraging children to pursue

what they wish within the restraints which adults place upon striving.

Some teachers pursue these goals so avidly that they forget that humanistic

conscience is a freely chosen control on impulse. Initiative must be encou-

raged before responsibility for action can be considered in ways such that

the responsibility becomes freely chosen rather than .7,ithoritatively imposed.

I note here that this premise also underlies my prior advocacy of vocational

education as the supervision of action rather than as the grooming for entry.

The teacher in the elementary school has no easy task in nurturing

initiative while socializing it. The teacher must both encourage impulse

and initiative and see that youngsters stand for social criticism of their

actions. The teacher must point the way to socially accepted action; the

teacher must insist upon socially accepted action: but the teacher must do so

in ways such that the spark of initiative is blown into flame while the fire

is banked so that it is controlled rather than destructive. The good teacher

in elemental), school contributes to such a groundwork for gearing the pupil

into the system. The pupil must come to know that he is expected to be him-

self, that he can be himself, and that there are places in society where he

can be himself provided both that he accepts certain restraints noon his

passage through those transitions and that he considers the wishes of others

while pursuing his own. Failure to lay this grourdwork creates difficulty

for vocational education at a later time.

Aeaning in Competence. Children gain an impression of worth

by experiencing competence through their actions. The teacher in the

elementary school faces children with two primary means of gaining
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competence, namely by illuminating intelligence through number and word.

The teacher must take great pains to see that the child develops a sense

of competence in both mathematics and the language arts because these means

for acquiring knowledge obviously condition the child's opportunities for

assuming personal responsibility in new situations.

However, the teacher in the elementary school must also be alert

to competencies other than those in mathematics and the language arts. Chil-

dren in the intermediate grades have boundless energy for work which they

then sta'L. to bind through great repitition of that which they are interested

in doing and trying which they feel competent. The teacher needs to be alert

to the ideas in which the child invests large quantities of time. Such invest-

ments need identification, encouragement, and socialization. The teacher must

react in a meaningf.ul way to the emerging personal competencies of each of his

pupils. Such action greatly facilitates the reso:ution of the crisis of indus-

try during late childhood. Furthermore, instruction in the process can help

children generalize their capacity to be industrious through choices offered

for the development of a sense of competence in study and work.

Meaning in Social Relationships. The child's attitude towards others

crystallizes around his relationship among members of his family, particularly

his parents. Nevertheless the child's world becomes expanded from yard into

neighborhood and then into school. The child's capacity to deal with other

people becomes conditioned by the sense of continuity 1-e experiences in his

meaning among the members of his widet.ing circle of acquaintances. The

school plays an important part in nourishing the child's sense of himself and

of his power among colleagues. 'the school does so by earning the child's

trust as he acts autonomously while exercising initiative and working assi-

duously.
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Play offers children opportunity to master social interactions.

If consolidated schools markedly interfere with the play of children or

wrenchingly detach children from neighborhood without substituting other

attachments of meaning, children are deprived of ways whereby they learn

the rudiments of being themselves among colleagues. Efficiency in

educational arrangements ought not be bought at great loss of opportunity

for play relationships among children. Children who are more deprived

of play for socialization are more readily alienated from their society.

Itsariinz in Work Relationships. We have so far considered the

importance of keeping the child's sense of possibility alive as he engages

in the transitions from home to neighborhood and then to school. The

school occupies a critical position in the transition of youth from

school to work. Hope for a desired position in society must be initiated,

nourished, and made quite certain of attainment. Let us be particularly

alert with regard to this last task. The school avoids responsibility

for passiag youth into work society at the risk both or its own viability

and of the hopes of youth.

If the school fails to relate itself :o its society, it fails

to assume an attitude of service. More importantly it fails to gain the

power from adults to commit themselves to the goals of the school and

thereby to serve the purposes of the school, This is why I conclude that

the viability of the school is in danger when it refuses to be concerned

about existing work relationships and/or tho,:e anticipated in the future.

The nourishment of cherished hopes in youth is on even more
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compelling reason for the maintenance of responsibility for the

placement of graduates. The school must create a pay-off quality for the

labors of youth in the secondary school. This pay -off quality gives

meaning to study for youth. Responsibility for the pay-off cannot be

shirked as youth is em..onlaged co develop a personal sense of himself

at work in his society. Youth senses when adults urge, but either don't

believe or won't go to bat for them.

The vocational school exists to create meaning at work for

youth and adults. The responsibility brings with it the responsibility

to place graduates. A vocational school must take seriously the

responsibility for place.,2nt. Otherwise the school will fail to project

to its students the belief in employment and in service through wotk

which is so necessary for the young to find career in identity.

Organization for the Program in Occupational Guidance

Organization of the Vocational School for Guidance-in-Education.

The cornerstone of my argument is the presumption that vocational-technical

education should exist. Grounds for vocational education now exist in

relation to automation, unemployment, and urban redevelopment; the problem

is how, not whether, to engage in vocational education.

I have delimited the bounds of the client system in vocational

education by making reference to current theory in career development.

The capacity to analyze principles of decision and to delineate the career

characteristics of the clientel of vocational schools stems from knowledge

of occupational psychology as that knowledge is being fashioned into theor

in career development. A vocational school can expect this kind of
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capability when it hires a counselor trained in career development.

The counselor contributes a goal to the vocational school as

well as the knowledge of career development which comes from both analyses

of the past and sensitivity to the future career implications of today's

decisions about work. The counselor encourages among students the will

to purposeful action through education. The enigma of freedom arises for

the pupil when the counselor acts as teacher and when the teacher, in an

effort to rectify difficulties in that realm, acts as counselor should

the counselor fail to discharge his role. The assumption of freedom then

becomes completely programmed for the young because the young no longer

encounter opportunity for choice which is freely extended and can be

freely accepted.

challenge those in vocational education to turn vocational

education into a liberating education. The task can be done when we

incorporate counselors into the staff of vocational-technical education

provided that: 1) we employ counselors with an understanding of the goal

and with the capacity to attain it reasonably frequently through professional

action; and 2) we organize teaching and counseling so that they are related

in a complementary fashion. The present supplementary organization for

counseling rather than the necessary complementary organization simply

endangers the freedom of youth further. Counseling does not necessarily

aid teaching. Counseling only creates capacity, confidence, and

responsibility for choosing during the exercise of the possibility

to be intentful. Of course, the student can enhance his acquisition of

knowledge when he acts intentfully in class. However, the option to act

with intent must belong to the student, not to teacher or counselor.
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Teacher and counselor can only offer the opportunity and supervise

pupils as they attempt to take advantage of opportunity.

Organization of Guidance-in-Vocational Education,

A. Role of the Counselor. Guidance services should be a part

of the organization for instruction in all vocational schools. As noted,

counselors should be expected 1) to contribute from the theory of career

development in both the justification of vocational education and the

organization of resource to optimize career development in pupils, and

2) to the performance of the clinical activities needed to achieve the

goal of cultivating the will to purposeful action. I here use the term

"clinical" to refer to those acts of judgment which the counselor must

personally perform in order to cultivate the will to purposeful action

most efficiently in each case.

The counselors offering guidance services will encourage the

vocational school to conceive its responsibilities as supervising the

induction of its clients into work through the means of apprenticeship.

The counselors expect the teachers and/or supervisors in the vocational

school 1) to set a model for the student at work, 2) to prepare the student

for the assumption of responsibility of his craft, and 3) to supervise

him in the performance of his craft during the early phases of his work

in it. The aim of the supervisor will be didactic. The counselor, on

the other hand, 1) wil' serve as exemplar for tha student in the realm

of purposeful action, 2) will tutor him in the Processes of purrose, and

3) will supervise him in class and at work with regard to his will for

purposeful action. The aim of the counselor will be to have the student

adopt an attitude of being purposeful. Here, being purposeful does not
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mean that the pupil's every act must be conducted with purpose.

Being purposeful means only that there should be reduction in defensive-

ness and deceit during reconsideration of lost opportunities for pur-

poseful action. However, this aim can be achieved only through

sensitizing the pupil's capacity to anticipate events and to somewhat

determine his path as events occur.

Because the basic data used by supervisor and counselor in

the scheme of didactic supervision proposed here are so similar, supervisor

and counselor will work in close association through consultation about

cases. Of course, the powers of both colleagues must be clearly delineated

and either party should not hesitate to do what he considers best within

his authority even though that alternative is not favored by his colleague.

However, the supervisor should recognize that the counselor is expert in

the psychology of interpersonal relationships and should allow the

counselor to help him improve his supervision of pupils at work in the

craft. Improvement will require the counselor to observe the supervision

occasionally and then to criticize, plan, and review with the supervisor

so that needed modifications can be encouraged and attained. For his

part, the counselor should permit the supervisor to oversee him occasionally

when the counselor discusses with pupils the specifics of the crafts in

which the supervisor is expert.

The counselo.s will encourage the elementary schools providing

students for their vocational school to enhance the meaning for pupils

of 1) "the system," 2) competence, 3) social relationships, and 4) work

relationships. The counselor will also directly attend to these meanings

in the vocational school. He will attempt to see that socialization takes
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place during the apprenticeship to a craft as arranged in the vocational

school. The aim is 1) to have integration with regard to the choice of

the appr-mticeship itself, and 2) to place the student in a condition of

clarification with regard to the choice of work.

B. Counselor-Pupil Ratio. The counselors in the United States

believe that they can be responsible for not more than 250 students and

still do an adequate job. Tn determining this ratio, counselors do not

include class observations and counseling sessions about those observations

in their work inventories. The inclusion of observation and supervision

in class can be done only with a marked reduction in the nu,ber of pupils

a counselor can serve. Probably one counselor per 100 is a realistic

estimate. I would personally refuse such an assignment if asked to be

responsible for more than 150 pupils. With a larger quantity of pupils

assigned to my care, I could not produce that for which I had become

accountable.

G. Auciliary Psychological Services. The counselor should

expect to find that a fair pecentage of the students in his charge

lack ego-development fundamental to the will to purposeful action. The

counselor shr,uld attempt to secure psychological and/or psychiatric

help for such students. Some counselors may themselves be equipped to

be of great help. However, the investment of the time of the counselor

in activities of this kind should occur only after full discussion with

the principal of the vocational school. Some schools may ask counselors

to perform this service; others may not. Counselors quahfied in

psychotherapy will expect to perform psychotherapy in schools. The school

frequently offers circumstances quite conducive to .access in psychotherapy.
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Principals who are prepared to bear the cost and the potential

dificulties with pupils, parents, and some professional people should

not hesitate to permit counselors qualified in psychotherapy to

engage in psychotherapy.

Although I suggest that the decision to provide psychotherapy

for students be an iruividual matter for the administration of a Specific

vocational school, the t,Zhool system as a whole cannot afford to ignore

the problem. Eight Lo fifteen per cent of an age group can be expected

to possess debilitating problems of ego-development which are sufficiently

severe to mako education with only regular procedures quite difficult.

The school system must find a means of responsibl; coping with these

children even though a particular vocational school may elect to exclude

such students. As you face the problem, remember that the school

system ordinarily makes decisions about its psychotherapeutic esponsibilities

in consultation with psychologists and/or psychiatrists who reside in the

community.

The Intrigue and Difficulty

of Liberation through Vocational Education

In conclusion, I urge the vocational school to accept

responsibility for the attainment of liberation through education. However,

the vocational school suffers in two ways with regard to the objective

of liberating through vocational education. In the first place the public

does not expect the vocational school to liberate pupils through Its

program. In the second plat.:. the public doesn't believe that liberation
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can be achieved by training for a technical goal. I have argued

that vocational education should assume the goal of liberation through

education. Furthermore, I have Anted to how this goal can be

facilitated through vocational education. Guidance services will

prove indispensable should you attempt liberation through education.

However, the attempt will require other modifications in program and

budget. Therefore, although I sincerely hope you accept my challenge,

I would understand if you didn't.
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CHAPTER 17

LIBERATION THROUGH EDUCATION
*

Overv-few

Chapters 12 and 14 have previously alluded to a theory of Guidance-

in-Education which Tiedeman is developing. In this Chapter Tiedeman more

fully discusses the role of ale school counselor from the ilirspective of

his analysis of liberalism as a central force in educational structure and

process. He develops a ccncept of "liberation through education" as a pro-

cess of individual and collaborative initiative by consich.ring iv succession

each of four sub-structures of the teaching process: (1) accuracy, (2) dis-

covery, (3) insight, and (4) self. He suggests then that a concept of edu-

cational structure cannot be modeled on an analysis of either the teaching

or the learning processes alone, but must, instead, be viewed through the

union of individual and collaborative activities comprising both processes.

This union he then analyzes by means of three p!imary sub-structures: (1)

"incorporation," (2) "authority," and (3) "responsibility."

A fundamental asymmetry in the functional ,prerequisites of these

sub-phases of the educational processes is then invoked as the basis for

making an analytical distinction between the roles of the teacher mod the

counselor. Tiedeman's thesis here is that the role of the teacher is defined

primarily by the functional requirements of a "collaborative" mode of "initia-

*
This Chapter is a part of a speech by David V. Tiedeman which was delivered

under title "Liberation through Education: A Goal and Theory of Challenge
to School Counselors" at the International Guidance Conference Board, in
meeting at Maasena, New York, 14 May 1966. Tiedeman owes the origin of these
ideas to discus:ions with William G. Perry, Jr. and John Northam.
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tive" that emphasizes the pedagogies of "accuracy" and "discovery," while

the role of the counselor is, in turn, defined primarily by the functional

requirements oe. the "personal" mode of "initiative" that emphasizes the

sub-structures of "insight" and "self." Tiedeman offers further definition

of this distinction is roles by suggesting, on the one hand, that the theore-

tical basis for the teacher's activities rests in static inquiry concerning

accuracy and discovery, while his pedagogical judgment involves fluid inquiry

concerning insight. O the other hand, Tiedeman suggests that the counselor's

activity is theoretically based in static inquiry into insight and :elf as

process with his clinical judgments based on fluid considerations of accuracy

and discovery in pedagogy.

In viewing the position of students, and teachers and counselors

within a context of the asymmetrical responsibilities defined by this analy-

sis, Tiedeman concludes with specific implications for administrative respon-

sibility and community support.

As with the concept of "supervised practice" outlined in Chapter 16,

the principle of distinction upon which this analysis of educational structure

is based entails further aspects of the exploratory-crystalliEstion, discov-

ery-confirmation, tacit-artic,..late, conscious-preconscious-uncon-cious,

structure-process, being-bec-,ming, individual collabc-cative conteyts of func-

tional autonomy that have been sounded throughout the book.

The Counselor's Chal1enae: To Parr,-.i.,ipate iA the Cultivation

of Liberation through Education

The practice of Guidance in edccation as a complement to teaching,

rot in the mere improvement 'f teaching itself, leads to liberetion through
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education, However, despite our present programs in Guidance, liberation

th-rough education now occurs only at a spontaneous rate, not at a rate

which might result from more deliherate cultivation of freedom through

education. This then shall be my
*

challenge to all of us counselors;

namely, that we cultivate the rate of liberation through education more

assiduously thIn has been our wont in the past.

Progress in Recent Time

Although my challenge essentially starts from the premise that

we in Guidance lack adequate understanding of the goal of Guidance itself,

I first pause to acknowledge considerable gains is the past fifteen years

even with present understandings for our practice. The practice of Guidance

has not stood still even though the practice has also not advanced as far as

I think it can.

Practice in Guidance has expanded only in secondary education since

1950. Furthermore, this expansion has been a response to forces largely

external tL the practice of Guidance itself. These forces include increases

in enrollments, aroused public interest in education for national survival,

and technological change which of late ha:, p:shed vocational choice out of

the realms of social convention and convenience a..d more into the realm of

enlightened individual responsibility. These external forces have produced

real gains in the lowered ratio of students to counselors which reflect

increased public confidence in the outcome of practice as well as increased

need brought on by external circumstances.

Since we are again trying to create the illusion o. an audience, we let
Tiedeman speak in the first person in this Charter.
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At the higher levels of education, Guidance is not well developed.

The existence of seminars, tutorials, and adviserships which tend to bear

the form but not the substance of Guidance, acts to reduce institutional

interest in Guidance practice at this level. Administrators and teachers

generally confuse tutoring and Guidance. Furthermore, therc. is not much

understanding in the higher circles of education that the cultivation of

intuition is as important a part of education as La the cultivation of

*
efficiency. As a result, Guidance services are not deeply imbedded in the

campuses of colleges or universities.

Finally, at elementary levels in education, Guidance also seems to

be developing at a rate largely proportional to the rate of population expan-

sion. The practice of Guidance at the elementary level is largely prosecuted

through the field of psychology. Psychology has support from psychiatry fcr

iurerest in he prevention of mental illness. However, psychology has not

gene far toward changinl public knowledge of its service from that of first-

aid like treatment to the cultivatis,a of coping modes in relation to the

expression of responsible intuitions.

In 'oeneral then, I believe that there has been a small proportion-

ate gain in counselor time for students in the secondary school bait that

there has been little or no proportionate gain Jri counselor time per student

in either elementary or higher education. The result is that those of us

in Guidance practice experience a sense of perpetual 'cliff hanging." There

is considerable public pressure to reorganize the role cf the teacher. The

new curricula are presently the primary modes for such re-organizations of

Professor Richard M. Jones of Brandeis University has just completed one of
the best statements regarding these issues: Fantasy and Feeling in Education,
the author's unpublished manuscript (1967).
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roles. Computer-based presentaticns and evaluations of student responses

are on the near horizon, for the next decade. In these 1122ffAiag changes,

the counselor today finds himself essentiall:, without enough time, resource,

or theory to reorganize his role while the teacher role is simultaneously

under re-organization. This is so in the secondary school as well as at the

other two levels of education despite the growing increase of counselor time

per student at the secondary level. Especially at the secondary level, the

present roadblock is a lack of theory. Therefore, I address this roadblock in

the remainder of my paper.

Directions of Argument with Foundations

My purpose here is to lay out a more credible linguistic framework

for improving practice in Guidance. I do so in essentially six parts. The

starting and concluding sections of the primary argument first analyze and later

synthesize the four sub-structures of pedagogy and 3uidance which are the transi-

tion in my argument. The four sub-structures of pedagogy and Guidance which I

shall consider are: 1) accuracy in education; 2) discovery in education; 3)

insight in education; and 4) self in education.

Although my argument for self in education as goal and process of

education can presently be only logical and organizational, I first want to chart

a more familiar background for the development of self-in-process. In doing so,

I alsc intend to offer available grounds for the likelihood that my prescription

of logic and organization which follow; can be realized.

Note as I proceed that I place cognitive development at the core of my

analysis of self -in- prices:. In my analysis of pedagoi4 I consider first the

concepts of "accuracy" and "efficiency". Here the work of B. F. Skinner wt.ich

had given rise to programmed instruction is most relevant.
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I will naxt deal epistemologically with the capacity for thought

as I analyze discovery in education. Piaget (see Flavell, 19E3) provides

excellent foundational observations on the development of those capacities,

and I will attempt extremely modest augmentation of those foundations by

sharing with you my experience in trying to make a "science-like" procedure

explicit for students in the Harvard-Lexington Summer Programs. In this

regard I remind yogi also that Bruner (1962, 1966), deals with the pedagogy

of discovery and with the substantive structures of several school subjects

which make suet pedagogy possible and efficient.

In the last two of my transition sections, I will bring the psycho-

social position of the student into relief as I consider first insight and

then self as process. Erikson (1959, 1961) beautifully lays out th' devel-

opmental processes of insight and self. Super and colleagues (1963) bring

the self concept, as experienced through vocation, into further relief.

O'Hara and I (Tiedeman and O'Hara, 1963) introduce personal development

through career development into Erikson's and Super's genexal writing about

self.

Rogers (1951) and Shlien (1962, 1963) give clear definition of self

theory and of some technique capable of bringing self into awareness and

operation. My colleague, William Perry (1967), has nicely delineated the

development of liberation through education in some detail. Furthermore,

Maslow (1962) and White (1963) are originating a theory of motivation in

which self-englightening competence figured centrally. This theory is at

the core in my belief in a coping, not defending mode for self-in-process.

What I am trying to do by means of the inventory which I have just

made is to bring awareness that there is basis for what I will now attempt

915
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to integrate as a goal for Guidance-in-Education. Furthermore, I have

tried to indicate the knowledge, time, and attei,tion which will be needed

in giving substance to my prescription. A form of substance for my pres-

cription en help is that of specifying an organization of education needed

for attainment of my goal. I attempt this task after first laying out my

logical analysis which I now undertake.

Teaching, Learning, and Education

I start what I hope will be our joint search for expanded theory in

Guidance by reflecting on the meaning .3f "teaching" and "learning." In

teaching, initiative first rests with the teacher. People, ideas, things

exist; for example, 1) the school organization, 2) the subject the teacher

is responsible for teaching, 3) the concepts and their interrelationships

inherent in a unit salected by the teacher, 4) the teacher's plan for today's

action, and 5) the responsibility for the teacher .lomentarily to respond to

stun nts within plan, unit, subject, and school in ways such that the

teacher's understanding becomes shared by his students. Such conditions

delineate the paradigm of teaching; namely 1) the preFumA sharing 2) with

students 3) of knowledge (or cultur') 4) under circumstances of initiation

5) by an officer (the teacher) of the society.

Whet then is the meaning of " learning"? In learning initiative

rests with the student. Bet there are two forms in which initiative can be

expressed by the student. In one form, the personal form, initiative exists

only internally in unior. with personal needs, desires, and purposes. I shall

return to consideration of this personal form at a later point. First I

shall consider the second form in which the student can exercise his initia-

tive in learning, namely the student-teacher collaborative form.

1
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Learning as it takes place in school is primarily a collaborating

form of expressing student initiative. In this student-teacher form of

collaborating initiative in education, the student is to incorporate some-

thing; for example, the concepts and their interrelationships inherent in

the unit selected by the teacher, the plan of the teacher, the responses

the teacher makes to the student within the teacher's plan, unit, subject,

and school.

The exercise of learning initiative through collaborative student-

teacher endeavors encompasses three sub-structures which are worthy of speci-

fic note for us. All of these sub-structures str m fran the juxtaposition

of collaborative and personal initiatives inherent in the paradigms of

teaching and learning which I have just specified. Therefore, think of

teaching and learning together as I attempt delineation of their three impor-

!ant sub-structures in initiative. If you think in that comparative frame,

I believe you will be helped to "see" r.y sub-structures within the juxtapo-

sition I myself will make for you.

The first sub-structure of my union of teaching and learning is

"incorporation." The sub-structure of incorporation stems from the reality,

the prior existence, of subject matter which is inherent in teaching and

learning in schools. Stu4ents being taught are expected to incorporate an

idea which previously was possessed by the teacher only.

The second sub-structure also stems from the fact of prior existence

of subject matter in the teaching and learning paradigms. In incorporation,

the student is subject to the authority of the teacher. In the "authority"

sub-stiucture incorporation may be hindered, unaffected, or facilitated by

the existence of student need or expressed desire for incorporation. It
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thus becomes imperative in education to favor rational authority for learning.

Students are to come to belief on rational grounds. However, rational grounds

do not require an absence of authority. Authority can be rational as well as

irrational.

"Responsibility" thus becomes the third important sub-structure

emanating from juxtaposition of the paradigms of teaching and learning. The

teacher attempts to share initiative for assimilation of his subject with the

student. If the student assumes responsibility for the assimilation, the

reacher finds the student's motivation to be high. If the student fails to

assume responsibility for incorporation during assimilation, the teacher finds

the student's motivation to be low, or non-existent. Obviously, a student

without apparent initiative does not necessarily lack motivation, per se. The

student may have considerable initiative which he expresses in the personal

mode. The student's apparent lack of motivation may merely mean that there has

not been a successful sharing of initiative during incorporation in the colla-

borative mode. In such event, fault could rest in the organization of the

student's sub-structure of authority during assimilation. On the other hand,

fault could also rest in the external structure of authority; the teacher may

be at fault. Where fault rests thus becomes a professional matter of consider-

able import. Without shared initiative, incorporation during assimilation of

teaching will lack the power of becoming generative; assimilation will either

not occur or remain reproductive.

I have specified the sub-structures of incorporation, authority, and

responsibility inherent in the concept of initiative exercised in the

teacher-student collaborative context involved in teaching. I turn next to

relate teaching and learning to education. The term "education" is used in

several senses. In one use, education is made synonymous with teaching.

(.18
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This curricular use of the tern "education" incorporate.; subjects end peda-

gogy into the meaning of education but omits lr ;ming. A secoud sense for

Education is 6; synonym for learning. Learning here enters the meaning of

of the term but ordinarily to the exclusion of the curric-1um. Therefore,

neither common use provides explicit focus for personal initiative as a

oal of education.

I believe that the exercise of personal initiative represents the

highest goal of education. Therefore, I suggest we think of education not

as subjects, pedagogy, or mere learning but as a concept subsuming teaching

and learning. In that linguistic frame for the term "education," we can

examine an educational organization of ideas, things and persons with promise

for the cultivation of personal initiative within a framework which essen-

tially exists for the cultivation of collaborating initiative. I shall

engage in my examination by reference to 1) accuracy in education, 2) dis-

covery in education, 3) insight in education, 4) self in education, and 5)

responsibility and freedom in education.

Accuracy in Education

My paradigm of teaching calls for articulation of 1) the presumed

sharing 2) with student 3) of knowledge (or culture) 4) under circumstances

of initiation 5) by an officer (the teacher) of society. Knowledge is the

pivotal idea in my paradigm. The teacher is the agent cf "tran6Y?'. The

teacher has "possession" of this knowledge. These conditions btLng into

stark relief the necessity for accurate specification by the teacher of

what is to be transferred. Without accurate specification, the teacher

cannot make the: subject clear as it stands between himself and his student.
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If he does not, the possibility for incorporation attribtttable to the

teacher in turn becomes nil as clarity in the subject fades from the stu-

dent.

Public expectation that teaching will fostec incorporation during

assimilation brings the need for transfer from teacher to student into

focus. The idea ichereit in prior knowledge thereby assumes critical

importance. Experts proceed by a process of abstracting ideas, making them

clearer, more vivid. The teacher in his turn tends 1) to bring the student

into relation with the ideas and 2) to sharpen the student's awareness that

those ideas must come to reside in him if they are to have Jater power.

Thus the shaping of behavior become critical in pedagogy. Accuracy and

efficiency in assimilation become, and must remain important watchwords in

education. The problem is not that these watchwords be present; the problem

is that the timing and sequeucing of their presence be subject to the adequate

professional judgment of a teacher.

Discover} in Education

Responsibility takes form in collaborating initiative as personal

initiative differentiates from uncritical acceptance of ideas which the

teacher proffers the student for inccrroration. Discovery can be a peda-

gogical means which the teacher may employ first to encourage personal initia-

tive and to facilitate its development when and as it appears.

The teacher employs the pedagogy of discovery within the frame of

collaborating initiative. Discovery teaching is, however, bounded by a

teacher's 1) prior understanding of the concept offered in the discovery

mode and 2) expectation of what will be discovered. In discovery teaching,
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the teacher arranges students in relation to resources so that students

have every encouragement to operate on the resources. The basic paradigm

discovery is 1) comprehension 2) of idea 3) in relation to operation

on resource in which the idea has its foundations.

A linguistic procedure exists which can in turn subsume the meaning

of discovery. The linguistic procedure consists 1) of defining a problem,

2) of inveating alternative explanations for the phenomena observable in

relation to the problem, 3) of undertaking observations designed to select

from among competing explanations, 4) of investing the more plausible

explanations with belief held in a committed but tentative fashion, and

5) of operating as if the belief were true until such Lime as further rele-

vant evidence from personal or share experience causes the person to tumble

the whole explanatory system about again in search of new crystallizations.

Because this science-like procedure can be expressed linguistically

the teacher can acquaint students with the language of scientific procedure

while engaging them in the actual process of discovering. It remains a moot

point as to when discovery should be given explicit denotation. However,

it is eventually necessary for the language to be invested with meaning

through prior experience if students are to comprehend their experiences of

pers nal initiative within the collaborative circumstances of initiative

encompassing discovery in schools.

The clarification of an idea during operations on resources repre-

sents the main paradigm of discovery as I have previously noted. In this

paradigm ideas can be given form in direct relationship to possibilities for

action. The subsumption cf the specifics of an idea by more general ideas

of direct relevance to action constitutes A form of structure which Bruner
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(1962) so ably elucidates. However, I pause here to create a differen-

tiation of considerable import for my later argument. Bruner makes use

of the concept of subsumption in direct relation to the ideas of a subject.

He thus limits the concept to the presentation of possibilities of rele-

vance to the particular domain of the subject itself. Bruner speaks then

of the emergence of higher order concepts within a subject, not of higher

order concepts of subject in explicit life action. Although it is true

that the teacher experiences greater success in helping students to discover

higher-order conceptions within the structure of a subject by placing that

subject in a use context in life, the teacher's application have two bounds.

One bound is that of direct relevance. An immediate and explicit subject

serves to determine the relevance of the teacher's illustrations. The

second bound is that of time. The teacher must illustrate in terms of tle

immediate or the presently quite vivid in imagination, not in term' of very

future possibilities or of possibilities which we associate more with fantasy

than with imagination.

Consider now the importance of the distinctions whica I have just

outlined vis-a-vis the work of teacher and counselor. within the framework

so far developed, the distinction within the paradigm of discovery that the

teacher deals with subject-relevant and more immediate contexts of use offers

two bases for further distinction which are of great importance. The teacher

is bound by relevance and time in terms of student expectations; the cotnse-

lor is less bound in these terms. However, as I show later, the counselor

is himself bound in terms different from the teacher.
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Insight in Education

When a teacher uses discovery ss a pedagogic device, personal

initiative has opportunity for expression within the context of collabor-

ative activity. A perceptive teacher has opportunity within this context

to help a student come to understanding of aspects of his own style in

personal initiative. The help o. teacher can provide is extended through

tutoring and advising the student h. elication of the science-like proce-

dure of discovery. Students who develop an understanding of the procedure

of discovery possess the capacity for realization of insight. Understanding

presumes the rapacity to offer accurate explanation of the procedure of

discovery in relation to discoveries which are taking 1,lace. In short,

understanding presumzs both that a person has discovered and that he can

offer an accurate and explicit explanation of his discovery.

As a person confirrvw his discoveries, he has opportunity to invoke

the scientific procedure, which he presumably has prior linguistic compre-

hension of, to order his statements of those discoveries. If and as, the

person does so, he forges a place in his explanations where he is forced to

invoke the concept "proldem." A "problem" is a term which is necessary

to explicit linguistic expression of something which is known only tacitly

prior to its expression. (This distincticn is developed further in Chapter 18.)

Polanyi (1958) offers significant commentary upon the scientific

method relation to the making of tacit understandings into explicit wide :-

standinEs. However, we have at our own disposal two means of making what 1

now hopz is ycur tacit understanding more explicit for you. I do so by using

as illustration my own turning of the tacit understanding underlying this

paper into explicit understanding for you.
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First consider my explicit formulation of this argument itself.

The explicit formulation did not exist before I sat down to frame it.

Indeed, I can assure you that it arose only from considerable thought and

inner turmoil. Furthermore, I can assure you that my inner turmoil persiz-

ted throughout the explicit framing and continues during its pre -.ntation

to you. However, now that my formerly tacit understanding is becoming

more explicit I can recognize many punts in my writings and relationships

in which aspects of the understanding had previously appeared and been in

play. Furthermore, I can remember numerous meetings with family, students,

the public, and colleagues in which I have been asked to bring murky aspects

of my tacit understanding into clearer expression for shared understanding.

All of those circumstances would bave to be a part of my explanation for

the existence of my "problem" condition as I sat down and started to live

in Imagination this present staring with you. They are the conditions giving

rise to "insight" which brought forth this speech.

Now consider the problem of insight in the more general context of

school. Take this as our second effort to bring insight into clarity.

Remember that in the school context we have initiative primarily in a colla-

borative context. Insight which gives rise to a tacit understanding stems

from the union of personal initiative expressed in context of collaborative

initiative. The patterns of experience and thought of the student are brought

into play with tl-e patterns of thought and experience wnicli are being created

by the teacher through the pedagogy of discovery. If the student assumes

responsibility for the resources and limitation imposed by the role of the

teacher in the pedagogy of discovery, insight can occur. If the student
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fails of this responsibility, insight cannot occur. Assumption of that

responsibility is not, of course, a sufficient condition for the emergence

of insight; however, it is a primary necessary condition.

Now reflect upon my formerly denoted sub-structure of authority

in relation to the assumption of responsibility during learning. The fail-

ure of the student to assume responsibility during teaching by means of

discovery may result from difficulty he experiences with authority. Further-

more, he may be frightened of the oppornnity for personal initiative which

is being offered to him. This is a type of condition that the teacher can

deal with in a tutorial or advisory type of relationship with student.

However, the student may, instead, also be confusing the freedom of personal

initiative with the license of denying the necessity for collaborating

initiative. Such a situation must bring the teacher himself to fore as a

participant in the prob!.em and the problem must then be handled by a coun-

selor or psychologist working in cooperation with the teacher.

Thus the concept of insight brings me to the turning point in my

argument for ',he dual roles of teacher and counselor in education. The

pedagogy inherent :11 teaching primarily stems from both accuracy and discov-

ery in education end only secondarily from insight. This must be so because

the context of teaching is by societal definition primarily a collaborative

context. Therefore, the teacher, starting from the "outside" with an

interest in incorporation, inevitab:y encounters t'e problem of "authority"

inherent in collaborative initiative. On the other hand, the techniques

inherent in Guidance in education stem primarily from the concept of insight

and only secondarily from the concepts of accuracy and discovery in educa-

tion. This must be so because the context of Guidance is primarily that of
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facilitating personal initiative. Therefore, the counselor reasons from

the "inside" toward the "outside" and primarily meets the problem of

incorporation with the issue of authority inherent in the union of personal

and collaborative initiatives. The counselor remains as an officer of

education because he is interested that insight occur in all students with

responsibility. The concept of responsibility demands that a person come

to understand the process of insight itself.

I pause here to underscore the asymmetrical nature of the responsi-

bilities which my linguistic frame attributes to the teacher and the couftse-

lor, both working in collaboration to facilitate teaching and learning within

the organization of education. Schwab (1962)
*
makes an observation relevant

to this matter, pointing out that there are two phases of scientific inquiry.

One phase of scientific inquiry is static inquiry. In static inquiry,

assumptions set boundary conditions on the formation of problems. Scientific

solutions to problens so defined are then worked out within those boundary

conditions. Static inquiries give rise to more and more minute investiga-

tions of conditions which become refined through one static inquiry after

another. The complimentary phase in Schwab's view of scientific inquiry is

fluid inquiry. In fluid inquiry the boundary conditions of static inquiry

n.e themselves subject to reason during the process of inquiry. Boundary

conditions may or may not be considered in relation to the results of static

inquiries which they have formerly circumscribed. However, scientific insights

f a fluid nature are frequently more powerful if they result in higher-

order organizations which encompass earlier lower-order organizations of

.tatic inquiries.

See also Kuhn's view of Scientific Revolution as discussed in Chapter 15.
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I find Schwab's concepts of great use in considering the asymme-

trical conditions in which I prescribe tnat teacher and counselor work.

The teacher works in terms of static inquiries in the pedagogical realms

of accuracy and discovery dnd in terms of fluid inquiry in the realm of

insight. The counselor does the reverse. The counselor works in terms

of static inquiry in the realm of his techniques (insight and self-as-

process) and in terms of fluid inquiry in the realms of pedagogical accuracy

and discovery. Thus two procedures each asymmetrical for each officer of

the school can become symmetrical for the student when teacher and counselor

collaborate. I shall return to this distinction once again after I next

discuss self in education.

Self in Education

In delineating the concept of "insight," I first invoked a need

for the precondition of understanding scientific procedure during discovery

pedagogy. Then through illustration, and later through definition of the

interposition of personal and collaborative modes of initiative under

expectation of resprlsibility, I provided an explicit linguistic frame for

the concept of insight. Now let's take a -: step, namely, the step of

bringing a linguistic understanding of the process of insight into use in

the analfsis of life experience itself. If understanding ensues from such

a placing of familiarity with process structu-es into viable relationship

with life experiences, self appears in education. That is, if a person

first succeeds in getting formal grasp of the process of insight and then

can reasonably freely make use of this process with accuracy in his life

context, he achieves the capacity to comprehend self. I believe that educa-

tion should be org4nized so that this capacity becomes viable. However,
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you will note when I discuss freedom and responsibility that I try to

stop short of specifying need for comprehension itself. Self comprehen-

sion is itself an indivi'ual, not an educaticaal, matter.

The exercise of personal initiative is central to self in educa-

tion. Through reflection and through analysis of the unions of personal

and collaborative modes of initiative, 1) during discovery teaching and 2)

during discovery of personal history giving rise to insight, a student can

come to ever clearer understanding of the operation of his personal style

in personal initiative. He thereby comes to know himself, not as an immu-

table object, but as a process in which the expression of personal initia-

tive brings him into collaborating contexts with the personal initiatives

of othets.

I presume it obvious at this point why I paused in discusson of

discovery in education to deal with the limitations both of subject relevance

and of immediacy which bound the role of teacher. Helping the student to

place his personal initiative within his history of personal insights gives

rise to conversation of substance significantly different in kind from the

substance and t4ming of school -ubjects. Thus the very context by which self

as process comes to be known has sensible distinctions from the context of

subject mastery which defines the teacher's interests in the cognitive devel-

opment of his students. Fur%hermore, the very mode of the context is differ-

ent. The mode in discovery teaching is to make understanding of tacit prin-

ciples explicit. The mode in insight analysis is to make understandable the

acknowledgment and confirmation of tacit understandings themselves. My

expcctation for teacher and counselor when they work in complement on this
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problem is that the two will somehow succeed in making the process of

self change sufficiently explicit so that the student comes to master

self-change itself, that is, to comprehend what happens when h2 changes

and to assume responsibility for change when he attempts it.

Freedom and Responsibility in Education

I have outlined a frame within which freedom for a student may

emerge in the course of his education. I did so by placing the personal

initiative inherent in learning into direct relationship with the colla-

borative initiative ..alherent in teaching. Through tLat juxtaposition I

have attempted to facilitate our undersUalding of self in education through

analysis of the pedagogy of accuracy, discovery, insight, and self.

Freedom without restraint is license. Independence practiced

unilaterally is tyrannical or insular. For both these reasons I pause

now and stress the necessity for responsibility as a compliment to freedom

if the harmonious existence which I desire for all students is to ensue.

I offer my stress on responsibility as antidote for some views fashionable

in counseling. We counselors are really officers employed is an educational

frame. We thereby oblivte ourselves to press for the understanding of

personal initiative Within the restraints which society places upon it

educational institutions. Furthermore, we cultivate analysis of self-in-

process within tl-e collaborative context of teaching and learning. There-

fore, we truly must favor responsibility on the part of our students. We

should make this more clear to students, to the public, to colleagues,

and to ourselves. The independence we want for students is not just inde-

pendence, it is autonomy in interdependence.
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In conclusion, I encourage you to think 1) of the development

of understanding of self, and 2) of organizing so that freedom and res-

ponsibility conjointly develop.

Self in education develops over a considerable period of time.

Comprehension of self requires the capacity to reason. Furthermore, it

requires the capacity to treat the self as a linguistic object. The stu-

dent must also be able to place his self in r:,lation to situations not yet

experienced but imagined. The student must be capable of treating self as

if it were "becoming" by moving through a series or sequence of states and

properties within the time framework of life so that the discontinuous

aspects of a next state are assimilated with only some, not serious, threat

to the continuous aspects of cognitive development of self in education

as the self is presently experienced. The student must also possess an

intelligent.: system 1) by which his plan can give rise to searching, and

2) by whit 1 infotmation from searching feeds back so as to cause continu-

ation or modification of plan. These differentiated circumstances must be

practiced sufficiently so that they are used but do not markedly interfere

with reasonably free access to intuition. In short the processes by which

self knowledge arises must be differentiated and in turn be integrated

into the continuous experiem.s of thought in action. All of this takes time;

the time of a life in fact. The process is never complete as Erikson (1959),

Rogers (1951), and Shlien (1962, 1963) so ably state. All of this differen-

tiation and integration takes tutoring; the tutoring of Guidance-in-education

to be exact.

The form of organization of Guidance-in-education which is needed

for the attainment of the goal I have laid out must itself safeguard the
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very freedom which Guidance presumably seeks to facilitat.-, namely the

freedom for a student to be himself. I think that we should safeguard

this freedom in two ways as we staff for Guidance-in-education.

One of the ways we should safeguard the ;:reedom of the student

to be himself is to staff schools so that both counselors and teachers

are employed. Furthermore, we should organize the counselor's work so that

the major proportion of his contacts are directly with students, not teachers.

My basis for recommending this complimentary organization for Guidance-in-

education is the same basis which underlies the governments of our countries,

namely, divide and limit authority and trust the citizen to judge and to

balance separated authorities. By analogy, I suggest that we leave the

student in contact with the teacher while he experiences the expectation

of self in education as projected from context and theory in which colla-

borating initiative in core. I simultaneously suggest that the student

also be left in expanded contact with the counselor from whom he exper-

iences the expectation of self in education as projected from context and

theory in which personal initiative is in core. I then trust that the

intelligence and intuition of students will grow in efficiency, responsi-

bility, and creativeness in this collaborative context of teacher and coun-

selor. The arrangement leaves the student as final arbiter of his freedom

and responsibility. Because he is in direct touch with two professionals,

the student can, of course, play the one against the other, to his own

advantage or disadvantage. Bcause of such a risk, I trust you see the

wisdom which I presume for principals in my suggested organization. The

principal sets the climate in which diverse expectations and strategies are
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brought into collaborative play by ingenious students. Ingenious students

can create a hell for separates professionals whose functional separation

becomes disfunctional estrangement. It remains for principal to see that

the interplay remains reasonable for student, parents, teacher, counselor,

and himself.

A further commentary on the complimentary organization which I

recommend may serve to clarify these ideas. You will recall that my dis-

cussion of insight in education concluded with an analysis of theory and

responsibility which I Attributed to teacher Lnd counselor. I made use of

Schwab's (1962) concept of the static and fluid modes of scientific inquiry.

I indicated that theoretical basis for the teacher's activity rested in

static inquiry concerning accuracy and discovery in pedagogy and that his

pedagogical judgment involved fluid inquiry con( rning insight. I further

indicated that the counselor's activity vas theoretically based in a static

inquiry into insight and that his clinical activity involved fluid consi-

delation of accuracy and discovery in pedagogy. Now think of the student's

position in this ascription of dual authorities and responsibilities to

teacher and counselor. The student has opportunity to become informed about

the static properties of accuracy and discovery in pedagogy as used by the

Leacher and about the static properties of insight as used by the counselor.

The student also has opportunity to experiLuce the counselor's fluid use

of accuracy and discovery in pedagogy and the teacher's fluid use of the

concept of insight. As the student does so, he has the best opportunity

I can conceive for him of having to give fluid eyoression to the simultan-

eous static aspects of the kowledge of two complimentary professionals.

This condition gives the student opportunity to bo creative within the
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expectation for responsibility projected by persons who are in authority

over the student, but who are in comulemePt regarding their incomplete

understandings of the student. Here rests freedom for students if there be

adequate safeguard on counselors. I make what will prove to be a last remark

on just that score, namely, safeguards on counselors.

A second way we should safeguard the freedom of the student to

be himself is to staff so that every Guidance program in a school system

employs at least one, and preferably more, professionally trained persons.

The cultivation of freedom and responsibility in the organization which I

advocate requires that students come to set goals for themselves. Counselors

an readily interfere with this process unwittingly even though they are in

actual complementwith teachers and in direct access to students. Therefore,

this professional just must have a general oversight with respect to the

considerable power which I am advocating that he bring into students' lives.

Only through the supervision of counselors by the intelligence of a well-

trained guidance psychologist can I rest easy about the advocacy in which

I have engaged with you.

VI,: Challenge in Review

I have covered considerable ground since stating my initial and

somewhat hazy challenge. I first noted that counselor time is increasing

proportionately primarily in the seconhuy school. I then challenged those

in secondary schols to do with that increased time something different from

what they have been doing in the past. Unless we do something different as

counselors, teaching and technology will soon displace counselors. Further-

more, Guidance programs will not expand to elementary, tertiary, and work

levels.
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The linguistic frame I present is one in which liberation

through education becomes an explicit part of our organization for educa-

tion. In specifying my melAing for liberation through education, I first

analyzed teaching and learning. There I noted the dual modes of initia-

tive, collaborative and personal, which are inherent in the union of teaching

and learning. I then suggested that we think of education as a system in

which students develop responsibility. They develop responsibility when we

both :cake it possible and expect it. We encourage students to grow in

understanding their personal initiative as they. collaborate with teachers

who encourage and expect students to grow in understanding Oeir initiative

in the collaborative context of incorporating the te:cher's knowledge. My

support of this suggestion led me to explicate the pedagogies of accuracy,

discovery, insight, and self in educli.ion. In the course of those explica-

tions I specified a role for the teacher as defined primarily by the colla-

borative mode of initiative with emphasis on the pedagogies of accuracy

and discovery. I specified the role of counselor as defined prima. 41y by

the mode of personal initiative but with emphasis on insight cnd self.

Finally, I dealt only sketchily with the development of self in

education and with organization for self in education. My understanding

of goal and program is limited as well as hazy. There rests my challenge.

Make my understanding yours and bring it into being. As you do we will all

learn more about the development of liberation through education and about

how we can organize better to facilitate that development. In the meantime,

my structure is intended to offer you a goal and a set of linguistic cate-

gorlos which you can use to explain your interest and to diagnose individual
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Lases in which accuracy, discovery, insi2,117, and self are not appearing

in education.

Let's try my suggestion. The goal represents the way to improve

our culture.
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CHAPTER 18

PREDICAMENT, PB.JBLEM, AND PSYCHOLOGY*

Overview

The third and final chapter of this section is based on

Tier:eman's presidential address to the Division of Counseling Psychology,

American Psychological Association. In that address (delivered at the

annual meeting of Lhe Pivisicn in 1966), Tiedeman further outlines the

challenge which he herein invites his psychological colleagues to share

with him. Th!s challenge he frames within the twin paradoxes of an

equal zegard for tentativeness and coDmitment, reflection and implemen-

tation, in purposeful action: "When a man fails to exercise his capa-

city for tentativeness and reflection...he fails to express the full

range of his humanness. He acts without thinking. When a man fails to

exercise his capacity for commitment and Implementation he is impotent.

He thinks but be (does not) act." Tiedeman suggests that the humanness

an potency of purposeful behavior requires the capacity to integrate

tiought and action, first in goal pursuit and then in the process of

choosing ..Itself. ...that we must all grow in our capacity to bear the

inconsisten:ies of +=nese two paradoxes as 2 human predicament to be con-

fronted, rather than as an intolLrable condition to be dissolved or

*This chapter Is based in part on a pcper of David V. Tiedeman
which was published under title of "Predicament, Problem, end Psychology:
the Case :or Paradox in Life and Counseling Psychology' in Jourral of
Counseling Psycholva, 1961, (Volume 14, pp. 1-8). Tiedeman is indebted
to Stanley J. Segal, friend and colleague, who made him write this speech
and helped him to do so. Tiedema:: reveals his predicament to you through
this seeming disavowal. May you allow him to experience this chapter as
predicament, not problem!
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escaped and denied.

In reviewing the conditions which facilitate our capacity for

such confrontation and development, Tiedeman returns to the analysis of

educational structures and roles outlined in Chapter 17, making three

additional points: (1) a pedagogy bridging accuracy and discovery should

emphasize understanding of the means of discovery. (2) The pedagogical bridge

between discovery and insight should be founded on a cultivation of the reali-

zation that insight is inevitably personal. (3) The pedagogy bridging insight

and self as process should cultivate the student's confidence in hie capacity

for insight.

Finally, in the conviction that the creation educational condi-

tions consistent with Luch principles of development demands a collaborative

commitment to resources and activities with which the present affiliations of

his colleagues are seriously inappropriate, Tiedeman suggests that counseling

psychologists confront more directly their own professional predicament.

l'relicaments and Problems in Life

Life confronts the inoividual with both pledicaments and problems.

A predicament pr-sumes a condition to be tolerated; a problem, a condition to

be resol7ed because it is intolerable. The tcnde.icy for the individual,

unfortunately even those who have chosen the guidance role, is to lose

sight of the distinctiol between predicament an(' -)roblem. when

this occurs among us counseling psychologists, we thereby unwittingly

permit many people to grow up without realizini; the essential
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paradox in choice. I* share my deep concern for our delinquency in

this matter with you today.

I am concerned with two predicaments in choosing. The first,

or goal predicament, exists in two parts, as follows;

a. Current goals require commitment; yet personal development

requires tentativeness towards the consequences of an

immediate choice.

b. Current choices require implementation; yet personal

development calls fur reflection on alternative paths

of development.

The second predicament of my concerr. is choice predicament.

The development of resolve to accept the predicament of choosing among

life's opportunities presumes the capacity to bear the above two sub-

aspects of goal predicament, a secondary form of predicament arising

out of the more fundamental choice predica_tent itself. However, contrary

to logic, I shall address the more differentiated goal predicament

itself before attempting delineation of the more rudimentary choice

predicament. I do so today because I can make the rudimentary choice

predicament apparent only against the more differentiated goal predi-

cament. I cannot yet achieve the reverse s.aquence.

*We once again let Tiedeman address you in person in this
Chapter. "Listen" as you read!
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Predicaments and Problems in Goal Pursuit

'Tentativeness and commitment; reflection and implementation -

in goal pursuit the first of eac.n set is inconsistent with the second.

To be tentative toward a goal is not to be committed to it; to be

committed is not to be tentative. To reflect upon a goal is not to

implement it; to implement is not to reflect. Yet either member of

each pair represents a dangerous condition when it exists alone. To be

committed to a goal without tentativeness toward it is to abdicate one's

critical faculty; while to be entirely tentative is to abdicate one's

capacity to believe. To implement without reflection is to abandon

opportunity fo subsequent review and revision of that action; while to

reflect without implementation is to abdicate one's capacity to act.

When a man fails to exercise his capacity for tentativeness

and reflection in goal pursuit he fails to express thr! full range of his

humanness. He acts without thinking. When a man fails to exercise

his capacity for commitment and implementation he is impotent. He

thinks but does not act.

To be both human and potent, man must develop his capacity to

integrate thoL-h. and action, first in goal pursuit and then in choosing

itself. Because the two conditions are inconsistent he must grow in his

understanding of his need for both capacities so that he may bear

their inconsistency as a predicament, not as a problem; as a difficult

condition to be confronted rather than an intolerable condition to be

dissolved.
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Tentativeness and commitment; reflection and implementation -

each pair represents au inevitable paradox in goal pursuit and in deci-

ding to choose at all. In helping man to cultivate his capacity to

bear, to use, and to enjoy these predicaments as a condition of his

life, Guidance will cultivate his capacity to be both human and potent.

Plan and Purpose

Understanding of the predicament inherent in tentativeness and

commitment, reflection and implementation during goal pursuit and choo-

sing to choose emerges only haphazardly during life, if at all. I be-

lieve that the probability of such emergence is increased if:

1. Cognitive capacity, no matter at what level of intellec-

tual ability, is sufficiently developed to enable the

person to reflect upon action.

2. Understanding and appreciation of goal and choosing

predicaments is a primary educational goal.

3, There is expeLtatior that understanding of the predica-

ment of tentativeness and commitment in goal pursuit and

choice election facilitates decision-making during all

of adult life.

I shall not here address the question of capacity; I want to

take that for granted. Rather, I shall be engaged in laying ou, the

conditions under which the understanding and appreciation of predicament

as a modifier of thought and action in both goal pursuit and choice

election cal. be better cultivated in education. This is to be my focus

because I an convir A that guidance in education, i.e. collaborative
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efforts of guidance personnel with all other educational personnel

each fulfilling their appropriate role, holds out a genuine hope for

increasing the potential of man to move towards h!manness and potency.

I speak as I do because I want to convince counseling psy-

chologists of the value inherent in themselves expecting an under-

standing of predicaments to be a developed capacity at least by adult-

hood. In the presence of expectation for understanding and apprecia-

tion of predicaments in goals and choices people are more likely to

gain such understanding and appreciation of them. This expectation

that collaborative examination of actual experiences form within a

framework of understanding both kinds of predicaments will then provide

all participants in the collaborative effort with crJcial irformation:

with, that is, information about the extent to which understanding and

appreciation of the predicanents of tentativeness and commitment are

emerging during the life cycle through plan rather than chance.

5nderstanding Goal Predicament

To be understood, a goal pre.licament must be consciously

recognized; it must be analyzed with the expectation of understanding;

and it must be recognized as an omnipresent condition of human life.

Recognition of Goal Predicament. Predicament is present when

either commitment and/or action lead the individual to movement toward

a goal that is unlikely ever to be gratified: e.g. the average student

applying to a major university; the young adult facing the draft while

being unable to override his strong rbjections to present foreign policy;

the factory employee who is a high-school drop-out desiring a high
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management position. In essence goal predicament is present when com-

mitment is made and/or action is taken in the absence of tentative-

ness and/or reflection - so that unrealistic anticipated goals are

sought. These goals may be unrealistic because of any of the socially

imposed constraints acting upon he person. Recognition of oai predi-

cament then reyuires that the individual recognize the disparity between

commitment and/or action am, the unrealistic anticipate0. goal. Such

recognition can only come from experiences of goal commitment and action

that become, or are helped to become. conscious to the person because

disparity with regard to goal and present capability is consciously

experienced.

Analyzing of Goal Fredicament. Recognition of the disparity

between commitment and/or action and the anticipated goal should lead

to the analysis of goal predicament. i'.nalysis immediately brings refl'.:c-

tion to focus on commitment and action and on anticipated goal. Although

it is possible that reflection on commitment, action, and anticipated

goal do not result in tentativeness toward one or the other of these,

it is unlikely that recognition of predicament and reflection on predica-

ment will not lead to ccnsideration of either alternative action or goal.

Analysis of predicament thea require; that the individual bring

both tentativeness and reflection to focus on action and goal in order

for there to be determination of either alternative actions of alterna-

tive goals. If such reflection and tentativeness leads the individual

to see a way of maintaining goal through alteration of actions and com-

mitments then we should recognize this as problem rather than predicament.

It is when reflection and tentativeness mak2 it clear that the antici-

pated goal has been unrealistic and ccmmitment to a new goal with the
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possibility of no change or great change in action is nacessary that

analysis has led to reinforcement of the recognition of predicament

and the role that tentativeness and reflection can have in leading to

new commitments/actions.

Expecting Goal Predicament .Discrepancy between goal and

pre,ant actuality, however, as a predicament rather than as a problem

in turn poses predicaments or problems for adults charged with respon-

sibility for helping individuals to integrate discontinuity into the

continuities of his personality. Adults [i.e. parents, teachers, or

counselors ) who see such discontinuity as a problem will find the

individual's nea to accept predicament intolerable and will provide

an adult chosen goal and prescription for closing the gap betwe,:n goal

and present actuality by ritual means. Only adults who can see goal and

actuality discrepancies as predicament will be able help the indivi-

dual by communicating expectation that goal predicament is to be recog-

nized and analyzed. For adults to advocate the bearing of predicaments

by youth is unseemly these days, however, when it is popular and suppo-

sedly professional to ease the burden of discontinuity in personal

development by allaying anxiety.

1 picFlme the counselor's dilemma is obvious in these circum-

stances. He must expect his charges to develop in their capacity to

bear goal predicaments; he must do so in wnys such that his society

does not brand him as s,,distic. But, the tough-minded expectation that

confronting goal predicament fosters personal integration is in fact

nurturant; a counselor's predicament, to b2 tough yet nurturant.

Youth will not always do what we expect. However, in the

absence of ccLmunication of what we expect the bearing of predicament
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will be determined in random, not cultivated, relation to our action

as counselors.

Understanding Choice Predicament

Although goal predicament is logically grounded in choice

p:edicament, I suspe,:.t that goal predicament emerges at an earlier

developmental stage. Children initially experience adult goal setting

to which they can only respond by gross acceptance or negation in the

-Jense of "not mine." It is only later that the child begins to state

alternate goals and to be allowed therefore to experience choice. Youth

quite likely experience numerous expectations for goal determination

within the problem situation defined by adults before they begin to

difierentiate choice behavior from goal pursuit. In fact, it is Fro-

bably the capacity to bear adult problems as predicaments rather !

problems which gives rise to choice predicament all.

Developed conviction that one's life is some' person

determined is the outcome of development of the capacity to bear

predicaments. The developed conviction that a goal can be perso,,1

attained is the cutcom:e of development in the capacity to bear FO

predicaments. Therefore, the capacity to bear goal predicaments

,i)viously spawns, but does not itself mature, the capacity to be,,I

choice pr'icamerils. :he capacity to bear choice predicaments

an understanding of paradox in life even more r,undamental for go,

pursuit than is the mastery of the parm of purposeful action.

Recognition of Choice Predicament . 1 he cii,nmstarce

in choice predicament is not the goal; it is choice itself. A'
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rudimentary level of analysis every situation that can lead to action

can be conceived as having the inherent possibility of refusal to

action. Choice predicament becomes conscious when the individual

learns to recognize that for every commitment demanded, he has the

right to reflect on whether he will make the commitment. To respond

automatically to external demands and fail to recognize the chcice

predicament inherent in all demand5 leads one eith r to deny that

actions can be responsible or to ascribe all responsibilities to

"others." From this basic choice, i.e. that for every affirmation

there is the resi.onsibility to consider negation, the "not mine"

choice predicament is further enriched when complex alternative choices

are available for consideration. The predicament here is that choosing

A means rejecting B, even though b)th A and B are equally appropriate,

at least temporarily, if not permanently. This inevitability is what

gives to all choice the inherent quality of predicament. Recognition of

choice predicament starts when affirmation through commitment and action

leads to recognizing the possibility of negation or alternative choice

through reflection.

Analyzing of Choice Predicament. The analysis of choice pre-

dicament is geared to the question of individual responsibility for

commitment and implementation. Recognition of the inclination to

avoid responsibility for choice through automatic-like commitment to

action without having reflected on alternatives leads to analysis of

choice predicament. Although it is possible that reflection on commit-

ment, action, and anticipated goal does not result in recognition that

alternative commitments, actions, and anticipated goals were present at

the point of initial action, it is unlikely that the awareness of the
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predicament of choice can be avoided.

Analysis of choice predicament then requires that the indivi-

dual bring both reflection and tentativeness to focus on the future

as if canlitment and implementation were to be personally delineated

in some small way. If such refl,>.ction and tentativeness leads the

individual to maintain his lack of responsibility for goal or action,

whetaer these be modified or unmodified, then we shoulu recognize this

as choice problem, a situation to be resolved rath,r than a choice

predicament, a situation to be responsibly tole-ated. ',Men reflection

and tentativeness have Lade it clear that choice is always present, it

is the maintenance of a posture of choice about the future tnat leads

to the recognition of choice predicament as a condition of :ife and to

the role that tentativeness and reflection in choosing can hav, in

leading to personally determined, new commitments /actions.

Expecting Choice Predicament. The bearing of ohoice anxieties

as well as goal discrepancies as predicaments rather than problems

poses predicaments and problems for counse2ocq as has already been

noted. Counselors must expect - yes even cultivate - choice anxiety

it citizens are to be helped to experience choice as predicament, not

problem.

I believe that education is a socially sanctioned context in

which the cultivation of choice predicament can take place. However,

there is a logical fallacy Llhereut in the cultivation of choice predi-

cament if all aspects of the cultivation are practiced by teachers in

the absence of collaborative support from counselors. Therefore before

considering applicctions of predicament in life and counseling psychology

«n'
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I next speak to the social context and organization necessary to culti-

vate humanness and potency in man with minimum danger to his freedom.

Predicaments and Education

I have rued (Chapter 17) that education which cultivates

the capacity to act towards states and properties, i.e. external reali-

ties or an authority's representation of them, with the expectation

that one can effeztively modify a relationship -J those states and

properties in a desired and specifiable direction requires an organiza-

tion for education in which teacher and counselor must come into compli-

mentary relationship. In short, I believe that it takes both a teacher

and a counselor co educate for responsibility and freedom. My argument

starts witl realization that responsible freedom arises within a context

of coilabc Ling initiatives (the teacher's and the student's) in which

the studet. is expected to cultivate und.Jrstanding of his personal

initiati- Basically the student is expected to be responsible for

his 1:loYlodge and his actions. Education should be organized with both

teach ,r and counselor in order !Alat we adults maY both teach the student

how to d.) just this and give him confidence in doing it.

The structures which I have previously delineated as those

t,nder irding a realization of responsible freedom within the framework

of education are assimilation, authority, and responsible action. The

n 1. goals whicn I delineate as crucial to a developed capacity

for rc ponsible freedon are accuracy, discovery, insight, and self-as-

proccs. I suggest that a pedagogy bridging accuracy and discovery

should emp',Asize u'derstanding of the means for discovery. The pedagogical

7
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bridge between discovery and insight should be cultivation of the

realization that insight can be nothing but personal. Finally the

pedagogy bridging insight and self as process should cultivate the

student's confidence and capability in his capacity for insight. Such

cultivation brings about understanding, and usually even appreciation, of

the student's capacity to deal irk, and with, the present in order to zealize

presently desired future states for self and for relation of self to others

and their environments.

In my recommended organization of effort counselor and teacher

share equal interest in the pedagogy which brings about realization that

insight is personal. Ho.iever, the teacher has to be primTrily responsible

for the p2dagogy bridging accuracy and discovery; the counselor primarily

responsible for the pedagogy bridging insight and self-as-process. Other-

wise the structure of authority does not ordinarily differentiate adequately

from the structures of assimilation and responsible action.

I ha-.e little patience with novelists, educators, psychiatrists,

psychologists, sociologists, government officials, or citizens who attempt

to resolve the specialization I prescribe for Leacher and counselor by a

unifying "systems" approach. The specialization I prescribe is justified

i' on no other grounds than the grand ground of liberty. Responsible

fieedom is a predicament. Tt is the predicament of being "good" and being

one's self. It is a predicament just like that between commitment and

tenativeness, implementation and reflection. A predicament is not to be

resolved; a predicament can only be confronted, perhaps even to be

appreciated by those who learn to claim the confirmation of self

that cones throu01 such confrontations. To he confronted, a

predicaneut must be expe-ienced; it must be analyzed; it must be prar:-
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ticed in expectation of confirmation; it must he practiced in conditions

for supervision and discussion. Therefore, in order for the pred_cament

of responsi)le fre2dom to be 2xperienceU wiClrin adesirable framework for

education, teacher and counselor must be specialized as I prescribe. To

erase this specialization is to risk dehumanization in the name of

education.

The basic curriculum in this prescribed framework for education

rust be that of deC.sion-making. The process of discovery is basically

that of decision making. The process of insight is basically that of

coming to an understanding of, and belief in, states and properties, events

nd processes, sufficient for accomplishment before the act, event, or

relationship exists. This is the process by which crystallization, choice,

and clarification occur in decision-making (see Tiedeman and O'Hara, 1963).

Finally, the capacity to experience self-as-process involves the

developed capacity to act from a decision frame in an effort to realize

an intended aim. It ,1 person carries the decision-making framework in his

mind so that he can reflect upon his actions in relation to his intentions

and their effects, he has achieved the responsible freedom which I advocate

He can live the paradox of predicament in choice and goal, namely be

committed and tentative.

Applications in Life

Decision-Making and Career Competence. Vocation is but a sub-realm

of man's intentional and attitudinal activities. It is possible to bring

this fact to man's attention if vocation matures interactively with a

framework of education essentially possessing my prescribed dimensions.

The prime requisite for bringing understanding of this fact into man's

intentional and attitudinal framework is the developed capacity to

experience self-as-process. hTler cnIce of understanding of the predicament

`71q
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inherent in vocational competence and occupational competence (Morley

and Tiedeman, 1966) best arises in a context of education and work in

which responsible freedom is expected in both. When a person can act

toward the predicament of vocational competence and occupational competence

so that he can both work and not work, he has attained a modicum of career

competence. (The ISVD outlined in Chapter 12 will have this intent.)

Predicament and Vocational Rehabilitation. Persons in need of

-k,ocational rehabilitation have physical restraints within which goal and

choice predicaments must he borne. Although those restraints are

regrettable, rehabilitation counselors cannot permit their clients to let

regret for physical limitation obliterate development of their capacity

for bearing goal and choice predicaments. The task of the vocational

rehabilitation counselor may be more circumscribed by possibility as a

result but it is _ertainly not different in its essential nature from

the task of the ordinary counselor. In view of this fact, it is regrettable

that vocational rehabilitation is net more firmly embedded within educational

frameworks than is now the case.

Paradox. and Mental Health. I obviously believe that the developed

capacity to bear goal and choice predicaments represents the full expression

of man's humanness and potency. Therefore, I believe that persons with such

developed capacity are mentally healthy. In fact, I also believe that

they ale as well fortified as they can be against mental illness, the problem

side of choice predicament. In view of these beliefs, it is also regrettable

that the resources for effectively fostering this ultimate expression of

personality which I advocate are socially and professionally relegated to

the role of problem resolution associated with hospitalization and rental

rehabilitation in community rental health clinic rather than being actively

"`"0(-1)
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promulgated in our educational frameworks where they can further cultivate

goal predicament once choice problem is resolved.

Application: The Predicament of the

Division of Counseling Psychology

Now let's apply the concept of predicament to counseling psycho-

logy.

In indicating my purpose at the start, I noted that three condi-

tions form the essentials for cultivation of capacity to confront the

predicament inherent in being both tentative and committed toward goal and

choice, in both reflecting upon and implementing attainment of goal and

choice. The essentials were: 1) mental capacity sufficient both to act and

to think upon action; 2) education for understanding and appreciation of

Tredicaments; and 3) the expectation that understanding of the predicament

of tentativeness and commitment will be used throughout adult life. I have

just stated my belief at out the aid to confrontation of predicament which

can come from coordinated consideration of the counseling psychologist's

particular concern for competence in decision making. I want to consider in

conclusion our responsibility as counseling psychologists to project to

public and students the expectation that confrontation of the predicament of

tentativeness and commitment will be used throughout adult life.

During my tenure as president of the American Psychological Asso-

ciation's Division of Counseling Psychology, I have twice asked if this is

not the time to re-form ourselves into a Division of Guidance Psychology. 1

seem not to have raised much response. My fellow members of the

Division of Counseling Psychology seem impervious to the question.

Perhaps they do not see the same risks for Divisional survival as I do.
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It is because I see these risks that I have undertaken this lengthy

statement.

Since '955, the Division of Counseling Psychology has

managed to monopolize time technique of counseling. In doing so we

members have managed further to perfect, at a rate probably more rapid

than might otherwise have existed, our consideration of the counseling

technique itself and of the method of science appropriate to that

technique. However, we have at the same tine been losing our interest

in defining goals for our society. Furthermore, I think we have even

diminished our own professional capacity to help others to define goals

for themselves.

The facilitation of the capacity for choice, goal definition,

action, and understaading of foal- forming procedure requires the

presence of the counselor in a system in which choice and goal-directed

behavior is expected. Faircatior is such a natral system. it education

our goal is guidance: our techaique, ..mong othera, is counseling.

Unfortunately, we counsel nsycholoo,iscs drL ar,sently not very deeply

embedded within the fra7nwor f education r,s I i,,e just noted in the

previous section.

In plannin.; for an Information System for Vocational recisions,

1 have deliberately tried to free the counselor froa obligation to know

and to convey facts/data illicit occupations, vocation-;, and careers. At

time same time I have atterp:ed to pat great professional respensiWlity

or the counselor for seeing lo it that a user attempts in turn to engag

hhnself in relation to those factWata so that he, the user, turns then

into infarmation. Furtherrare, I have attec, til to give the col.nselr ever

greater profrssional responsibility for juAgJaent and action for colticatian

of that relationship. Surely guidance -like tasks will ionstitwo the job
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of the future counselor. We can either begin to adapt ourselves to this

future which I think is bound to come in education, vocaticnal rehabilita-

tion, and community mental wealth clinic, or we can remain interested in

just monopolizing the technque of counseling.

If we remain interested only in monopolizing the technique of

counsiing, 1 think that the future of the Division of Counseling Psychology

is indeed limited. in fact, if we persist in our present course it would

not surprise me if he Divisicn disbands in several years. By then, the

American Psychological Association would probably have numerous other divi-

sions which would dr6,. the main interest of most of our present members.

tho other hand, if we were to enlarge our interests and incor-

porate into our organization the goal I have here attempted to delineate for

us, I think that we will Liter upon a new period of growth. We will be able

to help students bette,. We ill be projecting a goal and program of great

individual worth into oui ,y which basically needs the development of

individuality. Finally, we 11 be helping ourselves by taking unto ourselves

a task of considerable un(,...n-tainty but great worth. ihese are conditions for

our growth, not death.

Time for a Division of Guidance Psychology? (Sorry, once main,

about that, aid members. however, to hell with old members. Any nc..: members ?}

I) r-
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APPENDIX A

PAri'l I. THE OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATION OF IDEAL PURPOSEFUL ACTION

(Prepared by Frank L. Field, Sept. 1963)

The paradigm of purposeful action contains four basic functional aspects:

1) The currently experienced situation (the CE);
2) the (concept of a) currently desired (future) situation (the CD);
3) the planned/expec,..ed situations and events lying between;

and

4) a feedback mechanism.

The basic premise was that the amount and quality of information contained

in each of these categories will affect the selection of individual adaptive

success. To maximize these chances, the following general criteria must be

met;

7) The CE must be comorc+ensive and accura.:e with regard to the states
and properties of things;

2) the CE must include a sense of process, an awareness of the course
of events, of change, sequence, and timeflow;

3) (1) and (2) must be integrated to form extrapolations or predictions
of alternative future outcomes that are possible;

4) one or more of these alternatives must be integrated to form a con-
cert of self-acting-in-a-future-situation that is/will De both
possible and pleasant;

5) on the :;asis of this goal, a plan must be evolvcd in order to
specify an expected course of events most likely to lead to
achievement of the goal;

6) this prediction, of events or situations having the greatest likeli-
hood of leading to the desired goal, provides the basis for a feed-
back system to operate;

7) this feedback system can serv.i to affect future events by guiding
the individual's choice of current action; actions are chosen
continually to reduce the difference between observed events and
the previously established expected course of events:

8) to assure (7) requires that all previous aspects exist to some
degree, and in addition, that the individual be aware that choice
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of actions in the present can affect the relative likelihood of
various future alternatives (a "sense of agency").

The evolution of purpose from information and feeling

Described in terms of what behavior would be like when they were met,

these requirements serve to define criteria by which an individual's overt

actions can be evaluated and/or compared with one another. The following

are mo:e specific properties of such "ideal" functional aspects, as

derived from the hypothetical process by which a choosing mechanism is

evolved.

1) A comprehensive and accurate CE would include valid information

regarding

A) current states and properties

a) of self

I) positive and negative mid,: (in LILL life or death sense)

II) likes and dislikes (in terms lcasure-pain)

b) of situation - environment

B) the facts of process and time sequence

a) the current structure and course of events

b) past outcomes of similar cours2s of events in situations
with sinilai states and properties.

2) The information contained in such an ideal CE cIn be used to

predict alternative Cuture events, situations, and personal or

environmental states-properties. Such use involves extrapolation;

the continuation - via abstract thought - of existing conceptual

patterns.

s rr
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A) states-properties of the participants in current events
are assessed and categorized as

a) unchangeable

b) possibly changeable but by factors not subject to
control

c) subject to change if some feasible action were performed.

B) Patterns underlying the current course of events are also
assessed and categorized as

a) constant, inevitable

b) subject to change by factors not known or controllable

c) subject to change iE some feasible atiol. is performed.

3) One or more of such anticipated future situations can be assessed
as

A) possible in the environment,

B) meeting the probable future requirements of the environment,

C) both adaptive and desirable for the individual in terms of
his current nature,

D) adaptive and desirable for the individual in terms of his
probable future nature.

This process of extrapolation produces a goal, a "current concept

of a desired future state."

4) Once a goal (CD) exists in addition to information regarding the

present (CE), it is possible to evolve a plan. A plan consists

of a series of predicted events that would be more likely to

result in achievement of the goal. Such events must be

A) inevitable, and/or

B) probable though beyond control, and/or

C) subject to control by the individual's actions.

,1"" 5f3
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:) Such an "expected course of events" provides the basis upon

which a feedback mechanism can operate.

A) It provides information regarding the current situation
and course of events expected to result in progress
toward the desired goal.

B) It guides the choice of actions to bring the actual
situation closer tc the expected/planned situation.

The characteristics of purposeful behavior can now be des-

cribed in more simple terms: i.e., In terms of information the indivi-

dual must possess and use for the selection of actions.

CE:

He must know what he needs (and needs to avoid).

He must know what he likes (and dislikes).

He must know what the immediate situation absolutely
requires (and prevents).

He must know what the immediate situation permits
( and resists.)

He must be aware of events;

that they take place,

that they are organized to varying degrees,

that common patterns of organization underlay
many past events, and

that these patterns provide bases for
better-than-chance predictions of
future events and situations.

CD:

He must predict his needs, his likes, the requirements
and pressures of the environment, and use these to
select a favorable alternative system as his goal.

257
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Plan

He must have developed the concept of a series of future
events

that will occur, end/or

that w'11 probably occur, and/or

that he can bring about,

and these must be likely to result in achievement of his
established goal.

Feedback:

He must continually assess what is actually taking place.

He must compare this observed pattern with the planned or
expected pattern.

He must choose actions to reduce the difference, or

He must revise the plan and/or the goal.

Hypothetical Dimensions Underlying Information Defined by the Paradigm

The foregoing list of necessary information suggests certain under-

lying characteristics - in effect, the beginnings of a simple scoring scheme

applicable to specific choices, For example, a particular individual's CE,

CD, and/or Plan right be

comprehensive or narrow in scope,

full or fragmentary with regard to detail,

accurate or inaccurate,

focused upon states and properties or upon processes, or both.

In addition to these common sense characteri,tics, howevet, there are more

complex dimensions suggested by the paradigm. The individual's reports or

actions might_ reflect over or under emphasis upon

2 58
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past, present, or future

self-structure, environmental structure, or their
overall relationship

what is expected with some certainty, what is only
hoped for or feared (passively or helplessly), or
what caa be caused or prevented (by feasible actions).

These hypothetical informational dimensions provided a partial

basis for the scoring scheme presented in AppaldixA,Fort II, Howevor, the first

attempts to apply it to data proved difficult; the scheme appeared to

measure only positive "degrees of idealness" in terms of the paradigm.

Consequently a second and negative approach was added, and it is this

negative approach, i.e., to the absence of idealness, which specifies Z-ne

scales outlined in Appendix A, Part II.
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PART II. DETAILED SCORING OF MALFUNCTIONS IN PURPOSEFUL ACTION

IN RELATION TO JUSTIFICATION OF VOCATIONAL CHOICE

(Prepared by Frank L. Field, Sept. 1963)

1) Group membership

1 Goal, plan, accuracy, and confidence
2 No goal but awareness of ?rocess and confidence in self
3 "Acting for the moment" but with goal vaguely in mind
4 "Triggered" automatic reactions to vocational choice
5 Extreme case of empty or hollow goal or plan

2) A goal is

1 Clearly present
2 Ambiguous data

Clearly absent

3) The goal is almost entirely

1 Positive, to get
2 Absent, ambiguous data, or balanced
3 Negative, Lo avoid

4) The expressed desire regarding the future primarily involves

1 Doing, acting or functioning; a process is anticipated
2 Concept absent or ambinuous data
3 Being, havil4, appearing to be; a state or property is

auti,:inated

5) The y,o3 i :-;

I Specified by occupational title or job category
2 Specified by a distinct :unction, level, or major

characteristic, but two more jobs -,:ay be under
con,;ideration

3 Absent/ambiguous data
4 Poorly s peci:icd; there may be mutually exclusive jobs

(in terms of prerequisite 'raining or capacity)
funct;on, or levels under consideration

5 Diffuse, constantly charging in rapid and/or extreme
fashion; may be "labile" or ditfuse

6) The ceneept of (oac or more) desired future situAtien(s) is

1 Accurate
2 Abseatidata a:;.higuous

3 Distorted
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7) The concept of (one or more) desired future situation(s) is

1 Reasonably comprehensive (i.e has potential value for
guiding choices of those instrumental actions that
will he necessary)

2 Absent/ambiguous data
3 Fragmentary, consisting of aspects or characteristics of

the situation

8) The goal gives the impression of being

1 Flexible, subject to reconsideration
2 Absent/ambiguous data
3 Rigid, fixed, no longer under consideration; it may be

a longstanding "triggered" or obsessive choice

9) The goal gives the impression of being

1 Strongly desired
2 Absent /ambiguous data
3 Undesired, implanted, "hollow"

10) Criteria for goal-selection tend to be

1 Overtly stated and/or clearly within awareness
2 Absent/ambiguous data
3 Outside awareness

11) A sense of agency, of power to affect future outcomes or events, (is)

1 Clearly present
2 Nay be present because it is implied in plans, goals, and/or

actions
3 Ambiguous data
4 Seems to be lacking
5 Clearly lacking

12) There are strong specific doubts, a sense of extreme pessimism
about capacity to meet some requirements, (such as college, a
specific subject, or the need to study)

1 Clearly present
2 Ambiguous data
3 Absent (there army be realistic concern or awareness of

difficulty, however)

13) The individual's currant experience or situation appears to be

' Liked
2 Ambiguous daCa
3 Disliked

201
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14) The individual sees his own characteristics -- capacities,
needs, desires -- as being

1 Fixed; the same now and in the future
2 Concept absent or data ambiguous
3 -Ctibject to . liange over time

The choice aipoars to he based upon ex,,erience

1 in the actual work
2 in a related activity
3 Not based ,n experience, or amhiguos data

16) "Notivation-Selreh"

1 Overt statement tHat you have to like the process of working"

2 inipljed (1)

3 Concept absent or data ambiguous
4 Letwstanding, obsessive choice; liking not considered (overtly)
5 Overt statement that you don't have to like work"

17) Seeking "Certificate of Competence or 4,:orth"

1 Yes

2 Probably
3 No/ambiguous data

18) Aspirations vs. Expectation

1 Highly incongruent ( aspiration match higher level)

2 Incongruent (aspiration higher level)
3 Identical

It should be twed that these seventeen scores were established by

sorting the interview thirtuen times, all without reference to the overall

evaluation. Yet each variable (except number 15) reflects a clear "desirable-

undesirah',t" dirrension.
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PART I. UNDERSTANDINGS NEEDED FOR PREVENTION

OF CLAIM THAT SYSTEM DETERMINES LIVES

I. Limits on counselor

A. Only places person in a condition of readiness for entry into

discontinuit!

B. Uses personal history in prior discontinuities to bring about

readiness as in A

C. Recommends about curriculum in order to help in A

D. But does not progress; with the person into the next discontinuity

II. Limits on System

A. System provides only facts/data

B. Facts/data must be as accurate as possible

C. Facts/data must be up-dated as much as possible

D. Projections of future must be entered and used in responsible ways

E. Bases for facts /data and projections mlaf_ be transmitted as feasible

F. Applications transmitted by the System for the person must be in

good taste and responsive to the wishes of both parties involved

G. Personal data must he kept ccnfidential

H. Personal data must he de-peronalized when later used in

improving the System

I. Only 'in: person is responsible for goals, plans, and clarifications

achieved through System no matter what the heuristics may he which

the System created for the person

`,63
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PART II. PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS FOR DATA AND ROUTINES

I. Provide material for each of four contexts - education, armed service,

occupation, other

II, Provide trades of specificity and reality in each context

A. Perspective (visual with auditory but arranged in panoramic

perspective, i.e. show a whole manufacturing process, a whole

military operation)

B. Specific

1. Provide for focus upon elements ,Ipon demand from person

(still visual with auditory but arranged so specific emerges

as foreground from background of perspective)

2. Provide for presentation of occupational information (somewhat

in the style of the Occupational Outlook Handbook)

3. Provide for simulation

a. Note needed decisions

b. Invite play against machine, e.g.

1) Selling (what's it like to miss a sale nine times

in a row)

2; Managing a company (provide difficulties in having

authority and responsibility)

c. Have machine always explain bases of its wins Of you

wanted , you should have done .)

4. Visits foi observation with discussion (i.e. get the feel

of the Reople at work)
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5. Supervised practice - analysis, criticism, and revision

of the practice of being intentional

6. Supervision of revisions of patterning of time use in life

styles

III. Routines required for the computer - provision of heuristics for the

mastery of purpose in action through repeated analyses of personal

history and prrfgent desires

A. Heuristics for analysis of the aspect of adjustment (Tiedeman

and O'Hara, 1963, pp. 43-45)

1. Encourage person to create an account of his experience

with his most recent discontinuity in terms remembered as

expected prior to entry upon the discontinuity - memories

of prior anticipation

2. Review account in 1 and query to ascertain person's inden-

tification of steps of

a. Induction

h. Reformation

c. Integration

(See Tiedeman and O'Hara, 1963. Program should largely

probe for attitude toward the pursuit of intent in the

social context met in the experience of the discontinuity)

3. Call up previous record of anticipation of the discontinuity

4. Encourage comparison of 1 and 3 for identification of

differences

5. Query with regard to differences to rrcate heuristics for

elaboration of the Lases of differenccs

6. Elicit 'ftatements of opinion about one's person in terms of

abilit',es, interests, and values given 5.

2C35
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7. Call up previously stored objective observations in terms

of abilities, interests, and values

S. Compare 6 and 7 (e.g. O'Hara's self concept indexes) for

identification of possible differences

9 Query with regard to differ,:-Ices offering the person the

option of calling for new testing of himself in order to

determine if he has changed the previously stored objective

conditions

10, Repeat 1-9 for next earlier discontinuity than one now in

consideration and hence being entered into record

11. Repeat 10 for other previous discontinuities if desirable

and possible

12. With 10 and 11 encourage person to prepare an up-dated

statement of his life context

13. The emergence of higher order conceptions which have

consistency with prior specifics but offer alternatives not

previously available constitutes the structure (3runer, 1962)

of the pANc4111 history. This structure constitutes the self-

concept system in relation to the person's exercise of intent.

(Refer to list of Super's self-concept system variables

(Super, et al., 1963) for suggestion et some of the terms

in which this structure can he discussed in assessment,

iersonal or otherwise.]

14, Store new statement of personal structure

B. Heurirti-.s for analysis of thL, aspect of anticipation

(Tiecicmr1 and O'Hara, 1563. pp. 38-43)

1. Heuristics for exploration - learning how one translates

thinkko (i,e. the widening of one's awareness of his pre-

conscious experience and processes)

n (
)
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a. Primary terms

1) Abilities - what I can do

2) Interests - what I like to do

3) Values what I will do

4) Future what others presently think it will be like

at specified times ahead

b. Heuristics for future

1) Primary terms will have to be concepts and ideas

2) Heuristics will emphasize the invention of uses

for ideas (i.e. the program will need to be one

of translation)

3) Uses offer alternatives

4) Alternatives permit some specification of consequences

5) Consequences permit some specification of potential

barriers

6) Potential harriers permit estimation of economic

and personal cost

7) 1-6 permit anticipation of what is likely to occur

and what will he required to make it occur

8) Suggest selection of duties for one's self in relation

to 7

9) Suggest translation of possible future duties as

in P to today's alternatives (we will need to provide

the language and translation for linking education,

work, and armed service through education and

development)

2G7
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c. Heuristics for linking future and abilities, interest,

and values

1) Translate abilities, interests, and values into

present alternatives after review of personal history

2) Encourage statements of linkages of think/do

3) Highlight awareness of personal investments of time

4) Attempt widening of Areas of persona] activity

5) Attempt linkages of opportunities to actions given

abilities, interests, ,r,d values

[Refer to list of Jordaan's exploration variables

(Super, et al. 1963) for suggestions of some of the

terms in which exploration can be discussed in assess-

ment, personal or otherwise)

2. Crystallization (e.g. a step in making pre-conscious become

conscious)

a. Suggest alternatives

b. Encourage personal imposition of ordination upon

alternatives as provided and as personally augmented

c. Encourage realization of exclusions

d. Encourage realization of bases for exclusions

3. Readiness for planning (i.e. making intentions efficient)

a. Start with chosen activities

b. Test for relevant facts

c. Supply missing facts

d. Provide for review of choices (i.e. for return to programs

B.1 and/or B.2 and/or B.3)

4, Readiness for clarification
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a. Seek listing of needed next z,.ctivities

b. Promote the sequencing of activities

c. Prompt to evolution of evaluation system for

listing of contingencies and for means of assessing

in order to choose as contingencies become definite)

d. Encourage linking of assement in contingencies to

potential revisions cf goals and/or means of attempting

to secure goals.
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PART Ill. PROCEDURES FOR IMPLEMENTING

THE MAKING OF VOCATIONAL DF,GISION8

(Adapted Iron Notes of 8/20/65 & 8/24/65)

Warren D. Gribbons

Regis College

The procedures should reflect the facts that vocational development

takes place within physical, educational, and occupational frames. Therefore,

the materials should provide for distinctions in at least the following levels

of the educational frame (other frames are generally coordinate in development

with the educational and may therefore prove unnecessary):

1. Kindergarten through Grade 3

2. Grade 4 through Grade 6

3. Grade 7 through Grade 9

4. Grade 10 through Grade 12

5. Grade 13 and Grade 14

6. Grade 15 and Grade 16

7. Grade 17

8. Grade 18 and beyond

At the present time, specifications are not complete for any lexel nor

inclusive of all levels.

The specification of needed procedures are organized according

to the above levels within the following categories:
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13.9

Part A - Responsibilities of Teachers

I. Cultivation of machine use, problem-solving mode, and knowledge

of possibilities for influence of restraints on personal desires

Part P., - Responsibilities of Counselors

II. Cultivation of personal responsibility the emergence of self

III. The influence of the past on the future aptitudes, accomplish-

ments, interests and values in relation to educational and

vocational choices

IV. Choice, clarification, accommodation, and progress in educational

frames

V. Exploration, choice, clarification, accommodation, and progress

in relation to work frames
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Part A - Responsibilities of Teachers

SECTION I. CULTIVATION OF MACHINE USE, PROBLEM-SOLVING MODE, AND

KNOtTLEDGE OF POSSIBILITIES FOR INFLUENCE OF RESTRAINTS ON PERSONAL

DESIRES

Kindergarten - Grade 3

A. Introduce machines and instruct in their use

1. Begin with simple familiar machines--dials, typewriters,
etc., and advance to more complex, productive machines

2. Refer to Section V, Kindergarten - Grade 3

B. Initiate rudimentary problem-solving behavior

1. Game approach similar to that used for reading readiness
e.g. large board with picture problem (probably showing
person at work)--respond to questions: What? Where?
How? Why?

2. Emphasize use of questions:
"Why do I?" "How did I?" "How could I?"

3. Toward end of third grade initiate "case method' closely
tied to youngster's own needs
e.g. "Peter faced with studying lessons or going out to
play," should encourage youngsters to consider many
factors before making decisions

Grades 4 - 6

A. Continue instruction in problem solving with special emphasis
on school, home, neighborhood

1. Present additional case studies to increase awareness of
factors to consider in making decisions; with particular
attention to alternatives influenced by different abilities,
interests, and values

2. Pre-You: Today and Tomorrow-type book
Know self-abilities, interests, values
Intellectual and emotional involvement with personal-
social materials
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B. Also refer to Section V, Grades 4 - 6

Grades 7 - 9

A. Continue instruction in problem solving

1. Broaden to state, national problems
e.g. political, conservation, etc.

Grades 10 - 12

A. Curriculum Implications

1. Special emphasis on personal deve)opmnt in e.g. civics
or economics courses

a. Changes can be obtained through personal action

b. Changes can be obtained by changing laws--minitirlm
wages, hours per day and per week, etc.
Difficult especially with lower socio-economic groups,
but may be possible through involvement in "doing",
i. e. personal visits to legislature, etc.
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Part S Responsibilities of Counselors

SECTION II. CULTIVATION OF PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY THE EMERGENCE

OF SELF

Kindergarten Grade 3

A. Instruction and supervision in "How to Study"

Grades 4 - 6

A. Cultivate me-they relationship

1. Show how people affect one another
I affect you.
You affect me.
We affect them.
They affect us...and all of these relationships affect
our decisions.

Grades 7 9

A. Awareness of think-act dichotomy---Continue "Know Self"

1. You: Today and Tomorrow-type book

2. Readiness for Vocational Planning-,,.pe instrument for
computer (see Cogswell and Estavan, 1965)

3. Self Concept Index for computer use

B. Emotional involvement plus intellectual involvement

1. Counselor must be available to help clarify youngster's
understanding of facts/data so he can transform them
into information

2. Counselor must be available to assist youngster through
traumatic emotional e'periences when and if they occur.
Machine might inform: "Medica'i doctors usually hover in

the first quartile scholastically." I want co be a doctor

but I am in the third quatrile. I may even have trouble
getting into college, and my father wants me to go to his
school.

C. Encourage taking of personal responsibility for choices

1. You: Today and Tomorrow -type book
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Part B Responsibilities of Counselors

SECTION III. THE INFLUENCE OF THE PAST ON THE FUTURE - APTITUDES,

ACCMPLIShilENTS, INTERESTS, AND VALUES IN RELATION TO EDUCATIONAL AND

VOCATIONAL CHOICES

Lindergorten - Grade 3

A. Create records for individual use in future feedback

1. Test data

Edu;:ntiortal and vocational interests and aspirations

Grades ti -

A. Continue testing program and add to private records

1. Use Readiness for Vocational Planning-type procedure with
its possibility for instant feedback -- adapted for machine
use (see Cogswell and Estav n, 1965)

2. Counselor assessment--possibly through counselor's monitoring
20-30 consoles and then informing youngster (through machine
sstem) of factors he is failing to consider in makirg deci-
sions

Cr,Rii.s 7 - 9

A. Continue testing program and add to private records for feed-
bac'k

Grades 1(1 - 12

A. Continue testing program and increase ability to use resources

1. Add to private and public records (U.S. Employment Service
Test, etc.)

2. Encourage realistic appraisal of test scores

3. Develop awareness of present-future relationship

4. Provide opportunities for youngster to review all data in
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his "private bank"

B. Continue to stress realistic appraisal of abilities, interests,
dnd values; and need to take personal responsibility for choices
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Part B Responsibilities of Counselors

SECTION IV. CHOICE, CLARIFICATION, ACCOMODATION, AND PROGRESS IN

EDUCATIONAL FRAMES

Grades 7 - 9

A. Concentrated instuction on curriculum choices -- EARLY!

1. Thorough acquaintance with curricula available

a. Relationship of subjects/curriculum to occupations
and future eaucatio (see Cogswell and Lstavan, 1965)

b. Requirements for success in various curricula

"Off to School" "Off to Work" -- movies, cartoons, book-
lets

Craw, s to - 12

. Development of college -orient ition

I. Bring to awareness neei to specii, 'ollege preference

Information en how to obtain entrance to colluge

a. Early plans for CEEE's

h. Machine to match priv,,:u data with hank of data
available on colle},ei,; match capacities and
needs of student to requirtm:ents and offerings of
specific schools

Inforaiation on great range of different typus of schools,
e.g. Jr. Colleges, Four year schools, etc., but also
specific information on maily. schools of type finally
selected--not limited to e±ther local or distant schools

4. irovide link for self responsibility in study

a. College-type lecture course with parLicuL,r attention
to note taking

b. Responsibility in doing assignmentschap:er assignments
to be complete,i oit schedule
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Grades 13 - 14

A. Development of college-orientation

1. Provide intense period of self exploration with emphasis
on linkage of study to future world of work

a. Rolate abilities, interests, values, and hoped for
style of life to occupations open to graduates of
different courses and programs. Consider the future.

2. Emphasize need to compromise in decision making, i. e_
awareness of risks, rewards of involvement in moving
toward ideas, which is implicit i the change

3. Involve students with machine sv:;tem for choice of job
following graduation

4. See Seution V., Post High School and College, A. Progres-
sion in Work-Orientation
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Part b - Res)onsibilities of Counselors

SECTION V. EXPLORATION, CHOICE, CLARIFICATIM, ACCOMMODATION, AND

PROGRESS IN RELATION £0 WORK FRAMES

Kindergarten - Grade 3

A. Brin within child's awareness the kinds of jobs in his neigh-
borhood, and then expand horizon beyond those with whom he
comes in direct contact

1. Game approach
Pupils and/or tearller suggest occupation for game, and
all contribute as much information as they have about it.
When this source of inforlati,m is exhausted, teacher
(later pupils) will go to machine and plug in f r film
strip, movie, etc., which will be prepared specifically
for a particular age group.

Grades 4 - 6

A. Broaden occupational frame of refcronce

1. Introduce new occupations to excite imagination and
broaden vista using real and fictional heroes. Fantasy
ray be involved, but there should be some rudimentary
link to reality.

a. Use "live models" through film strips and tape recor-
dings. :Model will describe job, how and why he chose
it, requirements for job (educational, physical, spe-
cial aptitudes, etc.), why he likTs the job, and any
special satisfactions he achii'ves. In addition, his
spare-time activities anl home sh,,uld be described or
shown. (also cartoons, pamphlets)

2. Er,Thasize time, distance, compromise, money, and planning
involved in achieving goals

3. Illustrate impact of job preference to "style of life"(sf:
1-a above)

4. Stress relationship of school subjects to specific occupa-
tions with special instruction on available curricula.
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B. Provide facts/data on preparation for neighborhood jobs
(use familiar to stress preparation, delay to get)

C. Encourage process of crystallization

1. Face-to-face conferences with counselor who could help
youngsters become aware of alternatives, consequences
of his acts (to the extent that he has failed to gain
this information through use of machine cr has failed
to interpret the data properly)

Grades 7 - 9

A. Occupational facts/data

1. Emphasize future projected manpower needs and occupational
patterns

a. e.g. skilled trades will diminish with automation

2. Reports of recent graduates -- heroes and drop-outs (on
tape, personal appearances)

3. How to get work

Grades 10 - 12

A. Occupational facts/data

1. Move from general to specific plans

a. Bring awareness of need to specify vocational prefer-
ences

b. Stress timing, responsibility, and urgency

2. Detailed, specific instruction

a. How to obtain entry job

o. How to apply to college

B. reveloprent of work-orientation

1. Move from general to specific plans
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SECTION V. (continued)

a. Brine awareness of need to specify vocational pre-
ference.
Stress timing, responsibility, and urgency.

b. Information on how to obtain entry job

c. Provide linkage of educational background to work
qualifications. "On basis of past history, what an
I qualified for?"

d. Input of "Help Wanted" advertisements into system- -
translate possibilities to immediate opportunities 'or
self

e. Inform about relationship to fellow workers as well as
superiors

Post High School and College

A. Progression in work- orientation

1. Securing entry job

a. Opportunity to check private information against public
information to alert Lo:

1) Opportunitis oven to person with his qualifications

2) Possibilities for advancement, projected salari,2s,
"style of life" in specific occupations

3) Possibility for person to release resume if he
wishes

2. Crystallize transformation from occupation to job, and
later to position

a. Person must take responsibility for moving in direction
of position (sense of agency)

b. Assemble records of past achievements and realize there
is freedom of choice

c. Person must realize crucial link is promotion and he has
freedom to determine this for himself
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SECTION V. (continued)

1) Promotion within same compny in same type of
work

2) Change type of work within name company or with
other company, possibly involving change in level

3) Promotion through movement cf location

3. Continue Readiness for Vocational PlanaiAg-type self-assess-
ment

4. Use technique of simulation to help experience chan,;e and
new affiliations. E.g., movies showi4, different levels of
responsibilities and the accompanying reed for decision
making and stress that will occur

5. Make person aware that at least two types of stress will
occur

a. Stress on himself through self-under standing

b. Stress from society through responsibility

6. Make person aware of contingenci.es involved in change

a. Possible sacrifices involved in choice
risks, sorrows, joys involved in change
e.g. change in level may bring higher salary, but less
leisure time to enjoy material advaqtages of greater
income
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APPENDIX C

PART I. THEODORE KROEBER'S "EGO MECHANISMS" (KROEBER, 1963)

A. Characteristics of defensive ego behavior

1. Rigid, compelled, channeled, perhaps conditioned

2. Pushed from the past

3. Essentially distorts the present situation

4. Involves a larger component of primary proce.,s
thinking and partakes of unconscious elements

5. Operates as if it were necessary and possible
wholly to remove disturbing affects; may involve
magical thinking

6. Allows impulse gratification only by subterfuge
or indirection

B. Characteristics of copirv: ego behavior

1. Flexible, purposive, involving choice

2. Pulled toward the future

3. Oriented to the reality requirem( of the

present situation

4.. Involves a larger component of secondary prccess
thinking and partakes of conscious and preconscious
elements

5. Operates in accordance with the necessities of
the individual, to meter the experiences of
disturbing affects

6. Allows impulse satisfaction in open, ordered
an6 tempered ways

C. The ego mechanisms and their manifestations

1. Discrimination: ability to separate idea from feeling,
feeling, idea from idea, feeling from feeling.
a. Defense: Isolation
b. Coping: Objectivity
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2. Detachment: ability to let mind roam Ereely,
speculate, analyze, create, without restriction
from vithin or without.
a. Defense: Intellectualization
b. Coping: Intellectuality

3. Means -End Symbolization: ability to analyze
causal texture of experience, to anticipate outcomes,
to entertain alternative choices
a. Defense. Rationalization
b. Coping; Logical Analys:;.s

4. Selective Awareness: ability to focus attention
a. Defense: Denial
b. Coping: concentration

5. Sensitivity: in direct relationships, apprehension
of other's often unexpressed feelings or ideas.
a. Defense: Projection
b. Coping: Empathy

6. Delayed Response: ability to hold up decision,
to time-bind tension due to ncncannitment, complexity,
or lack of clarity.
a. Defense: Doubt and indecision
b. Coping: Toleranc.=; of ambiguity

7. Time Reversal: ability to replay or recapture
experiences, feelings, attitudes, ideas of the past
a. Defense: Regression
b. Coping: Playfulness

8. Impulse Diversion: abiPty to modify aim or object
of an impulse.
a. Defense: Displacement
b. Coping: Sjblimation

9. Impulse Transformation: ability to appropriate some energy from
an impulse by disguising it through symbolization as its opposite
a. Defense: Reaction formation
b. Coping: Substitution

10. Impulse Restraint: ability to control impulse by
inhibiting expression.
a. Defense: Repression
b. Coping: Suppression
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PART II. DREAM REPORT FORM

Identification number:

Did you attend the last session of the group?

Date of dream:

Date of this report:

(Please describe the dream exactly and as fully as you remember it.
Your report should contain, whenever possible, a description of the
setting of the dream, whether it was familiar to you or not, a des-
cription of the people, their sex, age, and relaticnship to you, and
of any animals that appear in the dream. If possible, describe your
feelings during the dream and whether it was pleasant or unpleasant.
Be sure to tell exactly -- that is, as best you can -- what happened
during the dream to you and the other characters. Any asides, asso-

ciations, comments, or observations which you may wish to offer as
pat-L. of your dream report should be clearly distinguished from the
dream which you are reporting -- perhaps by putting ..:hem in 'arm-
theses.)
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PART III. PRECONSCIOUS MENTAL PROCESSES (KRIS, 1952)

In the 1950 paper on "Preconscious Mental Processes" Kris recon-
siders the topographic distinctions which characterized the first twenty
years of psychoanalytic theory. He offers a reconsideration in light of
the more recently developed "structural," 'economic" and "adaptive" points
of view. Within this modified theoretical context Kris attempts to dis-
tinguish 1) between "mobile" and "bound" psychic energy, and 2) between
two kinds of bound ego energy: (a) neutralized and (b) non-neutralized.
Here Kris' subject is "the various delitiitaticns and pathways between the
id and the ego." His analysis of ego revessions (or "primitivization of
ego functions") -- in sleep, in falling asleep, in fantasy, in intoxica-
tion, and in the psychoses -- emphasizes the possibility that such a pro-
,..ess is a result of a voluntary and temporary withdrawal of catImxis trom
one area to another, a temporary withdrawal which enables the ego subse-
quently to regain improved control. With respect to this process Kris
concludes:

In ascribing to the ego the control of regression in
terms of shifts in the cathexis of ego functions,
(shifts) which can be related to or pitted against each
other in various ways, we gain a frame of reference that
each in the present tentative state of our knowledge
prove useful in various ways...for examnle...it is gener-
ally assumed that preconscious thought processes become
conscious by hypercathexis...We suggest (rather) that the
hypercathexis of preconscious mental activity with some
quality of energy withdrawn from the object world to the
ego...accounts for some of the extraordinary achievements
of mertation. Tentatively we assume that in preoccupation
with f ntasy the ego withdraws cathexis from some functions
of the superego...It seems useful to consider in addition
the possibility that the solution of problems --
all areas of creativity -- affords pleasure through the
discharge of neutral energy used in the pursuit of creative
thinl'ing...(thus) when our psychic apparatus does not actu-
ally act in search of some urgently needed gratifications
we let this apparatus itself work for pleasure gain. We

attempt to gain pleasure from its very activity.

(pp. 313-314)

The 1952 paper, "Approaches to Art" provides a general summary
of Kris' thinking regarding the psychology of the creative process. He

begins by restating the impoltant, inevitable questions. "What are those
things which...tend to be endowed with the specific aura which the word
ART conveys? What must the men have been like who made these things, and
what did their work mean to themselves and to their public?" (p. 13).
He relates the contributions of Freud to later theoretical developments
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piovided by psychoanalytic ego psychology. He clarifies further his
notion of "energy neutralization" and contrasts it with Freud's original
concept of "bound" energy. He suggests, in addition, that the sublimation
which is characteristic of all creative activity might prove to be dis-
tinguished by two characteristics: (1) the fusion in the discharge of

instinctual energy and (2) the shift in psychic levels. He then reviews
the structural, dynamic, and economic changes which seem to characterize
what one might call the aesthetic experience. And finally he restates
in a more generalized from his central thesis:

The shifts in cathexis of mental energy which the work
of art elicits or facilitates are, we believe, pleasure-
able in themselves. From the release of passion under
the protection of the aesthetic Music.. to the highly
complex processes of recreation under the artist's guid-
ance, a series of processes of psychic discharge takes
place, which could be differentiated from each other b.,
the varieties and degrees of neutralization of the energy
discharged. All these processes, however, are controlled
by the ego, and the degree of completeness of neutraliza-
tion indicates the degree of ego autonomy...In assuming
that the control of the ego over the discharge of energy
is pleasurable in itself, we adopted one of the earliest,
and frequently neglected, thoughts of Freud...the sugges-
tion that under certain conditions man may attempt to
gain pleasure from the very activity of the psychic
apparatus.

(p, 63)

Here Kris gives clear emphasis to three major dimensions of a coherent
and general statement which can provide the basis f "r more detailed efforts
to specify processes of ego synthesis in the service of individual styles
of adaptation and expression in all areas of human actin. There is, first
of all, his focus upon concepts of energy transformation (the "neutraliza-
tion" of aggression) entailed by the " structural" point of view in psycho-
analytic ego psychology. There is, second, Ms emphasis upon the capacity
of the ego to control, to autonomously permit, shifts in level of psychic
functioning over a wide range of conscious and motivational states. And
these is, finally, his suggestion that the control of the ego over the dis-
charge of energy which accompanies such shifts in level of psychic function-
ing is experienced as pleasurable -- his emphasis upon the intrinsic pleas-
ure derived from the very activity of the mind when that activity manifests
such shifts in level of psychic functioning. With these three contributions
Kris outlined the direction in which psychoanalytic ego psychology must
move in its efforts to conceptualize mediating processes of intrasystemic
psychological functioning -- symbolic processes of imagination in the ser-
vice of ego synthesis.
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PART IV-A. ERIKSON'S OUTLINE OF DREAM ANALYSIS (1954) pp. 144-145

I. Manifest configurations
a. verbal

1. geral linguistic quality
2. spoken words and word play

b. sensory
1. general sensory quality, range and intensity
2. specific senscry focus

c. spatial
1. general quality of extension
2. dominant vector%

d. temporal
1. general quality of succession
2. time perspective

e. somatic
1. general quality of body feeling
2. body zones
3. organ modes

f. interpersonal
1. general social grouping
2. changing social vectors
3. "object relations"
4. points of identification

g. affective
1. quality of affective atmosphere
2. inventory and range of affects
3. points of change of affect

h. summary: correlation of configurational trends

II. Links between manifest and latent dream material
a. associations
b. symbols

III. Analysis of latent dream material
a. acute sleep-disturbing stimulus
b. delayed stimulus (day residue)
c. acute life conflicts
d. dominant transference conflict
e. repetitive conflicts
f. associated basic childhood conflict
g. common denominators (wishes, drives, needs)
h. methods of defense, denial, and distortion

IV. Reconstruction
a. life cycle

1. present phase
2. corresponding infantile phase
3. defect, accident, or affliction
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4. psychosexual fixation
5. psychosexual arrest

b. social process: collective identiy
1. ideal prototypes
2. evil prototypes
3. opportunities and barriers

c. ego identity and lifeplan
1. mechanisms of defense
2. mechanisms of integration
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PART IV-B. EXTENDED WORKSUEET FOR EPIGENETIC ANALYSIS OF MANIFEST

DREAM REPORT. (JONES, 1962, p.37)

Normal Growth Crises

1. Trust/Mistrust
2. Autonomy/Shame-Doubt
3. Initiative/Guilt
4. Industry/Inferiority
5. Identity and Repudiation/Identity Diffusion
6. Intimacy and Solidarity/Isolation
7. Generativity:Authority/Self-Absorption
8. Integrity/Despair

Psychosexual
Zones

Psychosexual
Modes

Psychosocial
Zones

Psychosocial
Modalities

1. Oral- a. Passive Maternal a. To get
Respiratory-
Sensory-

Incorporative
b. Active

Person b. To take

Kinesthetic Incorporative

2. Anal- Retcutive- Parental a. To hold (on)
Urethral- Elimj.native Persons b. To let (go)
Muscular

3. lafantile- Intrusive Basic To "make" (going after)
Genital- Inclusive Family To "make like"
Loo-ymotor (playing)

4. Cerebral- Trans- "Neighborhood" To turn to*
Cof.tical* c once )tur, 1* School To know how*

Community To make things
(completing)
To make things
together

5. Autonomy- Ccnsolidative- Peer groups To be (Oneself)
centric conceptual* and Outgroups; ((or not to be))
Organismic intrusive- Models of To share being

elininative leadership oneself
Inclusive-
incorporative
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I

Psychosexual
Zones

Psychosexual
Modes

Psychosocial
Zc

Psychosocial
Modalities

6. Homonomy- Integrative- Partners in To lose and find

centric* conceptual oneself in another

Organism Introductive
Receptive

sex,

competition
a. heterosexual
b. homosexual

To have and hold*
(protect)
To have and yield*
(give in-produce)

7. Germinal- Conceptual* Divided labor Tc let be
organismic* Preceptive and shared To make be

Inceptive household To take care of

8. Cosmic- Transcendental* "Mankind" To be through
organismic-' "My Kind" having been;

To face not being
To be a has been*

*Modification or extension of
Erikson's worksheet
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PART V. METAPHOR AND FIGURATIVE SPEECH (EMPSON, 1930)

Empson's seven types of ambiguity move from relative simplicity
to increasing complexity (cf. Hyman, 1955) - from the construal of language
as a code system with dictionary definitions for each component of the code
to a construal of language as a system of symbols within which meaning is
a complex function of transaction between focal and contextual dimensions
(cf. Kris, 1948). His specific types depend in large measure for their
significance upon the immediate context of his poetic analysis. In fact,

he does not actually provide a formal definition of each. However, using
his own contextual insights, as well as paraphrases that have been offered
by others, we can outline seven levels of increasing complexity that have
potential significance for the present study.

1. When a figure of sreech while makiv3 one explicit statement,
is effective within its immediate context in two or more
additional ways at once. (simultaneous)

2. When two or more possible meanings of a figure of speech
combine to nroduce a single meaning that "makes sense"
within its immediate context of usage. (conjunctive)

3. When two or more ideas, which are connected only by being
both relevant in the immediate context, are expressed simul-
taneously in a single figure of speech. (alternative)

4. When two or more possible meanings of a figure of speech,
while inconsistent or in conflict, combine to make clear a
more complicated tacit state of mind in the speaker and/or
audience. (disiunctive)

5. When a figure of speech has no discernable meaning relevant
within the immediate context but stands half way between
two meanings as the speaker (writer) is in the act of
moving from one to the cther. (transitional)

6. When a figure of speech apparently says nothing, tauto-

logy, by contradiction, by irrelevant statements, leads
the hearer or reader '.A1 invent statements which give
indirect expression to conflict ur confusion. (projective)

7. When two or more possible meanings of a figure of speech
give expression to the extreme divergencies of meaning
defined by the context of discussion and thus represent
a statement of integration and discontinuity -- give
expression, that is, to a division in the mind, at one
level, and to a capacity to transcend without dissolving
that discontinuity at another level. (integrative)
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